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INTRODUCTION
Background
Subarea planning is used in Thurston County to study and plan for distinct unincorporated
communities within the county. The County established subarea plans for the communities of
Rochester and Grand Mound in 1996. The subarea plan update in 1996 consisted of a Growth Study Area
(GSA) that was composed of both the current Rochester Subarea and the Grand Mound Urban Growth Area
(UGA). This study delineated between the two areas consisting of a rural and an urban area, therefore
creating two separate subarea plans.
The Rochester Subarea consists of 8,619 acres in southwest Thurston County, located approximately 15
miles south of Olympia. The subarea is bounded by Old Highway 99 and Interstate 5 on the east, Littlerock
Road flanks the western and northern boundaries, and James Road on the southern boundary. It is composed
of primarily of low-density residential lands, with roughly 8% of land utilized for farm and agriculture use,
and 5% used for commercial and industrial use.
History of the 1996 Rochester Plan and Growth Study Area
The Rochester Growth Study Area (GSA) is a focused on approximately growing 9,500-acre of, mixed-use
area located 15 miles south of Olympia in southwest Thurston County. Bounded by Old Highway 99 and
Interstate 5 on the east and the unincorporated community of Rochester and Littlerock Road in the west,
the study area stretches north to the limits of Scatter Creek and south to James Road (Figure 1). Its present
growth is comprised mostly of large-lot residential development and agricultural uses, along with scattered
light industrial and commercial uses and two land concentrated around the commercial cores of Grand
Mound and around the unincorporated communityies of f Grand Mound and Rochester. The Study Area
exhibits many of the characteristics that are now being debated around the state as to what defines a place
as “urban” or “rural.”
The 1995 Thurston County Comprehensive Plan noted the “anomalous” situation of the GSA and directed
a re-evaluation of the original 1978 Rochester Subarea Plan (which designated land uses and policies for
development within the GSA and an even larger surrounding area). The Rochester Subarea Plan was
originally adopted in 1978, and covered an area of roughly 55,000 acres in southwest Thurston County.
The Original Subarea Plan designated a 9,500-acre area as a “Growth Area” (what constitutes the current
GSA), known today as the Grand Mound Urban Growth Area, to promote growth and economic
development in South Thurston County and a much larger rural area surrounding the GSA. Between 1978
and 1995, the County undertook a series of planning projects to update the overall County Comprehensive
Plan, achieve consistency with the Growth Management Act (GMA), and ensure consistency between
subarea plans and the overall County Comprehensive Plan. As a part of this process, the rural portions of
the subarea (outside of the GSA) were rezoned consistent with the GMA to include rural residential
densities (1 du/5 acres) and long-term resource lands for agricultural and forest purposes, while the Grand
Mound portion of the GSA was designated as an Urban Growth Area consistent with the County’s intention
to pursue implementation of a public water and sanitary sewer system. However, the GSA portion of the
subarea retained its mixed-use Medium Density Residential 1 to 6-du/acre designation.
The purpose of the 1996this Rochester Growth Study Area Comprehensive Plan Amendment wais to
reevaluate the GSA’s land use designations in light of achieving consistency with the overall County
Comprehensive Plan, the Grand Mound UGA and the GMA. In the process it is hoped to achieve a better
understanding and appreciation of the “gray areas” between what the Growth Management Act perceives
as urban and rural and to preserve the best aspects of both within the Study Area.
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The result of the 1996 Rochester Growth Study was the development of two separate subarea plans for the
area: the Rochester Subarea Plan and the Grand Mound Subarea Plan, which focused solely on the Grand
Mound Urban Growth Area.
Process
In light of the mixed-use nature of the GSA, its growth potential, and its “anomalous” nature exhibiting
both urban and rural characteristics in apparent conflict with the requirements of the GMA, the County
undertook an extensive planning process to attempt to reach consensus on the future land use and capital
improvement needs. In all, the planning process took nine months to complete. Integral to this process was
an extensive public participation program aimed at including local residents and property owners’ concerns
and desires regarding the future of the GSA. The process included a series of four major public workshops,
appointment of a nine-member GSA Citizen’s Committee to monitor development of the plan, twicemonthly “open houses” during the plan’s development to allow for “drop-in” question-and-answer periods,
a mailing list of over 100 persons to notice workshops and open houses, and extensive workshops and
public hearings at the Planning Commission and Board of County Commissioners level. The process
included a project “kick-off” issues workshop, a visioning strategy workshop and questionnaire, an
alternative futures workshop discussing four different future land use scenarios for the GSA, and a final
workshop to present and deliberate over the preliminary draft land use map for the GSA.
The process intended to address both the needs and desires of the local residents with the requirements of
the County Comprehensive Plan and the Growth Management Act. This was not easy. In a large part, this
was due to the expectations of many of the residents of the GSA regarding growth. Surely a growth area
designation for 18 years, from 1978 to 1995, and a fairly predictable regulatory scheme instilled a certain
level of expectation regarding growth among many residents and property owners. The requirements of the
GMA (as interpretated by the Western Washington Growth Management Hearings Board), at the same
time, appear to counter many of those historic perceived notions of growth in what is also widely perceived
as a rural area.
The County approved the Rochester Subarea Plan update on the Official Docket in 2017. The update is
intended to address the unique needs of the subarea and to ensure the visions and goals of the plan are still
relevant and meet the current community’s objectives. During the community outreach conducted in 2018
and 2019, the consensus still stands true today. The community residents wish to maintain the rural
character of the community with a business core located along US 12 and Albany Street.
Description of the Study Area
The GSA is a 9,500-acre area located in southwest Thurston County. The entire area has, since 1978, been
designated a “Growth Area” with a Medium Density Residential (MDR) (1 to 6 du’s/acre) zoning
classification. The MDR designation allows for a range of housing densities from 1 to 6 units per acre. This
is called “split-density” zoning and is based on the availability of sanitary sewer and/or water (i.e., 1 unit
per acre base density, with up to 6 units allowed per acre if sanitary sewer is available). It also allows for
commercial and industrial uses based on site plan and hearing examiner approval (Figure 2). This
designation was given in 1978 based on the assumption that sanitary sewer would be provided to portions
of the area in the future. Since that time, no sanitary sewerage system has been constructed. However, the
County is currently proceeding with plans to install a sanitary sewer system within the Grand Mound area,
located adjacent to the U.S. Highway 12 and Interstate 5 interchange. As a part of that process, the County
designated a 950-acre area within the GSA as the Grand Mound Urban Growth Area (UGA). Consistent
with the GMA, the Grand Mound UGA was designated as an urban area to accommodate higher densities
and intensities of use consistent with the provision of sanitary sewer and public water service. Plans for the
installation of public utilities within the UGA are on-going, as are land use amendments, to bring the
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residential densities within the UGA up to urban levels (e.g., 3 to 6 units per acre) as well as higher intensity
commercial and industrial uses.
Meanwhile, the remaining 9,500-acre GSA retains its MDR mixed-use zoning designation. True to form,
the area has developed along the lines of a mixed-use community. The predominant use is residential, with
a range of lot sizes from 1 unit per acre (and smaller) to 1 unit per 5 acres (and larger), along with existing
agricultural activities — tree farms, fish farms, dairying, grazing and agricultural processing activities; and
scattered commercial, gravel mining, light industrial, recreational, and institutional development. Large
tracts of vacant land remain throughout the area many being subdivided in anticipation of development.
Existing land uses within the area are shown on Figure 3. Growth pressure is increasing in the GSA due to
a variety of reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plentiful supply of available land for development;
Commuting distance to Olympia/Tacoma and Centralia;
Affordable housing opportunities;
Interstate 5 interchange access;
Desirable “rural” prairie and woods landscape; and
Increasing job opportunities.

True to its mixed-use designation, the GSA’s inhabitants are mixed as well. The population is comprised
of a wide range of residents, including older generations of property owners, ranchers, farmers, loggers,
senior citizens, new young families migrating from Seattle/Tacoma and Olympia, and new retirees from
both in- and out-of-state. Situated along Interstate 5 between Centralia and Olympia, the area is seen by
many as a natural avenue for growth, both in terms of economic development (based on excellent rail and
highway access and activity generators, such as the Chehalis Tribal Casino) and residential development
(for those seeking to escape the impacts of growth in the cities and urban areas to the north and south). At
the same time, concern is growing over the environmental impact of continued development in the area.
Primary among these concerns is the fact that the entire Study Area is designated as a Critical Aquifer
Recharge Area by the County and the State Department of Ecology.

LAND USE
The land use in the Rochester Subarea utilizes the County’s current Land Use designations found in the
Comprehensive Plan and on the Official Zoning Map. The following land use designations are in the
Rochester Subarea. The definitions can be found in the Comprehensive Plan, Chapter 2, Land Use.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long Term Agriculture
Residential LAMIRD 1/1 (RL1/1)
Rural Residential Resource (RRR1/5)
Rural 1/20 (R1/20)
Public Parks Trails and Preserves (PP)
Neighborhood Convenience Commercial (NCC)
Rural Commercial (RCC)
Rural Resource Industrial (RRI)
Open space or vacant land not being actively used for agricultural purposes comprises the single
largest “use” of land today within the Study Area. Much of this land includes former agricultural
parcels that have been subdivided in anticipation of development as well as large tracts of land not
considered actively managed for agricultural or forestry purposes. It is estimated that approximately
5,512 acres of land within the Study Area are considered vacant, according to land use surveys
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compiled by Thurston County.
Residential development is the single most dominant “built” land use in the area. Low density single-family
residential activity is most prevalent in the Rochester area northward along Littlerock Road to 173rd
Avenue and east along 183rd to Sargent Road. Growing concentrations of residential development also
exist immediately north and west of the Grand Mound UGA, between Highway 12 and 183rd Avenue, and
east of I-5, between 183rd and Old Highway 99. The pattern of development in these areas is comprised of
a wide range of lot sizes — the most prevalent being 1 unit per acre. However, areas of higher density (up
to 4 units per acre) exist in very limited areas, including duplexes, quadplexes, and older mobile home
parks. However, these medium density residential uses constitute only 37 acres of the GSA. Other common
lot sizes include 1/2-acre subdivisions and lots between 2 and 5 acres in size as well as larger parcels still
used for passive agriculture. In total, low density residential accounts for approximately 2,137 acres of
development in the GSA.
All residential development within the GSA currently utilizes on-site sewage systems to treat and dispose
of wastewater effluent. At the same time, most development also relies on individual wells and small
community water systems for water supply. A private water purveyor, the Rochester Water Association,
also supplies a community water supply to portions of the Study Area in and around the community of
Rochester and several isolated subdivisions around the Grand Mound area.
According to the MDR zoning classification, a maximum of 6 units per acre is allowed in the GSA.
However, lacking public sanitary sewer in the area, the County Critical Areas Ordinance (Chapter 17.15,
TCC) allows only 1 unit per acre residential density in the Critical Aquifer Recharge Area with standard
on-site sewage treatment. A maximum of 2 units per acre is allowed only with enhanced on-site treatment.
Hence, the predominant maximum residential development has occurred in the range of 1 to 2 units per
acre density. Most of the existing higher density development was permitted prior to adoption of the
County’s current environmental health regulations, or utilizes advanced on-site treatment systems.
Agriculture and agricultural processing remains an active land use activity within the GSA. The area is
home to a number of salmon farms, the Briarwood poultry and egg production facility, Weyerhauser tree
seedling research facility, and a fertilizer processing facility. More prevalent are small farms that include
small-scale dairy operations, cattle grazing, horse pastures, and haying as well as turf farms and tree farms.
The GSA does not contain any large-scale dairy operations. However, these are prevalent in the area
immediately adjacent to the Study Area, especially along Old Highway 99 east of I-5 and south of the James
Road boundary. Much of the vacant land within the GSA is also former farm land that has been taken out
of active production. Active agricultural and agricultural processing land accounts for approximately 1,127
acres within the GSA. Active agricultural use within the Study Area has been slowly decreasing over time
as tree lots and grazing pastures have been subdivided for new residential development. Nevertheless, some
new acreage has been converted to Christmas tree farms and turf farms in some areas. There are no longterm agricultural resource lands designated within the GSA. However, much of the area along James Road
immediately adjacent to the GSA are designated as long-term agricultural resource lands and include
significant dairying operations.
Commercial development is limited to a few scattered parcels outside of the Grand Mound UGA and the
town core of Rochester. Typical uses include: the IGA grocery store commercial node at 183rd and Sargent
Road — including the grocery store, a drugstore, day care center and veterinarian office; the South Sound
Speedway at 183rd and Old Highway 99; and scattered commercial uses along Old Highway 99 south of
the Grand Mound UGA (e.g., gas stations, eating and drinking establishments, and small retail and
convenience stores). The largest and most compact commercial areas are located within the Grand Mound
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UGA and in downtown Rochester. However, continuing demand for commercial growth is evident by the
recent approval of a new Red Apple grocery store at Highway 12 and 184th Avenue. Commercial
development currently accounts for approximately 103 acres outside of the Grand Mound UGA and
Rochester downtown areas.
Industrial-type development that is not resource-related (i.e., associated with agriculture, forestry or
mining) is very limited in the GSA, accounting for only 48 acres of land. A large telephone pole yard exists
in the Rochester town core area between Highway 12 and the railroad along with a few scattered automobile
junk yards, and a log home manufacturing facility adjacent to I-5 and Loganberry Drive. Home-based
occupations and cottage industries (and associated uses) are allowed under the MDR zoning designation.
While not prevalent, there are examples of these uses scattered throughout the area and some conflicts have
occurred between these uses and adjoining residential neighborhoods (e.g., truck parking, log storage, etc.).
Gravel mining is a significant resource-based industry within the GSA at the present time. At present, more
than 116 acres are currently being mined within the area. All of the current gravel mining operations are
located within or immediately adjacent to the Grand Mound UGA. Gravel mining is permitted as a special
use under the MDR zoning, subject to hearing examiner review and approval. This use creates employment
opportunities within the GSA, but also contributes significant truck traffic to the local road network and is
a subject of growing concern over the impacts of mining on the groundwater aquifer. There are no longterm mineral resource lands designated within the GSA.
Public and institutional uses comprise 460 acres of land within the Study Area. Major uses include the
Maple Lane Correctional Facility along Old Highway 9 (a 250-person capacity state facility for juvenile
offenders), the Rochester High School and Grand Mound Elementary School between James Road and Old
Highway 9, and the Rochester Primary and Middle Schools in downtown Rochester. Other significant
public uses include the cemetery along 183rd and the County-owned buildings and electrical substation at
Sargent Road and 183rd, and the Swede Hall civic building in downtown Rochester. Several churches and
the fire department station are also located within downtown Rochester. The Scatter Creek Wildlife Area,
managed by the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, transcends part of the Study Area north of
183rd Avenue, including portions of Scatter Creek.
Total acres of existing land uses within the Rochester Subarea Study Area are shown in the following table:
Table 1
Rochester Growth Study Area
Existing Land Use
Gross
Acres

Percent (%)
of Total Acres

Vacant/Open Space

5,512

57.0%

Residential (Low Density)

2,137

22.0%

37

0.4%

Land Use Type

Residential (Medium Density)
Agriculture/Agri. Processing

1,127

12.0%

Commercial

103

1.0%

Industrial

48

0.5%

Gravel Mining

132

1.4%
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Public/Institutional

460

Recreation
TOTALS

5.0%

33

0.3%

9,589

100.0%

Sources: Barrett Consulting Group, Inc.; Thurston Regional Planning Council
Table 1
Rochester Subarea
Existing Land Use

Residential LAMIRD 1/1 (RL1/1)

Gross
Acres
1.4
1,758.9

Percent (%)
of Total Acres
0.02%
20.41%

Rural Residential Resource (RRR1/5)

6,348.3

73.66%

Rural 1/20 (R1/20)

37.9

0.44%

Public Parks Trails and Preserves (PP)

0.7

0.01%

Neighborhood Convenience Commercial (NCC)

7.3

0.08%

Rural Commercial (RCC)

443.0

5.14%

Rural Resource Industrial (RRI)

21.3

0.25%

8,618.8

100.0%

Land Use Type
Long Term Agriculture (LTA)

TOTALS

Sources: Thurston County; Thurston GeoData
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ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREAS
The Environmentally Sensitive Areas as it relates to the Environment, Recreation and Open Space are
included in Chapter 9 of the Comprehensive Plan.
Flanked by the Chehalis river to the south, the Black River and Capitol Forest to the west, and Scatter Creek
to the north, the Study ARochester Subarea lies nestled in a broad reach of prairie and woods landscape
collectively known as the Mound Prairie. Located in the Chehalis River basin, the majority of the area is
characterized by relatively flat topography, with extremely well-drained glacial sand and gravel soils. So
well-drained are the soils that practically the entire area is characterized as a critical aquifer recharge area
— resupplying the groundwater supply to most of south Thurston County through rainfall infiltration.
Scatter Creek, a tributary of the Chehalis river, forms both a portion of the Study Area subarea boundary
and later bisects the area prior to entering the Chehalis near Rochester.
Critical aquifer recharge area designation is the single most important environmental factor affecting the
future growth of the Study AreaRochester Subarea. As shown in Figure 4, the entire Study Area is underlain
by glacial outwash materials, which constitute the highest rates of aquifer recharge potential in the County.
The area is also classified as a Category One Aquifer by Thurston County — a designation that implies the
greatest limitations on land use types and densities allowed by the County in order to protect groundwater
quality. The Critical Aquifer Recharge Area designation indicated in Figure 4 complies with the GMA
requirements for critical area protection in the County Comprehensive Plan.
Groundwater supplies all drinking water within the Study Area subarea and almost all of the water supply
for the rest of south Thurston County. It is a critical resource since almost all of the surface water supply
has already been appropriated. Besides supplying the domestic water supply for the GSAsubarea, the
aquifer also provides water for irrigation, industrial processing and aquaculture. Natural groundwater also
provides much of the water flowing into the County’s rivers and streams, including the Chehalis and Black
River’s. The highly permeable nature of the soils underlying the Scatter Creek basin allows rainfall to easily
percolate through the soils and provide the major source of recharge to the aquifer. Over much of the Study
Areasubarea, the depth to groundwater below the surface ranges from as little as 15 to 25 feet. The ease
with which rainfall infiltrates the soils, however, also increases the potential for groundwater
contamination. This was cogently pointed out in the original 1978 Rochester Subarea Plan:
. . . there is one aspect of soil limitations [usually] not considered . . . that of soils which
drain too rapidly for septic tanks. Septic tanks rely on purification of their effluent by soil
microorganisms. Should the effluent percolate through the soil too rapidly for these
microorganisms to function effectively, groundwater contamination may result.
The cumulative effect of many septic tanks may result in pollution of the aquifer.
In south Thurston County, the high potential for contamination has already been achieved in some areas.
Several wells within the GSA subarea and numerous wells outside but adjacent to the area have been
identified by the County Health Department as having elevated levels of nitrate — usually the first indicator
of contamination. According to the South Thurston County Aquifer Protection Strategy (1993), the highest
levels of contamination are strongly associated with the over-application and storage of animal wastes.
Most of this contamination is attributed to area livestock operations (primarily dairy, poultry, and feedlot
operations). However, another identified source of contamination is on-site sewage systems. This was noted
in the original 1978 Rochester Subarea Plan, which identified contamination of the water supply in portions
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of the south county communities of Bucoda and Oakville that were directly attributable to high
concentrations of septic tanks. More recent evidence of this impact is exhibited in the Grand Mound area
where elevated levels of nitrates in wells have also been found in connection with a high concentration of
on-site sewage systems. This is one of the driving forces behind the County’s intention to install a public
sanitary sewerage and water supply system in the Grand Mound area — to alleviate the potential
groundwater contamination posed by continued concentrated development around the Grand Mound I-5
interchange.
However, it also presents a much more problematic approach to planning the future land uses for those
areas within the GSA, but outside the Grand Mound UGA where no public sewer system is currently
planned.
Wetlands constitute another critical environmental area subject to development limitations within the Study
Area. Wetlands serve many important purposes, including fish and wildlife habitat and flood storage
retention. They are also points of direct contact between surface and groundwater and therefore, if polluted,
are areas of potential high-risk contamination to the groundwater. The vast majority of wetlands identified
in the GSA are associated with the Scatter Creek drainage, as shown on Figure 5, and are located in largely
undeveloped areas. Small isolated remnants of older, more extensive wetland systems can be found in some
areas, although most of these were drained many years ago for agricultural purposes. Today, outside of
Scatter Creek, most of the Study Area is not encumbered with significant wetland areas. The major
exception is an area immediately southeast of the UGA between the railroad and I-5 and extending eastward
to the edge of the GSA boundary. This is a large area characterized by wetland soils and mostly undeveloped
tracts. Development in proximity to wetlands is guided by the Thurston County Critical Areas Ordinance
(Chapter 17.15 TCC).
Fish and wildlife habitat areas identify high quality habitat able to support viable populations of native
wildlife in the County. Not surprisingly, many of the most important habitat areas remaining in the GSA
are also associated with the Scatter Creek drainage (Figure 5). Predominant among these are the Oak
Woodlands associated with the riparian ecosystem along Scatter Creek and the Outwash Prairies, including
remnants of native prairie vegetation, located in the Scatter Creek Wildlife Area and in some undeveloped
portions of the GSA east of I-5 between 183rd Avenue and Old Highway 99. Development within important
habitat and species areas is guided by the Thurston County Critical Areas Ordinance (Chapter 17.15 TCC).
Floodplains are also delineated on Figure 5, including both 100-year and 500-year events. These are also
strongly related to the Scatter Creek drainage and include some 100-year floodplains along old meander
scars and channels. Development is discouraged in floodplains in order to reduce potential flood damage
to structures, avoid loss of human life, and to preserve as much of the ability of the creek’s channel capacity
as possible to efficiently permit the flow of floodwater downstream. Development within floodplain areas
and along stream corridors is guided by the Thurston County Critical Areas Ordinance (Chapter 17.15
TCC).
Geologically hazardous areas include those areas particularly subject to erosion, siltation, landslide, or
other seismic hazard. Due to the relatively flat topography of the Study Area, there are no identified
landslide hazard areas within the GSA (Figure 5). However, potential areas include mining areas and minedover lands and preserving aquaculture areas from degradation, i.e., siltation, from upland sources.
Development within geologic hazard areas is guided by the Thurston County Critical Areas Ordinance
(Chapter 17.15 TCC).
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POPULATION AND SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Projections for Growth
The Thurston Regional Planning Council is the official agency that projects growth and employment
forecasts for all of Thurston County. The TRPC coordinates with the State Office of Financial Management
(OFM) in determining realistic population and employment projections for the County and then allocates
that growth by planning areas within the County. The growth projections for the Rochester were developed
as a part of the subarea population allocation model by the TRPC. The projections are based on past growth
trends, including the most recent building permit data. Growth projections by 5-year increments for the
period from 2010 to 2040 for the Rochester Subarea are presented in Table 5.
According to the 2014 Thurston Regional Planning Council, Small Area Population Estimates and
Population and Employment Forecast Work Program, there were estimated to be approximately 3,550
people living in the Rochester Subarea. The 2010 U.S. Census reported a population of 8,940 for the
Rochester and the most recent TRPC estimated population for the area was 9,210 people in 2017. Based on
the TRPC 2019 forecast, they estimated a current total population of 9,400 people residing in the Rochester
Subarea (Table 12. Population Estimates and Forecast, 2010-2020).
According to the 1990 Census, there were approximately 4,930 persons living in the Rochester Growth
Study Area.
However, these estimates vary based on the sampling jurisdiction. According to 2014 TRPC population
estimate by School District, they estimated a total of 14,460 residents. Another 2014 TRPC estimate
based on Thurston County Fire District estimates Rochester’s population at 12,780. However, despite the
sample distribution, TRPC projections and forecast estimate an overall slow and steady increase of
approximately 3.5% over the next 40 years.
Population characteristics by age and gender indicate similar ratios to the rest of Thurston County. The only
difference was in the gender population, where the GSA is populated by slightly more males than females,
as opposed to the overall County where females slightly outnumber males. The age distribution data
indicates a fairly normal distribution, with the 25-to-34 and 35-to-44 age cohorts (baby boomers) being the
two largest age groups (16 percent and 15 percent of the population, respectively). They are followed in
size by a burgeoning juvenile population: the 5-to-11 and 12-to-18 age cohorts each account for 12 and 11
percent of the total population, respectively.
Table 5
Rochester Subarea
Projected Population Growth
2010-2040

Growth Period

2010-2015
2015-2020

Projected
Population
Increase

Total Projected
Population

Percent Increase
(Annualized)

Projected
Increase in
Housing Units

160

8,940

1.8%

50

9,230

3.2%

90

290

3.3%
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2020-2025

9,530

110

2025-2030

320

9,850

3.4%

2030-2035

420

10,270

4.3%

120

10,610

3.3%

110

10,610

20.8%

600

2035-2040
TOTAL

300

2010-2040

340
1,830

120

Sources: Thurston Regional Planning Council

The average household size is approximately 2.8 persons (compared to the County average of 2.55).
A slight increase from 1980 and indicative of the national “baby boomlet” trend (i.e., baby boomers having
babies). Almost two-thirds of the total households in the Study Area are married couples. Non-family
households account for 22 percent of all households in the Study Area (though less than the 30-percent
figure for the total County).
Household income levels are generally lower in the Study Area when compared with the entire County.
Especially troubling, however, is the fact that more than one-quarter (27 percent) of the population in the
Study Area is defined as having income levels ranging from “below to just above” the poverty line in 1990.
This is defined as the number of persons with income levels which range from less than 50 percent below
to 174 percent of the poverty line. (In 1990, the U.S. Census reflected a poverty level of $12,674 annual
income for a family of four.) Fully 22 percent of all households in the Study Area earned less than $12,500
in 1990. This is an important factor in the consideration of affordable housing within the Study Area.
Types of household income earnings (e.g., wage and salary, pensions, public assistance, etc.) are useful
indicators of household earnings limitations, local participation in the labor force, and householders’
ability to react to changing market conditions (i.e., ability to afford increases in cost of living, land and
housing values, taxes, etc.). In general, those households which include wage and salary incomes are
typically best able to react to changing market conditions, while those relying solely on fixed incomes (e.g.,
social security) are more susceptible. More than 77 percent of households reporting in 1990 indicated wage
and salary income earnings; investment and rental income earnings were reported by more than 36 percent
of reporting households; and social security and retirement income earnings (i.e., pensions, IRA's, etc.)
were reported by 44 percent of households. Self-employed income earnings were reported from 12 percent
of households; public assistance income was reported by 8 percent of households; while farm income
earnings were reported by only 1.1 percent of households in the Study Area. This distribution does not
significantly differ from the data reported for the entire County.

HOUSING
According to the 1990 Census, there were 1,832 total housing units within the Study Area. In the 2010
Census, there was an estimated 3,470 total housing units in the subarea. The 2014 TRPC Housing Estimates
and Forecast estimates a total of 600 additional units by 2040, an increase of 17% over the next twenty
years. Additional housing information for unincorporated county can be found in Chapter 4, Housing, of
the Comprehensive Plan. Of the total supply, 69 percent were owner-occupied, 25 percent were renteroccupied, and 6 percent were vacant. The housing tenure characteristics for the GSA indicate a higher ratio
of owner-occupied units than that for the overall County (69 percent versus 60 percent) and, conversely, a
lower ratio of renter-occupied units (25 percent versus 33 percent). The vacancy rate for both areas is
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comparable (6 percent) and is within the average range for typically healthy housing markets (3 to 8
percent).
Table
Rochester Subarea
Housing Estimates & Forecast
2010-2040
Projected
Housing Units

Year

Projected
Increase in
Housing Units

Projected %
Increase

2010

3470

2015

3520

50

1.4%

2020

3610

90

2.6%

2025

3720

110

3.0%

2030

3840

120

3.2%

2035
2035

3960
4070

120

3.1%

110

2.8%

600

17.3%

TOTAL 2010-2040
Sources: Thurston Regional Planning Council

The single largest type of housing structures are single-family detached units, which account for almost 49
percent of the total supply — 79 percent of which are owner-occupied. Mobile homes represent the second
largest share of housing types in the Study Area, accounting for 43 percent of the total supply — 69 percent
of which are owner-occupied. Multi-family structures (2 units or more/structure) accounted for less than 8
percent of the total supply— 90 percent of which were renter-occupied. Duplexes represent the largest share
of multi-family units in the GSA. However, among all housing types, duplexes exhibited the lowest vacancy
rate (1 percent), indicating a very tight market for these types of units. The types of housing units within
the GSA differ significantly from the rest of the County in two principal areas: 1) a much higher ratio of
mobile homes (43 percent in the GSA and only 15 percent county-wide); and 2) a much lower ratio of
multi-family units (less than 8 percent in the GSA and 23 percent in the total county). This is indicative of
the different nature of the housing market in the Study Area — one geared toward a rural exurban market,
as opposed to the higher density more urbanized market of the UGAs in the north County where the majority
of the County’s population resides.
The predominant pattern of residential development in the Study Area are single-family units on large lots
(i.e., 1 acre or greater). According to the 1990 Census, the median owner-occupied housing value in the
Study Area was $61,9000. This was significantly lower than the County median housing value of $79,700.
Much of this difference can be attributed to the large presence of mobile homes and to the fastest growing
segment of the Study Area's housing market — manufactured homes. Existing County development
regulations, including residential zoning, do not differentiate between a site-built, single-family unit and a
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factory-built dwelling manufactured after 1976 (in accordance with the National Manufactured Housing
Construction and Safety Standards Act). Manufactured homes are becoming increasingly popular because
they offer a more affordable housing product to a larger segment of the population that might otherwise not
be able to afford a site-built, single-family home. Manufactured homes used in the Study Area typically
range in cost from $40,000 to $75,000 for floor areas ranging from 1,200 to 2,000 square feet, respectively
(excluding land costs). This compares with a range of $80,000 to $100,000 for a typical site-built, singlefamily home of similar size (excluding land costs). Land costs provide the other significant cost to
establishing home ownership.
Land values fluctuate depending on location and size of lot. Raw land prices for a 1-acre lot (with access
to community water) are typically in the $30,000 to $35,000 range, while raw unimproved 5-acre lots
typically cost $45,000 to $50,000. A 1,350-square-foot, stick-built home on a 1- to 1.25-acre lot typically
costs $125,000 to $130,000, while a larger 1,700-square-foot, stick-built home on a 1- to 1.25-acre lot may
cost $150,000 to $155,000. Manufactured homes are typically between 25 and 50 percent less expensive
than a comparable size custom stick-built home (excluding land costs).
There is limited data available on housing affordability within the Study Area per se. However, some
meaning can be gleaned from the 1990 Census data, which reported on the relationship between the monthly
household income and mortgage status for owner-occupied units for a sample of households in the GSA.
This data indicated that approximately 81 percent of households reporting indicated paying less than 30
percent of their monthly household income for housing mortgage costs (including PITI). This means that
the majority of the Study Area population seems to be well within the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban development standards for affordable housing ( i.e., monthly housing costs should generally not
exceed more than one-third of average monthly household income). Obviously, however, the situation is
more acute for those households earning annual incomes close to or below the poverty level. These are the
households who can least afford home ownership and must, instead, rely on rental housing, or more
affordable higher density housing units, which are presently in very short supply in the Study Area.

CAPITAL FACILITIES
Befitting its largely rural nature at the present time, there is a Rochester continues to have relatively limited
amount of public infrastructure within the Study ASubarea and. The Study Area is characterized by rural
levels of service for most public facilities. The Capital Facilities for all unincorporated rural county is
described in Chapter 6, Capital Facilities, of the Comprehensive Plan.
Sewer and Water Systems
There are no public sanitary sewerage or potable water systems presently within the Subarea.Study Area.
Every property must provide on-site sewage systems with the Rochester Subarea. More than two-thirds of
development within the Rochester Subarea rely on individual wells for domestic water supply, and 85
percent of residential units rely on-site sewage systems to treat household and commercial wastewater.
There are several community drainfields that serve a limited number of isolated higher density residential
developments, including several mobile home parks. The Rochester Water Association is a private water
purveyor that provides a community water system to portions of the Subarea. However, Thurston County
is actively pursuing development of a public sanitary sewer and water system for the Grand Mound UGA.
Initial plans are being formed for development of a first-phase sewer and water system that would serve
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approximately 450 acres of the 950-acre Urban Growth Area. The public utility improvements would
include installation of several public water supply wells within the UGA as well as a wastewater treatment
facility providing effluent discharge to the Chehalis River. The single greatest restriction to development
of a sanitary sewer system for the UGA is a limitation set by the State Department of Ecology (DOE) of an
average annual discharge of 700,000 gallons per day into the Chehalis River from such a facility. This
would have the effect of severely limiting potential growth within the UGA that could connect to such a
public sewer system within the next 20 years — much less extend the sewer system outside the present
UGA boundaries — unless this limitation is overcome or alternative treatment solutions are found. The
County’s sewer and water general plans are currently being updated to address these issues and determine
the best approach.
According to the 1990 Census, more than two-thirds (67 percent) of development within the Study Area
currently relies on individual wells for domestic water supply, and 94 percent of residential units rely onsite sewage systems to treat household and commercial wastewater. There are several community
drainfields that serve a limited number of isolated higher density residential developments, including
several mobile home parks. Individual wells that serve more than 2 units are generally regulated in the
County, but do not require a “water right” allocation from the DOE. The water right exemption applies to
domestic water supply wells that withdraw less than 5,000 gallons per day (roughly analogous to the
average daily water requirements of 6 typical single-family homes). Approximately 500 units within the
Study Area (27 percent) were connected to a community water system (i.e., a common well source
supplying water to 5 or more units) in 1990. The majority of these units are served by the largest community
water system in the area — the Rochester Water Association.
The Rochester Water Association is a private water purveyor that provides a community water system to
portions of the Study Area (Figure 1). The Association has a water right to withdraw 112 acre/feet per year.
The Association's water system is comprised of three wells, a reservoir and storage tank, and transmission
lines that serve the existing service area. The service area includes the town core of Rochester and portions
of the existing residential area north and east of Rochester from Littlerock Road to Irwin Street between
176th and 183rd Avenue. The Association currently serves approximately 266 connections, and is approved
to supply a maximum of 422 connections under their existing water right permit. Water consumption for
a typical single-family home on the system averages between 750 to 850 cubic feet per month
(approximately 200 gallons/day). The Association charges a minimum $1,000 connection fee. The average
monthly service charge per single-family home is currently about $22, according to the Association.
Water consumption information for the existing Subarea is based on water rights data available from
Thurston County Water Planning. the DOE (Pacific Groundwater, 1991). The data, as shown on Table 2,
indicates that the two dominant water users in the Scatter Creek basin are aquaculture (fish propagation)
and agriculture (irrigation). These users collectively account for more than 795 percent of the total
groundwater consumption within the basin. Domestic and public water supply users account for less than
3 18 percent of total annual consumption.
Table 2
Summary of Current Groundwater Pumping
Scatter Creek Aquifer
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Location Type
Well - Fish Propagation
Well - Irrigation
Well - Public Supply Group A System
Well - Public Supply Group B System
Well - Livestock
Well - Industrial
Well - Commercial
Well - Domestic General

Water
Rights
Permitted
(AcreFeet)
24,000
9,000

Groundwater
Pumping
(Acre-Feet)
7,146
5,158
1,324
49

900

Groundwater
Pumping
(PermitExempt, AcreFeet)
399

51
128
145

350
100

143
616
246
21
969

14,000

34,350

2,393

Total
Groundwater
Pumping
(Acre-Feet)
7,146
5,557
1,324
192
616
296
149
1,114
16,393

Source: Thurston County Water Planning, 2019
According to analysis conducted by Pacific Groundwater (1991), “...experience in other counties indicates
that many water rights are not fully used. The differences between non-used rights and unaccounted users
without rights [ i.e., individual domestic water supply wells that withdraw less than 5,000 gallons per day]
may be self-cancelling. In addition, a large portion of the allocation for fish propagation and irrigation
may not be consumptively used ( i.e., a large percentage of these groundwater withdrawals are returned to
the system as groundwater recharge). Therefore, net consumption of groundwater within the basin may be
considerably less than shown.”
Natural recharge to the Scatter Creek basin (through rainfall, surface runoff and on-site septic effluent
infiltration) is estimated to be 64,000 acre-ft/year (Ibid.). Subtracting the estimated annual consumption
(34,350 ac-ft/year) indicates that approximately 29,650 ac-ft/year of groundwater discharges from the basin.
A figure that, in fact, may be much higher given the nonconsumptive nature of many of the existing water
use allocations.
Public Safety
Police protection services within the Study Area are provided by the Thurston County Sheriffs Department.
A sheriff's department substation is located at the Key Bank building on Old Highway 99 (within the UGA).
The substation serves a surrounding larger district that includes both the UGA and the remaining portions
of the Study Area. There are presently five deputies on a 24-hour watch assigned to the district. Between 1
to 2 deputies are on duty at any given time. The Sheriff's Department plans to increase the number of
deputies from 5 to 9 within the next several years. The Washington State Patrol also has troopers which
patrol I-5 and SR-12. The troopers are available to backup the sheriff's officers if they are needed.
The department reports an average response time of 9 minutes for emergency calls. While this response
time is somewhat slow, it is indicative of the manpower shortage experienced by the department. The
current level of service of the department (county-wide) is 0.7 officers per 1,000 population — well below
the national and even state averages for suburban counties. The most frequent calls for service are for
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property-related crimes and misdemeanor assaults. The crime rate in the district has been increasing steadily
during the 1990s. Total service “case” calls in the district increased from 4,288 in 1992 to 7,155 in 1994,
an increase of more than 66 percent. Serious crimes increased from 533 in 1992 to 722 crimes in 1994, an
increase of 35 percent. In general, the department reports that more rural lower density areas report
significantly less crimes, and hence, require less costly sheriff's services than do more urbanized areas.
Fire protection and emergency medical services within the Study Area are provided by Grand Mound Fire
District 14 and Rochester Fire District 1. Each district is staffed by all volunteers and managed by a threemember elected Fire Commission Board. These services are primarily financed through property tax levies.
General obligation bonds are sometimes issued for major capital improvements, including equipment or
station improvements. All volunteers are trained in basic life support services (BLS). Advanced life support
services (ALS) are provided by the Medic One program throughout the County. The closest ALS aid unit
is stationed in Tenino. Mutual aid agreements with all adjacent districts are in effect in the case of major
events.
The Grand Mound FD 12 services a 26-square mile area, including the eastern portion of the GSA. Its
current assessment rate is $0.98/$1,000 assessed value, which is only $0.02 short of the $1.00/$1,000 levy
maximum for all-volunteer districts. Its annual budget averaged $70,000 over the past several years. FD 12
has 25 volunteers and 2 fire stations — the main station along Old Highway 99 (within the UGA) and a
sub-station on Michigan Hill Road. The district also provides service to the Maple Lane Correctional
Facility on a contract basis. FD 12 is equipped with two tanker trucks: 1 with 1,500-gallon capacity and the
other with 3,250 gallons; 3 pumper trucks with capacities of 500, 750 and 1,000 gallons respectively; a
brush truck to fight brush fires; and 2 BLS Aid Units. The district has a 4 to 6 minute average response time
for calls within the Study Area.
The district receives the bulk of the response calls within the area — approximately 600 responses for fire
and EMS last year alone, with 80 percent of those calls for EMS assistance. As many as 200 to 250 of those
responses are for service along I-5, for which the district receives no reimbursement. The district has
experienced a 66-percent increase in assistance calls since 1990. The growth in demand for fire protection
services, especially within the UGA, is likely to require additional staff and equipment within the next 10
years. It is also likely that the increased demand will lead to increased levies to fund some full-time paid
firefighters, probably after the year 2000.
The Rochester FD 1 services a 35-square mile area, including the western portion of the GSA. Its
assessment rate increased from $0.89/$1,000 in 1992 to $1.00/$1,000 assessed value in 1993 — which is
the maximum levy allowed for all-volunteer districts. Its annual budget will increase from $149,000 in 1995
to $166,000 in 1996. FD 1 has 35 volunteers (increasing to 40 in 1996) and one fire station located on
Albany Street in downtown Rochester. FD 1 is equipped with 2 tanker trucks, each with a 3,300-gallon
capacity; 2 engine trucks with capacities of 1,000 and 750 gallons, respectively; and 1 BLS Aid Unit. The
district has a 4-to-6-minute average response time for calls within the Study Area. FD 1 also provides
service to the Chehalis Tribal Reservation under a contract, including the new Lucky Eagle Casino.
The district responded to more than 600 calls for fire and EMS in 1995, with 75 percent of those calls for
EMS assistance. The district experienced a 33 percent increase in assistance calls since 1993. Assistance
calls to the Chehalis Reservation (mostly the Casino) accounted for 9 percent of the total calls in 1995, but
is expected to double in 1996 to 18 percent of total calls. Some additional funding may be available through
grant applications from the net proceeds of the Tribe’s casino operations to affected agencies in Thurston
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County. The district expects that growth in demand for fire services is likely to require additional staff and
equipment within the next 10 years. It is also likely that the increased demand will lead to increased levies
to fund some full-time paid firefighters within the next 5 years. The construction of a new station is a longterm consideration which would likely be provided through a joint venture with Grand Mound FD 14.
Parks and Recreation
There are few organized park and recreational facilities within the GSARochester Subarea. Limited
facilities (e.g., baseball/football fields, running track, basketball courts, etc.) are provided by the Rochester
School District at the elementary, middle and high school. However, access is limited for non-school use
of these facilities. The Rochester School District permits public access to Independence Park, located just
north of the District Offices at US 12 and Albany Street.
There are also several privately operatedprivately-operated recreational facilities in the Study Areasubarea,
including a baseball park (Hoss Field) located on 196th Avenue S.W., the Grand Mound Driving Range
along Old Highway 9. The County is working with the organizers of Hoss Field to provide grant funding
for future field improvements.
, andThere is also a motocross track located on Jare Street. There are also several regional outdoor recreation
areas adjacent to the Study Area, including the Scatter Creek Game Preserve, Capitol Forest, and Black
River boat launch facility.
The Grand Mound-Rochester Parks and Recreation District is the local provider of parks and recreation
services in the GSA. The District, which includes its own elected board of directors, currently has no
significant or consistent funding source, so its ability to provide services is limited. The District has one
piece of undeveloped property set aside as a future community park, but lacking a voter-approved
assessment, the property has not been developed for recreational use.
Since the District exists as the local parks and recreation service provider, the Thurston County Parks and
Recreation Department has not actively pursued locating facilities within the GSA. The Department does
provide recreation programming in the area and manages a natural area, a preserve, and will manage a
recreational trail (to be acquired in 1996 for hiking, biking, equestrian, and other recreational uses) just
outside the GSA boundaries. The Department coordinates its activities with the District and also provides
technical assistance to the District on recreational needs within the Study Area, as requested. The Parks and
Recreation Department may assume a more active role in delivering recreational facilities to the area should
District funding limitations continue and/or growth warrants.
Schools
Almost the entire Study Area is served by The Rochester School District No. 401 services both the
Rochester Subarea and the Grand Mound Urban Growth Area, in addition to surrounding areas. (Insert RSD
Map). The District provides public education for grades K-12 as well as educational instruction for the
residents of the Maple Lane Correctional Facility. The District operates four main schools, in addition to
an alternative high school. Facilities include the Rochester Primary School (K-2), Grand Mound Elementary
(3-5), Rochester Middle School (6-8), and Rochester High School (9-12), and HEART High School (9-12).
The schools and their respective 1995 2018 enrollment figures are shown in Table 3. Total 1995 2018
enrollment was 1,694 2,303 students, down slightly an increase of 36% from the 1994 1995 level of 1,735
1,694 students. The slight decrease in 1994-1995 enrollment is an anomaly in an otherwise fast growing
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district. Both the 1993 and 1994 school year enrollments exhibited average increases of approximately 70
students each year. Enrollment projections by the District (Source: OSPI and OFM) indicate a continued
growth in student population with a total of approximately 2,000 2,447 students by the year 20002025. For
more information, refer to the Rochester School District Strategic Plan that was recently completed
in 2019.
Table 3
Rochester School District No. 401
20181995 Enrollment by Facility
School

Grade Level

Enrollment

Rochester Primary School

K-2

394 539

Rochester Primary School

Pre

25

Grand Mound Elementary

3-5

370 514

Rochester Middle School

6-8

431 529

Rochester High School

9-12

499 666

HEART Alternative School

9-12

30

TOTAL

1,694 2,303

Source: Rochester School District 401
Even if no further growth were to occur, the District has indicated that significant improvements already
need to be made. The District currently suffers from overcrowding — most acutely at the Rochester Middle
School and Primary School. Classroom size averages hover around the state minimum standards (25-26
students per classroom). However, portable classrooms are needed at both the Middle School and the High
School. The District floated a bond issue to voters in 1994 to construct a new Middle School that failed.
The District currently operates with an approximately $11 million annual budget. Of that amount, less than
$1 million is accounted for by the local property tax levy. The current levy rate is $3.01/$1,000 assessed
value. The continued need for improved facilities (and failed bond votes) is likely to place upward pressure
on the levy rate in the future. The District is exploring other avenues to enhance revenue sources, including
the use of mitigation fees for new plats and residential development.
TRANSPORTATION
The GSA is located at the crossroads of the south county regional transportation network. Located astride
the I-5 and SR 12 corridors, it is located along the main link between Portland and Seattle. The I-5 corridor
through the Study Area currently carries 44,000 average daily trips, which account for more than 16 million
vehicle trips each year. Rail access is also excellent, with Burlington Northern trackage located along both
the I-5 corridor through Grand Mound and along SR-12 through Rochester.
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The Study Area is greatly impacted by pass-through traffic from outside the area along the two state
highways: I-5 and SR-12. The major county arterial within the Study Area include Old Highway 99, Sargent
Road, and Littlerock Road. County collector streets include Old Highway 9, James Road, Albany Street,
183rd Avenue S.W., 173rd Avenue S.W., Case Road, and Denmark and Carper Streets. The rest of the road
network is comprised of local residential and private streets. Many of the private residential streets serving
subdivisions and plats are dirt roads.
The rural character of the Study Area is reinforced by the existing road network standards. Local streets
within the area are built to “rural road standards,” as defined by the County. Rural roads are characterized
by having 12 feet or fewer of asphalt per lane, with few shoulders and designed for low traffic volumes.
These roads do not presently contain bike lanes.
The transportation system was analyzed using level of service (LOS) analysis for all major arterials and
intersections within the GSA. LOS is a qualitative measure of traffic conditions on a scale ranging from
“A” to “F,” with “A” representing good operating conditions with little or no traffic delays, and “F”
representing poor operating conditions with excessive traffic delays. The Thurston County Comprehensive
Plan adopts a minimum rural level of service on county arterials of LOS “C.”
Traffic volume data indicate several areas of concern relating to congestion and traffic safety. The areas of
highest traffic volume occur on the major arterials in the Study Area. State Route 12 currently carries more
than 12,000 vehicles per day through the Study Area. Old Highway 99 east from the I-5 overpass carries
the same daily traffic load to portions of the south county.
However, the only intersections and road segments at or below their minimum LOS at the present time are:
•

The intersection of SR-12/Old Highway 99/Sargent Road. This intersection currently operates at
LOS “E,” with up to 40-second vehicle delays. The existing intersection configuration is heavily
overloaded (especially on Sargent Road). This is the worst operating intersection in the entire area.
It is also the most important, as it is the only access point to the I-5 interchange within the GSA.

The segment of Old Highway 99 east of I-5. This road segment contains the most accidents in the
entire Study Area. It carries more than 12,000 vehicles per day — most of which are pass-through
traffic. However, lacking a turning lane, significant conflicts occur with local (left turn) traffic into
the local residential streets, especially at Loganberry, Nutmeg, and Melon.
The remaining intersections outside of the UGA are currently operating at or above the minimum LOS “C.”
The heaviest travelled road segments outside the UGA include Sargent Road, Old Highway 9, 183rd
Avenue, and Littlerock Road, as shown in Table 4.
•

A complete analysis of the Rochester-Grand Mound Subarea traffic system, including recommendations
for improvements and phasing are being completed by Bell-Walker Engineers.
Table 4
Rural Arterial Traffic Volumes
Rochester Growth Study Area
Road Name
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Road Name
Sargent Road

Segment
SR-12 to 183rd

Average Daily Traffic
5,500 trips/day

183rd Avenue S.W.

Scatter Creek to SR-12

2,200 trips/day

Old Highway 9

Highway 99 to SR-12

2,600 trips/day

Littlerock Road

SR-12 to Sargent Road

1,900 trips/day

Commented [SS1]: PW states these counts are still
accurate. (Kirby Nunn)

Source: Bell-Walker Engineers, 1995

Transit service in the Study Area is provided by Intercity Transit, the public transit operator for Thurston
County. Service was expanded in 1993 to link the urban areas of north county with the Rochester-Grand
Mound area. Two fixed routes serve the GSA today: 1) Route 92 operates between Yelm, Rainier, Tenino,
and Rochester-Grand Mound; and 2) Route 98 connects downtown Olympia with Rochester-Grand Mound.
Frequency of service to the GSA is approximately every two hours, Monday through Saturday, including
peak periods. Ridership levels remain relatively low. Intercity Transit also provides connections to the
regional transportation system to Pierce County and Seattle through the Grand Mound Park and Ride Lot
located at the intersection of I-5 and Old Highway 99.
However, the majority of employed residents who leave the GSA (and the county) every weekday morning,
travelling to their places of employment, do not participate in the local or regional public transit system.

GROWTH TRENDS/SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS
Like many exurban communities, growth in the Rochester area lagged behind that of more developed
suburban areas during the early post-war years (1940s and 1950s). Suburban communities (like Lacey and
Tumwater) were growing due to the baby boom; the mass accessibility of automobiles; and the location
within easy commuting distance to the job centers in the central cities like Olympia, Tacoma and Seattle.
During this time, central cities themselves began to lose population to the suburbs and soon after, the jobs
as well. So began the well-known national trend of urban to suburban migration. However, as the impacts
of growth finally began to catch up with the fast-growing suburban communities during the 1970s and
1980s (and even up until today), many suburbanites felt the pinch of growth and began to look even further
away from the central cities in search of relief. So began the less well-known national trend of suburban to
exurban migration, which began to affect areas like Rochester. Today, in the 1990s, it is the neo-rural or
exurban communities whose growth rates are outstripping their suburban counterparts.
Indeed, the great majority of the housing stock within the GSA (69 percent) are contemporary units built
since 1970. As shown on the following figure, residential development really started to take off in the Study
Area during the 1960s, a period in which 209 new homes were built. According to the Census data, almost
one-half of the entire housing stock (876 units) of the Study Area was built in one decade alone — between
1970 and 1980. Growth of housing development slowed somewhat in the 1980s from the torrid pace of the
1970s, but still accounted for the construction of 362 new units in the decade. Due to GSA boundary
differences with building permit location reports by section, it is more difficult to track the exact number
of new units built in the Study Area for inter-censal periods. However, analysis of County data regarding
construction of new units by section indicates another surge in residential development between 1987 and
1994. It is estimated that as many as 570 new housing units were constructed between 1989 and 1995 alone
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within the Study Area. Based on these trends, it is estimated than more than 900 new units could be built
in the Study Area between 1990 and 2000.
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Transportation for the Rochester Subarea and all unincorporated county is included in Transportation
Chapter (Chapter 5) of the Comprehensive Plan.
In 2016, the County, in collaboration with TRPC and Washington State Department of Transportation
(WSDOT), received a federal Surface Transportation Grant (STP) to study a one-mile segment of US 12
located between 183rd Avenue and Bailey’s IGA. The primary focus of the Main Street Rochester project
was to:
•
Improve safety and multimodal mobility;
•
Increase infrastructure investments in the area;
•
Enhance Rochester’s sense of place; and
•
Encourage economic vitality.
The project was composed of three elements: a Current Conditions Report, a Multimodal Transportation
Action Plan, and a Final Report. The completed documents and full content of these efforts are included in
the Appendix.

ROCHESTER GROWTH STUDY AREA
HOUSING SUPPLY
1940-20
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According to County records, the most concentrated areas of population (housing) are located in and
immediately adjacent to the Grand Mound UGA and in and around Rochester, extending east of the town
core to Sargent Road, in an area basically “sandwiched” between 183rd and 173rd Avenue. The areas of
lowest population growth correspond to the sections located along Scatter Creek, marking both the northern
boundary of the Study Area and crossing between the communities of Grand Mound and Rochester. Also,
the area immediately south of the UGA boundary along Old Highway 99 is relatively sparsely developed
compared with the Grand Mound UGA. The concentration of residential development within the Study
Area is shown on Figure 6.
Land subdivision activity is fairly consistent with the pattern of residential development in the area.
As shown on Figure 7, despite the rapid rates of growth experienced in the past several decades, parcels of
5 acres or larger in size still constitute the majority of the land area. Those areas which display the greatest
densities (i.e., parcels less than 2 acres) are concentrated in the area north and east of Rochester, sandwiched
between 173rd and 183rd Avenue. In fact, this area exhibits the greatest concentration of 1-acre and 1/2acre lots in the entire Study Area. This corresponds strongly with the presence and growth of the Rochester
Water Association service area (i.e., encouraging the maximizing of densities allowed under the MDR
zoning [1 to 2 units per acre] in order to most efficiently provide community water service). At the same
time, many other areas have not built out to the maximum density allowed under the current zoning
regulations.

PLANNING FOR GROWTH
One of the major tools provided by the Growth Management Act (GMA) to implement growth management
objectives is the establishment of an Urban Growth Area (UGA), whose boundary is intended to separate
urban areas from rural and resource lands. The intent of the UGA is to allow communities to direct urban
growth into areas where growth can be supported by adequate (i.e., urban) levels of facilities and services,
including roads, utilities, police and fire services, and schools. Outside of UGAs, the GMA encourages the
designation of resource lands (agriculture, forestry and mining), environmentally sensitive areas, recreation
areas and rural uses which require much lower levels of facilities and services. The major goal of UGAs
(and the GMA itself) is to reduce “urban sprawl” — the inappropriate conversion of undeveloped land into
sprawling, low density development. Urban sprawl leads to higher costs of providing facilities and services
by spreading development out over a larger area and consuming greater amounts of land.
The GSA is presently probably best described as a “quasi-growth area” in terms of the GMA requirements,
in that it exhibits characteristics of both UGA’s and rural areas. The purpose of this amendment is to better
align the boundaries and the uses within the Study Area to best match future land uses with the requisite
ability to provide adequate levels of facilities and services consistent with the GMA.
Criteria for UGA/Rural Lands
Criteria for the designation of UGA’s, resource lands, environmentally critical areas, and rural lands are
given both within the Growth Management Act and by guidelines promulgated by the Department of
Community, Trade and Economic Development, to help guide local governments in the implementation of
the act at the local level. Further criteria for the designation of urban growth areas and rural areas within
the County have been developed as part of the overall Thurston County Comprehensive Plan. These criteria
are very important; they are, in essence, the rules which set the limits of the playing field and by which
future planning efforts must abide.
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GMA criteria for the designation of Urban Growth Areas:
•

Encourage development in areas where adequate public facilities exist or can be provided in
an orderly and efficient manner.

•

Area is located adjacent to existing urban development.

•

Reduce inappropriate conversion of undeveloped land into urban sprawl.

•

Encourage a variety of housing types and densities.

•

Ensure that public facilities and services necessary to support development are available at
the same time the developed land is available for occupancy and use.

•

Area has adequate buildable land to meet the projected demands for housing, commercial,
industrial and community service uses for the next 20 years.

•

Land characteristics (including natural features) are capable of supporting urban
development without significant environmental degradation.

•

Area does not have current resource land designations and should be able to develop without
significant detrimental effect on nearby resource lands.

•

Takes advantage of physical features such as rivers or forested greenbelts, which provide a
logical separation between urban and rural uses.

In addition to the GMA criteria for UGAs, the Thurston County Comprehensive Plan has adopted specific
policies for Urban Growth Areas within the County. The complete set of policies are contained in the
Appendix. These policies were used in the designation of the 950-acre Grand Mound UGA. Any proposals
of either expanding the Grand Mound UGA, or establishing a new UGA for the Rochester Growth Study
Area would have to comply with these policies. For the purposes of the GSA, those policies which most
directly impact the Study Area are listed below:
•

Concentrate medium and higher density development in urban growth areas in a way that
ensures ... high quality urban services at the least cost.

•

Encourage infilling in areas already characterized by urban growth that have the capacity and
provide public services to serve urban development.

•

Where urban services and utilities are not yet available, require development to be configured
so urban development may eventually infill and become urban

•

Residential development in urban growth areas should include a variety of housing types,
with most densities ranging from 4 to 16 units per acre or higher. Densities should be high
enough to support efficient public services and provide affordable housing choices. In areas
where urban growth and sewer extensions are scheduled to take place later, residential
development should be kept at very low densities for the short-term, or developed in a manner
that will not preclude later infilling at higher densities.

•

A broad range of industrial and commercial development may occur in urban growth areas,
including the larger and more intensive types of development that require higher levels of
services and facilities.
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•

Commercial centers should be encouraged, rather than narrow strip development in order to
protect the ... environment, provide efficient land use, and improve traffic safety and travel.

•

Higher levels of public services and facilities should be provided in urban growth areas, such
as water supply; sanitary and storm sewers; police and fire protection; paved streets with
curbs, sidewalks and street lights; and public transit and bicycle paths. Other services may
include community and neighborhood parks, government offices, libraries, medical facilities,
manned fire stations, and animal control.

Based on these criteria, at first blush, it appears that limited portions of the Study Area, including the old
town core of Rochester and some residential developments which include older mobile home parks,
duplexes ,and higher density developments (with densities of 4 units per acre or more), within the GSA
might qualify as an urban growth area. Unfortunately, with the exception of the town core of Rochester,
most of the higher density residential development is small and scattered throughout the Study Area, and is
not in a compact area easily served by public facilities such as an expanded sanitary sewer system.
The GMA defines rural lands not by what they are, but by what they are not:
“... all lands which are not contained in an urban growth area and are not designated as
natural resource lands having long-term commercial significance for production of
agricultural products, timber, or the extraction of minerals.” (WAC 365-195-210[19])
The GMA provides significantly less guidance to local governments regarding rural land use designations
and densities, than it does regarding urban growth areas. Instead, that guidance is provided by the Growth
Planning Hearings Boards. The Boards were established to function as the arbiters of appeals to local GMA
plans and other requirements, and to provide further interpretation of the Act relative to local governments
in the region. Regional Boards were established throughout the state to cover specific geographic areas.
The Western Washington Board, located in Olympia, hears all challenges to GMA-related actions proposed
by local governments west of the Cascades, excluding Pierce, King, and Snohomish counties. The Western
Board’s jurisdiction includes Thurston County. Decisions by the Board on GMA cases function as
precedents for subsequent related GMA proposals by other local governments in the region.
The Western Board’s decisions regarding residential lot sizes in rural areas are the most significant in terms
of their influence to the GSA. The most influential case in the region affecting residential densities was City
of Port Townsend v. Jefferson County, WWGMHB No. 94-2-0006. The Board held that 1:1 residential
densities (i.e., 1 unit per acre) generally do not comply with rural land use designations, or even urban
growth area designations. The Board concluded:
Candidly we are not disposed to adopt a “bright-line” rule that prohibits the use of 1:1
density in each and every case. We agree that 1:1 density can easily lead to a violation of
the anti-sprawl goals and requirements of the Act as well as cumulatively place new
demands for urban government services in violation of the Act We would expect that very
rarely, if ever, would a 1:1 density requirement in rural, or even most urban, designations
comply with the Act. It is possible that a situation involving a proper background analysis
for an area demonstrates that a 1:1 density within a “variety of densities” could be within
the discretion of local government officials authorized by the GMA.
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This is an especially important ruling given the significance of the 1:1 density within the GSA. It also makes
the GSA planning and rezoning effort much more problematic. Thurston County Comprehensive Plan
policies already designate the base rural residential density at one unit per five acres for most rural parts of
the County (i.e., those areas outside of urban growth areas, such as the Grand Mound UGA). The Western
Board has also ruled on some related rural land use issues that may have relevance to the GSA. The Board
does appear to be evolving a “bright line” rule that prohibits non-resource dependent commercial and
industrial development in rural areas (Friends of Skagit County et al. v. Skagit County, WWGMHB No. 952-0065).
The Thurston County Comprehensive Plan also includes policies regarding designation of residential
densities in rural areas of the County that must be used as a guide in determining future residential land
uses in the Study Area:
Policies:
1.

2.

3.

One dwelling unit per 5 acres (1/5) should be the common residential density level in rural
areas. This density level should be applied to areas which:
a.

may have severe soil limitations; steep slopes and/or very limited groundwater;

b.

are in/or adjacent to farm or forest lands or aquaculture management districts;

c.

are too far from urban areas to enable cost effective provision of public services, or
contain land uses that do not require extension or provision of urban services; and

d.

are in larger parcels, over 5 acres in size.

Residential densities of up to 1 unit per 2 acres (1/2) may be located in rural areas in
relatively small areas under the following conditions:
a.

to provide a buffer between existing rural developments and areas of higher or lower
densities;

b.

to provide a transition between existing rural residential subdivisions and lower
intensity rural areas;

c.

a higher density than 1 unit per 5 acres already exists; and

d.

soil conditions are able to handle the cumulative long term impacts of on-site sewage
disposal without adverse impacts to ground and surface waters.

Residential densities of 1 unit per acre (1/1) may occur in rural areas adjacent to urban areas
under the following circumstances:
a.

to provide buffers between rural areas and high urban densities where no natural
buffers such as ravines and public open space exist;
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b.

where site development practices such as clustering will also be used to buffer rural
areas and to maintain large tracts of open areas;

c.

where there is already an existing mix of higher density residential developments,
scattered single residences and small farms, and where some exclusively residential
developments are expected to continue to occur;

d.

where the existence of extensive environmental development constraints is expected
to result in an overall density average lower than 1 unit per acre; and

e.

where soil conditions are able to handle the cumulative long-term impacts of on-site
sewage disposal without adverse impacts to ground and surface waters.

Projections for Growth
The Thurston Regional Planning Council is the official agency that projects growth and employment
forecasts for all of Thurston County. The TRPC coordinates with the State Office of Financial Management
(OFM) in determining realistic population and employment projections for the County and then allocates
that growth by subareas within the County. The growth projections for the GSA were developed as a part
of the subarea population allocation model by the TRPC. The projections are based on past growth trends,
including the most recent building permit data, and are allocated by traffic analysis zone (TAZ) within the
GSA. Growth projections by 5-year increments for the period from 1995 to 2020 for the GSA are presented
in Table 5.
Table 5
Rochester Growth Study Area
Projected Population Growth
1995-2020
Projected
Population
Increase

Total Projected
GSA Population

Percent Increase
(Annualized)

Projected
Increase in
Housing Units

1989-1995

1,535

6,465

5.2%

570

1995-2000

960

7,425

3.0%

394

2000-2005

658

8,083

1.8%

269

2005-2010

802

8,885

2.0%

328

Growth Period

TOTAL

2010-2015

978

9,863

2.2%

391

2015-2020

1,021

10,884

2.1%

406

1995-2020

4,419

10,884

2.7%

1,788

Sources: Thurston Regional Planning Council; Barrett Consulting Group, Inc.

In 1990, the U.S. Census reported a total population of 4,930 for the GSA. The current 1995 population of
the Study Area is estimated at 6,465 persons based on the growth in residential building permits since 1990,
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a 6 percent vacancy rate in total units, and an average household size of 2.8 persons, as reported in the 1990
Census.
The TRPC projections indicate a total 1995-2020 population growth of 4,419 persons within the Study
Area. This would result in a projected year 2020 total population of 10,884 persons. Translated to housing
demand, this population would require an additional 1,788 dwelling units during the next 20 years. These
projections are considered “high” by the TRPC due to the fact that housing unit projections used to derive
population growth within the GSA have not been adjusted downward to account for demolitions and
conversions of existing dwellings to other uses. This a factor that typically accounts for as much as 2 to 3
percent of the total number of building permits issued annually. Demand for manufactured homes will
continue to rise, according to the TRPC, and will account for 55 percent of new homes within the Study
Area. Manufactured homes also account for a slightly smaller average household size than traditional sitebuilt homes.
Demand for Land
Residential
The GMA and the Hearings Boards’ rulings have also addressed guidelines regarding the relationship
between population projections and the allocation of land uses within UGAs. Chief among these is the use
of a reasonable land market supply factor when calculating the acreage needed to accommodate the
projected population within UGAs. This is called a “safety factor” and is based on the fact that not every
acre of land planned for urban growth will be developed over the next 20 years. Therefore, a “cushion” of
land supply needs to be factored into the allocation of land uses within UGAs in order to allow for normal
real estate market flexibility (i.e., choice), and not artificially restrict the supply of land and consequently
inflate land values prematurely. Hearings Boards have generally ruled that a cushion of up to 25 percent in
county urban land supply is presumed reasonable. This is an important factor in allocating future land uses
consistent with projected population and demand. Since the Hearings Board has also held that 1:1 densities
are urban in nature, it creates a constraint on the additional allocation of 1:1 densities (i.e., it should not
exceed 125 percent of the demand for 1:1 development based on population growth). Accordingly, the
population projections generated by the TRPC include a 1:1 land use acreage absorption component for the
planning period.
Based on historic growth trends, TRPC projects an absorption of approximately 1,788 gross acres of
residential land to accommodate the projected growth at a 1:1 density. Assuming a 25 percent land market
supply factor is added to the total demand, this would mean that a total of 2,235 gross acres of land at a 1:1
density would be needed to accommodate the projected growth. Given the Hearings Board decision
regarding 1:1 density, simply allocating the remaining vacant land in the Study Area for 1:1 density would
very likely be in violation of the Board’s precedent and the anti-sprawl goals of the GMA. However, by
mixing the 1:1 density within a “range of densities” in the Study Area and identifying areas suitable for
future urban services (and consequently higher densities), it is far more likely to meet the anti-sprawl test.
Commercial and Industrial
Demand for commercial and industrial land is usually associated with the projected growth in employment
for the region. Employment projections for the County and its UGAs (with the exception of Grand Mound)
are prepared by the TRPC. The TRPC projections disaggregate job growth into the urban growth areas of
the County, with the “remainder” allocated to the entire rural area of the County. However, employment
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analysis for rural portions of the County, including the GSA, are not broken down by subarea. So reliable
employment projection data at the GSA level is not available. However, data regarding existing
employment is available from the State Department of Employment Security. Analysis of employment data
by TAZ indicates a total 1994 employment of 1,379 jobs within the rural area that covers the majority of
southwest Thurston County, including Grand Mound and Rochester (i.e., TAZ's 234, 235 and 237). This
compares with the 2,672 total employed persons, who reside within the Study Area, reported by the 1990
Census. A breakdown of employment by type of land use in the area is shown in Table 6.
Table 6
Total Employment
Southwest Thurston County
Total
Employment

Percent (%) of
Total Employment
in Area

Government (local and federal)

478

35%

Manufacturing & Transportation

58

4%

Wholesale Trade

28

2%

Retail Trade

233

17%

Services

50

4%

Employment/Land Use Type

Finance, Insurance & Real Estate
Resource — Agriculture

5

0%

140

10%

Resource — Construction

40

3%

Resource — Forestry

332

24%

Resource — Mining
TOTAL

15

1%

1,379

100%

Sources: Thurston Regional Planning Council; Washington Department of Employment Security

The three largest employment sectors in the area are resource-based jobs (37 percent), government
(35 percent), and retail trade, which accounts for 17 percent of total employment. Government employment
is largely accounted for by the local school districts; retail trade is most concentrated in the Grand Mound
UGA, and to a lesser extent in the town core of Rochester; while resource-based employment (including
agriculture, forestry and mining) is mostly located outside of the Study Area in the rural areas of the County,
except for the construction job component of resource-based employment, which is mostly concentrated
within the Study Area.
The vast majority of residents work outside the Study Area. This is evidenced from “journey to work” data
recorded in the 1990 Census, which indicates that 52 percent of the employed residents of the Study Area
work outside the county. The bulk of employed residents in the GSA typically drive to work in Lewis,
Grays Harbor, and Pierce counties. The remaining 48 percent of employed persons work within Thurston
County, but predominantly outside the Study Area (i.e., north county).
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Projections of demand for employment and land use absorption by land use type have been developed for
the Grand Mound UGA. These estimates are based on an economic analysis undertaken as a part of the
Grand Mound UGA rezoning and utility expansion planning process (Chase Economics, 1995). A series of
growth scenarios were developed which emphasized low, medium and high growth potential within the
UGA. The study assessed the economic development growth potential of the area and concluded:
Grand Mound has enough land to accommodate twenty-five years’ growth under each of
the growth scenarios. There is no need to expand the urban growth boundary. At the
beginning of the forecast period (1995), more than three-fifths of all the acreage within the
Grand Mound UGA is vacant and underdeveloped. By 2020, the absorption rates of vacant
and underdeveloped land vary from 51 percent for the low growth scenario, 60 percent for
the medium growth scenario, and 72 percent for the high growth scenario.
The data suggest several important factors which should be considered in planning for the allocation of
future non-residential development within the GSA. Several factors, in particular, provide the greatest
constraints to the allocation of commercial development within the Study Area. First is the Western
Hearings Board decision (in Skagit County, et al) that commercial development in rural areas must be
resource-related or serve only the surrounding rural land uses (e.g., uses which are intended to serve
primarily highway-oriented, pass-through traffic should be prohibited, while uses intended to serve the local
population, such as neighborhood convenience stores, should be allowed). Second is the Grand Mound
economic analysis, which indicates that the supply of commercial and industrial land within the UGA can
more than accommodate the expected 20-year demand for those types of land uses. Indeed, it is the intent
of the County to stimulate economic development in South Thurston County by making utility
improvements and promoting commercial/industrial development within the Grand Mound UGA. To
designate a significant area outside the UGA for additional commercial growth would dilute the
attractiveness of the UGA’s market; potentially slow the pace of development within the UGA; and promote
urban types of development outside of the UGA, where lower levels of public facilities and services prevail.
Thirdly, the Washington DOT strongly discourages strip commercial development along state routes in
rural areas (e.g., Highway 12). This is largely due to increased traffic and turning movements, which cause
more accidents; increased congestion at rural intersections; and lower of levels of service and speeds along
routes that are designed to move larger volumes of traffic efficiently through an area, but which are not
intended to become local commercial streets. These factors are furthered by Thurston County rural land use
policies in the Comprehensive Plan, which promote urban commercial uses in “urban areas, the rural towns,
or in community growth areas around unincorporated centers such as Rochester-Grand Mound.” The net
effect of these policies is to discourage the development of strip commercial developments along rural
highway frontage, but to encourage the clustering of commercial uses contiguous with existing centers,
such as downtown Rochester.
Land Availability
Within the current boundaries of the Study Area there are more than 5,500 gross acres of vacant developable
land. This number includes wetlands and other critical area designations, but excludes public rights-of-way.

ALTERNATIVE LAND USE SCENARIOS
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Four different land use scenarios were developed and presented to the public at the Alternative Futures
workshop held in November 1995. A brief description of the alternatives follows. A summary matrix of the
alternatives and their major highlights, including consistency with the GMA, is shown in Table 7. The
alternative land use maps are located in the Rochester Subarea Plan Draft EIS.
Alternative #1 (Medium Density Residential)
This alternative assumes that the existing Medium Density Residential (1-6/1) “mixed-use,” split-density
zoning recommended in the 1978 Rochester Subarea Plan would remain in effect throughout the entire
Study Area. This designation allows commercial/industrial uses subject to site plan and Hearing Examiner
approval. Residential uses could be developed up to a maximum of 6 units per acre (with public
sewer/water). However, lacking those facilities, current county health department regulations allow a
maximum of 2 units per acre. The population capacity at buildout under this scenario is approximately
19,000 to 20,000.
Alternative #2 (Low Density Residential)
This alternative would downzone most of the Study Area to Rural Residential (RR 1/1). This would allow
a maximum of 1 dwelling unit per acre over most of the area. This approach would maintain the basic
existing allowable residential densities in the GSA. However, specific zoning would be used for other uses,
including commercial/industrial activities. This scenario would totally eliminate the MDR (1-6/1) zoning,
and designate SR-12 as a major commercial corridor to allow the most amount of commercial development
under any alternative. The population capacity at buildout under this scenario is approximately 17,000 to
18,000.
Alternative #3 (Rural Emphasis)
This scenario proposed downzoning to approximate the existing parcel size pattern with commensurate
density zoning (i.e., 5-acre or larger parcels would be designated as Rural Residential/Resource (1/5)
allowing 1 unit per 5 acres; while smaller parcels would be designated as Rural Residential (1/1) allowing
1 unit per acre). This alternative would maintain a small portion of the existing MDR zoning around the
town core of Rochester with a minimum amount of property designated for commercial/industrial use —
assuming the majority of those activities would locate within the Grand Mound UGA, where public services
and facilities could be better provided. The population capacity at buildout under this alternative is
approximately 10,000 to 11,000.
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Table 7: Summary of Land Use Alternatives — Rochester Growth Study Area
ALTERNATIVE 1:
No Action

ALTERNATIVE 2:
Low Density Residential

GENERAL APPROACH

• Maintain Existing Mixed Use
Zoning

• Downzone to 1 unit/1 acre
base residential zoning
• Specific Zoning for all uses
and all areas

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES

• Least consistent with GMA
• Least predictable to
determine future growth
• Likely to create the greatest
amount of land use conflicts
• Offers the greatest flexibility
to property owners

• Likely inconsistent with GMA contributes to "urban sprawl"
• Best promotes future growth
of the Study Area
• Creates the greatest amount
of traffic impacts
• Requires the greatest fiscal
impact to improve public
services

TOTAL DAILY VEHICLE TRIPS
AT BUILDOUT (Daily Traffic)
RESIDENTIAL DENSITIES

4,515
• Medium Density Residential
(1- 6 units/acre) throughout
Study Area
• 9,233 acres
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ALTERNATIVE 3:
Rural Emphasis

ALTERNATIVE 4:
Strict Growth Management Act
Scenario

• “Freeze” Existing Parcel Size
Pattern and Downzone to
approximately allowable
density with parcel size (1:1
maximum and 1:5 minimum
density)
• Designate existing farms as
Agriculture zones
• Maintain Mixed Use Zoning
for Rochester Town
Core/Specific Zoning for the
rest of the Study Area
• More consistent with GMA attempts to limit "urban
sprawl"
• Best preserves rural character
of the Study Area
• Limits the growth potential of
the Study Area
• Reduces the potential fiscal
impact of additional growth in
the Study Area

• Downzone to 1 unit/ 5 acres
base residential zoning
• Maintain Mixed Use Zoning
(1- 6 units/acre) in area
served by Rochester Water
Association
• Allow for expansion of Grand
Mound UGA by designating
surrounding Urban Reserve
area
• Specific Zoning for other uses

6,371

3,950

2,962

• 1 unit/acre base residential
zoning throughout most of
Study Area
• 7,275 acres@ 1:1 density
• No Clustering Option (i.e., no
density bonus allowed)

• Mix of 1 unit/acre and 1 unit/5
acre zoning
• 3,339 acres@ 1:1 density
• 3,558 acres @ 1:5 density
• Rural Clustering Option
allowed in the 1:5 zone (i.e.,
35% density bonus)
• Small area of Mixed Use
Zoning for Rochester Town
Core - 307 acres

• 1 unit/5 acres base residential
zoning with clustering option 5,817 acres
• Urban reserve Area allows 1
unit/5 acres with a
"conversion plan" requirement
to achieve ultimate density of
• 3-6 units/acre
• Urban Reserve Area around
the UGA amounts to 936
acres
• Larger area of Mixed
• Use Zoning for Rochester
Town - 1,621 acres
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• Most consistent and in
compliance with GMA
• Best differentiates between
urban and rural areas
• Offers greatest potential for
expansion of urban growth
around Grand Mound
• Focuses growth (land use
impacts), fiscal impacts and
improved public services into
the most heavily populated
sections of the Study Area

POPULATION CAPACITY AT
BUILDOUT

ALTERNATIVE 1:
No Action

ALTERNATIVE 2:
Low Density Residential

ALTERNATIVE 3:
Rural Emphasis

ALTERNATIVE 4:
Strict Growth Management Act
Scenario

19,000-20,000

17,000-18,000

10,000-11,000

13,000-14,000
• Specific Zoning
• Designate Existing
Commercial Uses only• 93 acres
• Would allow No Further
expansion of Commercial
Development outside of UGA,
except within the Rochester
Town Core area, subject to
Hearing Examiner hearing
and approval
• Recognizes existing industrial
uses but would only allow
future industrial expansion
within the Grand Mound UGA
or in the Rochester Town
Core Mixed Use Zone,
subject to Hearing Examiner
hearing and approval
• 17 acres
• Designate only existing
agricultural processing
activities for agriculture
zoning (e.g., Briarwood,
Weyerhauser, fish farms, etc.)
• 320 acres

COMMERCIAL USES

• All uses, subject to Hearing
Examiner hearing and
approval

• Specific Zoning
• Would allow Maximum
Commercial Development
outside of UGA - 499 acres
• Major Commercial Corridor
along Hwy 12 between
Rochester and Grand Mound
and major commercial nodes
along 183rd

• Specific Zoning
• Would allow Minor expansion
of Commercial Development
outside of UGA - 131 acres
• No Commercial Corridor
along Hwy 12 between
Rochester and Grand Mound
and minor expansion of
commercial nodes along
183rd

INDUSTRIAL USES

• All uses, subject to Hearing
Examiner hearing and
approval

• All existing gravel mining
areas and other existing
industrial uses within the
Mixed Use Zone would be
designated for industrial use
• 185acres

• All existing gravel mining
areas and other existing
industrial uses, except for
those within the Rochester
Town Core Mixed Use Zone,
would be designated for
Industrial use
• 180 acres

AGRICULTURE

• Mixed Use Zoning/No specific
zoning for agriculture

• Designate only existing
agricultural processing
activities for agriculture
zoning (e.g., Briarwood,
Weyerhauser, fish farms, etc.)
plus the area Immediately
east of 1-5 (cut-over forest
land and bluff area)proposed
for release from the Study
Area
• 845acres

• Designate existing agricultural
use areas (e.g., Working
farms and grazing pastures,
X-mas tree farms/lots, etc.)
and agricultural processing
activities for agriculture
zoning (e.g., Briarwood,
Weyerhauser, fishfarms, etc.)
• 1,287 acres
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Alternative #4 (Strict GMA Scenario)
This alternative assumed the strictest interpretation of the GMA and WWGMHB decisions regarding land
use densities. Under this approach, 1 unit per acre base zoning is prohibited. Instead, rural areas are
downzoned to Rural Residential/Resource (1/5), while “higher density” areas (i.e., indicative of 1/1
development patterns) are kept in the existing MDR (1-6/1) split-density zone. In addition, an “Urban
Reserve” concept is proposed to allow for the eventual expansion of public sewer/water facilities beyond
the present Grand Mound UGA boundaries. This designation would downzone those areas to RR/R (1-5)
and require “conversion plans” for future platting activities on those parcels. Population capacity under this
alternative is approximately 13,000 to 14,000.
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FINAL LAND USE PLAN
The final land use plan is not identical to any of the four alternatives which were presented to the public,
but evolved from information garnered from the public workshops, consultations with the Citizen’s
Committee, property owners, and from Thurston County staff. The plan, however, is most consistent with
Alternative #3 (Rural Emphasis). This is the alternative that received the greatest support from the public
workshop participants. They encouraged a vision of Rochester which retained its rural character, while
strengthening the downtown core. The results of the alternatives evaluation completed at the workshops is
included in the Appendix. The overall goals of the Subarea Plan were guided by the public participation
process as follows:
•

Preservation of the rural character, agricultural uses, and sensitive environments as keys to
quality of life, and economic diversity as well as environmental and human health.

•

Support of the economic health of the Subarea by designating areas for adequate future
residential and commercial expansion and support continuation of agricultural pursuits to
promote economic diversity.

The supporting guidelines used in developing the land use map are contained in the Appendix.
The final land use plan amendment for the Rochester Growth Study Area is shown on Figure 8. The plan
forecasts a net growth of 4,419 persons requiring an additional 1,788 housing units from 1995 to 2020.
These projections are based on a predominate development pattern of 1 dwelling unit per acre. Based on
these forecasts, the public vision to retain rural character, public input from property owners, consistency
with the Thurston County Comprehensive Plan, and the constraints applied by the GMA and the Hearings
Board, the final plan allocates land area for future development, as shown in Table 8.
The methodology used to determine the availability of land for residential and commercial development
within the GSA is contained in the Appendix.
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Table 8
Rochester Subarea Land Use Plan
Land Use Allocations
Existing
Developed Lands

Land Use

Acres

Existing
Vacant Lands

% of Total

Acres

Total
Growth Study Area

% of Total

Acres

Net Potential
Residential
Units

% of Total

Residential
Low Density (1:1)

555

24

2,048

36

2,820

32

1,678

Med. Density (1-6:1)

294

13

969

17

1,422

16

804-1,812(2)

Rural Resource (1:5)

806

35

2,527

44

3,643

42

292(3)

280

12

153

3

434

5

N/A

14

1

0

0

20

>1

N/A

Agriculture

195

8.5

0

0

195

2

N/A

Public

148

6.5

0

0

148

2

N/A

2,292

100

5,697

100

100

2,774-3,782(2)

Commercial
Industrial

TOTALS

7,991-8,682

(1)

Areas Removed from GSA

(1)
(2)
(3)

DNR Public Preserve

0

294

0

0

I-5 Southeast Quadrant

0

641

0

0

Total differences in GSA area are accounted for by public rights-of-way and unreported tax parcel numbers.
Potential Residential Units for MDR (1-6:1) calculated at both a minimum of 1 unit/acre and a maximum of 2 units/acre.
Potential new dwelling units in the RRR 1/5 zone are underestimated due to pre-existing (platted) 1-acre lots in this zone and the potential for bonus units allowed under rural
clustering provisions on unplatted parcels.
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Urban and Rural Lands
Future Urban Service Area (FUSA)
In addition to the Grand Mound UGA, a new overlay district, termed a Future Urban Service Area (FUSA)
is proposed for portions of the Study Area. The purpose of the FUSA designation is to indicate areas
expected to develop to urban levels beyond the initial 20-year planning period and to begin to “pre-plan”
for the eventual delivery of public facilities (especially public sewer and/or water) to these areas. The FUSA
designation would serve to guide future land use development and capital facility efforts into the most
appropriate areas. Two areas are proposed for the FUSA designation in this plan:
•

the area in and around the town core of Rochester; and

•

the area immediately adjacent to and surrounding the northern portions of the Grand
Mound UGA.

Both of these areas exhibit some of the highest concentrations of existing development within the Study
Area, offer the best potential for future non-residential or higher density residential development, are least
impacted by environmentally sensitive areas, and would be primary areas for the most efficient delivery of
future public sewer and water lines should water quality degradation occur in the aquifer. Existing plumes
of excessive nitrate levels have been found in portions of the groundwater aquifer immediately adjacent to
the northern boundary of the Grand Mound UGA. The proposed FUSA designation is shown on Figure 9.
Within the FUSA, the following implementation methods are recommended:
1.

Establish split-density zoning (MDR) that allows low-density development (e.g., one unit per
acre) without municipal utilities and urban densities (e.g., three to six units per acre) with those
utilities.

2.

Permit development at lower density provided that:

3.

a.

the potential for long-term urban development on the site is maintained;

b.

the eventual connection to municipal sewer and water is facilitated;

c.

it is demonstrated that the project will eventually fit into the are as infrastructure
framework (e.g., roads, utilities, etc.); and

d.

no signifiant public health or environmental impacts.

Permit development of urban densities provided that:
a.

the site is included within the boundaries of an Urban Growth Area;

b.

utilities, utility connections, roadway improvements and other required
infrastructure is provided at owner expense; and
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c.
4.

the County's other development standards are met.

Adopt public service and development standards appropriate for short-term low
density development that preserves the ability for long-term urban development
(e.g., conversion plan requirements).

The remaining GSA boundary is recommended to assume mostly rural land use densities and intensities of
use in order to achieve the vision of rural character perceived by the public, and to preserve the sensitive
aquifer recharge characteristics of the area. The GSA should be renamed the “Rochester Subarea” to
reduce potential conflict with GMA language regarding “growth areas.” The Rochester Subarea
designation would still preserve future options regarding land uses and delivery of public facilities and
services — especially public sewer and water — should actual population growth exceed the projected
figures, or if ground water quality degradation occurs in such a way as to constitute a health hazard.
Two major boundary changes are proposed for the Subarea:
•

DNR Public Preserve. The area in section 35 between 183rd Avenue and Scatter Creek is
proposed for removal from the Subarea. This area comprises approximately 294 acres and
is owned by the State of Washington, Department of Natural Resources, as a part of the
Scatter Creek Wildlife Area. The plan proposes a Public Preserves zoning designation for
this area consistent with the provisions of Chapter 20.08E TCC.

•

I-5 Southeast Quadrant. The area in Sections 12, 13, and 24 immediately east of the Grand
Mound UGA and I-5, and from Old Highway 99 south to the Lewis County line is proposed
for removal from the Subarea. This area comprises approximately 641 acres and is
characterized by significant wetlands, hydric soils, and very poor transportation access.
The area consists of largely cut-over forest land and small scale agriculture uses at the
present time, and is not deemed suitable for urban growth at the present time. The plan
proposes a Rural Residential/Resource (1/5) zoning designation for this area consistent
with the provisions of Chapter 20.09A TCC.

The removal of these areas from the Subarea effectively reduces its size from 9,618 acres to approximately
8,682 acres.
There are also several changes to the Grand Mound UGA boundary, which are reflected in the Grand Mound
UGA plan amendment.
Residential
Residential land will continue to generate the greatest demand for land in the future. According to the
projections prepared by the TRPC, at a development pace consistent with past trends, as much as
2,235 acres of additional land could be consumed for residential development by the year 2020 to
accommodate the projected increase of 4,419 new persons.
The proposed plan allocates approximately 3,017 vacant acres for new residential development within the
Subarea at 1 unit/acre or higher density. Collectively, the low density residential (1 du/acre) and medium
density residential (1-6 du/acre) designated lands account for 53 percent of all vacant land within the
Subarea under the final plan.
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The plan promotes a compact development pattern around the communities of Grand Mound and Rochester,
with the intervening portions of the Subarea (at 1 unit/5 acres) acting as a rural, open space buffer and
transition area for small farms and the environmentally sensitive areas along Scatter Creek. The rural
resource residential designation (1 du/5 acres) would account for approximately 44 percent of the total
vacant land within the Subarea under the plan.
In total, the subarea plan could accommodate between 2,774 to 3,782 new residential units based on a range
of densities from a minimum of 1 unit per 5 acres to a maximum of 2 units per acre (without public sewers)
and 6 units per acre (with public sewers).
Low Density Residential (1:1)
A total of more than 2,820 acres are designated as low density residential (1:1) in the final plan. This
accounts for 32 percent of the total Subarea. These are concentrated in three main areas: 1) north and
west of downtown Rochester between 183rd Avenue and 173rd Avenue, extending to Irwin Road; 2) in the
area along the south side of 183rd Avenue from the intersection of Sargent Road eastward to the I-5
overpass; and 3) the area wedged between 183rd Avenue and Old Highway 99 east of I-5. In all cases, these
represent areas which exhibit the highest concentrations of existing development (averaging 1:1 density),
areas lacking in environmentally sensitive lands, areas with a predominance of adjacent 1:1 development,
areas corresponding to excellent arterial road access and/or potential for compact community water service
expansion.
The zoning use designation for these areas is Rural Residential (1/1). This corresponds to the requirements
of Chapter 20.11 TCC (RR 1/1).
Medium Density Residential (1-6:1)
A total of 1,422 acres is designated as MDR (1-6:1). This accounts for 16 percent of the total Subarea.
The plan also proposes that the definition for this zoning category be amended to exclude commercial and
industrial uses (other than the home occupations currently allowed). This designation is recommended for
two main areas: 1) the area surrounding the downtown core of Rochester (which is proposed for commercial
designation), which corresponds to the existing service area of the Rochester Water Association; and 2) the
area immediately adjacent to the Grand Mound UGA, extending from SR-12 north in a band that surrounds
the UGA boundary to include portions of the Subarea all the way to Old Highway 99.
These represent areas which also exhibit the highest concentrations of existing development, offer pockets
of infill development opportunities, allow opportunity for the expansion of the UGA at a future date when
sewer and water are available, and reflect areas of future higher density development potential if sewer and
water are extended beyond the present UGA. The split-density zoning (i.e., offering a range of densities
based on the availability of public utilities) becomes a more meaningful tool and incentive for development,
when used in conjunction with the FUSA, where public utilities can be specifically targeted for future
development.
The applicable zoning designation applies to Chapter 20.17 TCC as proposed for amendment.
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Rural Resource Residential (1:5)
A total of 3,643 acres are designated as rural resource residential (1:5) in the Subarea. This accounts for 42
percent of the total Subarea. This designation is recommended for areas experiencing the lowest existing
concentrations of development, and is also characterized by a predominance of existing parcels at least 5
acres in size or larger, including most of the area along the Scatter Creek corridor; in the open rural (mixed
agriculture, vacant and residential) areas between the core areas of development in Rochester and Grand
Mound; in areas particularly characterized by environmentally sensitive lands; and along the James
Road boundary of the GSA as a buffer from the adjacent long-term agriculture resource lands and dairying
operations.
This designation is recommended for the areas experiencing the least existing development pressure, are
not located adjacent to existing urban intensity development, and which also exhibit predominantly rural
character. These areas may also serve as a future reserve for higher density development, when it can be
shown that population growth and housing demand warrant. The protection of the Scatter Creek
groundwater aquifer from on-site septic system overloading and potential contamination is also a prime
consideration for the use of this zone.
The zoning for these areas is Rural Residential/Resource (1/5). This corresponds to the requirements of
Chapter 20.09A TCC. Residential density bonus provisions (from 35% to 65%) would be allowed under
this designation (for parcels 7.5 acres or larger) consistent with the requirements of the Planned Rural
Residential Development (PRRD) provisions (Chapter 20.30A TCC).
Commercial
Approximately 434 acres are designated as neighborhood convenience or rural commercial center land on
the plan, of which approximately 153 acres are presently vacant. This accounts for 5 percent of the total
Subarea. These areas are characterized by excellent access from county arterial or collector roadways; they
are located within or adjacent to existing commercial nodes and adjacent to the downtown core of
Rochester. Commercial uses are limited to these areas in order to reduce the potential for strip development
and still allow for rural-related commercial development to serve local needs. The Grand Mound UGA has
designated 178 acres of commercial development, and is intended to serve as the primary commercial center
of the whole Subarea.
The allocation of commercial lands in the proposed plan would effectively more than double the amount of
land currently devoted to commercial development within the Subarea (outside the UGA). Commercial
land demand projections for the UGA indicate that the supply of commercial land within the UGA alone
(178 net acres) is more than adequate to meet the demand for the next 20 years (Chase Economics, 1995).
The zoning designation for these areas are Neighborhood Convenience (NC) or Rural Commercial Center
(RCC). This reflects allowable residential densities of 1 unit per acre under the current RCC designation.
(Resolution 11866, 12/21/98)
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Industrial
A total of 20 acres are designated as rural resource industrial land. The industrial designation is limited to
existing sites and industrial uses, and accounts for less than 1 percent of the Subarea. The 20-acre industrial
designation proposed in this plan addresses existing resource and non-resource-related industrial uses
presently within the Subarea. The designated parcels are all located along the railroad tracks adjacent to
downtown Rochester. The proposed zoning for these areas is Rural Resource Industrial.
The Grand Mound UGA contains a total of 362 net acres of land committed to industrial uses. The intent
of the UGA plan is to promote the UGA as the primary location for non-resource-related industrial uses
within the area in order to better provide the sewer and water needs of these types of users. Industrial uses
outside the UGA are intended to be resource-related (i.e., mining-, forestry- or agricultural-related). The
majority of present industrial uses in the area fit this profile (e.g., gravel mining, aquaculture, fertilizer
production, poultry production, etc.) and are compatible with either a Rural Residential land use designation
or a voluntary Agriculture designation. (Resolution 11866, 12/21/98)
Gravel Mining
In July, 1992 the county enacted a year long moratorium on new gravel mines due to concerns about the
effects that gravel mining can have on groundwater. After studying the issue, the county issued a new
mineral extraction code. The new code provides for the use of best management practices and strengthened
water quality protection standards for mines to follow when carrying out extraction activities in aquifer
sensitive areas. Under the proposed Subarea Plan, gravel mining would still be allowed subject to the
provisions of the extraction code and special use permits.
Agriculture
There are no designations of long-term resource lands proposed for the Subarea in this plan. The majority
of existing dairy farms, tree farms and turf farms within the Subarea are small-scale in nature. There are
also a number of horse lots, hobby farms, and other agricultural uses of property that are not considered as
the prime income source for the property owners. All of these uses are consistent with the provisions of the
rural resource residential, low density residential, and medium density residential land use categories. The
existing agricultural processing activities in the Subarea comprise approximately 195 acres and represent
existing agricultural uses exclusively. In total, they would account for only 2 percent of the total Subarea.
The more intensive agricultural processing activities (fertilizer production, poultry production, aquaculture,
etc.) are consistent with the Rural Residential/Resource (1:5) zoning designation, or with the voluntary
Agriculture District (AD) designation offered by the existing county zoning ordinance (Chapter 20.08
TCC).
Public
Public land uses in the Subarea include Rochester High School and Grand Mound Elementary, owned by
the Rochester School District #401; the public cemetery on 183rd Avenue; the County-owned garage and
gravel pit; and the electrical substation on 183rd and Sargent Road.
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There is no “public” zoning designation in the current code (with the exception of that intended to designate
conservation lands — Public Preserves (Chapter 20.08E TCC). However, the public-designated areas in the
proposed plan are generally consistent with either the Rural Residential/Resource (1/5) or Rural Residential
(1/1) zoning designations (Chapter's 20.09A and 20.11, respectively) in which they are located.

GROUNDWATER QUALITY, FUTURE SEWER
AND WATER IMPROVEMENTS
Existing water quality concerns in the Chehalis River and Department of Ecology restrictions on effluent
discharge currently preclude development of public sewer systems outside of the Grand Mound UGA.
However, future expansion of the proposed Grand Mound UGA utility improvements should be considered
for the areas designated in the proposed plan as a Future Urban Service Area (FUSA). The timing of these
improvements should be tied to the subsequent completion of the sanitary sewer and potable water systems
within the UGA, as described in the Grand Mound Service Area Water and Wastewater Comprehensive
Plans (Barrett Consulting Group, 1995).
Implementation of the South Thurston County Aquifer Protection Strategy (Thurston County, 1993) should
continue in order to carefully monitor groundwater conditions and prevent further contamination.
Abatement of groundwater contamination sources (both within and outside of the Subarea) may lessen the
future need to construct new and costly public sewer and water systems solely in response to public health
concerns.
Continued reliance on the Thurston County Critical Areas Ordinance (Chapter 17.15, Part 500, TCC)
regarding development within critical aquifer recharge areas should also be maintained to limit densities
and intensities of use commensurate with adequate design standards to protect the groundwater resource.
Finally, expansion and/or consolidation of the Rochester Water Association service area should be
encouraged based on an approved Comprehensive Water System Plan for the utility. Potential future
wellfield contamination concerns in the Rochester area (e.g., in the 1 unit per acre or higher density zones)
can be reduced through wellfield consolidations and enhanced community water systems.
The proposed plan would generate, under a buildout scenario, a total residential groundwater demand of
approximately 0.87 million gallons per day (based on a total of 4,354 dwelling units at 200 gpd in 2020).
This amounts to less than 1,000 acre/feet per year of increased domestic water demand. This figure does
not include the existing water appropriations for agriculture and aquaculture activities within the Subarea,
or the demand figures for the Grand Mound UGA. However, the current known status of the groundwater
resource appears to indicate a more than adequate supply to provide this level of service.
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APPENDIX

RESULTS OF PUBLIC WORKSHOPS
AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
An extensive public participation program was used in order to reach consensus on the future land use plan
for the Subarea. Components of the program included:
•

Four Major Public Workshops:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Project Kick-Off Workshop
Visioning Workshop
Alternative Land Use Scenarios Workshop
Preliminary Plan Workshop

August 1995
September 1995
November 1995
January 1995

•

Public Open Houses - Five monthly open-houses for drop-in questions/answers at the Rochester
Community Center (ROOF).

•

GSA Citizens' Committee - Appointment of a nine-member advisory group to ensure adequate
public input and consideration of local issues and concerns in the planning process.

•

Mailing List - A mailing list of over 120 local residents and property owners maintained to notice
the public workshops and open houses.

•

Media Relations - Press releases regarding announcement of workshops, open houses, interviews
and feature articles, highlighting the process and major issues, were facilitated through the four
local newspapers, including The Olympian, The Chronicle, Lewis County News, and the
Independent Sun News.

•

Public Hearings - Both the County Planning Commission and Board of County Commissioners
held public hearings on the proposed plan in the local community.

Annotated Workshop Results
Attendance was fairly consistent, ranging from 60 to over 100 participants at each workshop. In each case,
small group dynamics was the approach chosen. Participants were broken into small groups ranging from
4 to 6 persons per group to facilitate involvement and consensus on issues.
Workshop No. 2: Visioning
This workshop included a visioning exercise and questionnaire regarding the participants views on the
major land use issues. These discussions helped to determine the goals of the plan.
Participants responded that they valued:
•
•
•

Small town atmosphere and surrounding rural character
Natural open spaces (i.e., prairie, woods)
Affordable housing and lower costs of living
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Participants identified the following most significant problems:
• Land use conflicts caused by existing mixed use zoning
• Potential groundwater aquifer contamination from too much development
• Lack of public services (police, fire, parks, library)
Participants wanted:
•
•
•
•

A more specific zoning approach to separate and buffer residential, commercial, and industrial uses.
Improvements to upgrade the local quality of life, such as increased police, parks, and cultural
activities.
A higher quality downtown Rochester commercial area.
Traffic improvements to reduce congestion along SR-12.

Participants hope that the plan will:
•
•
•

Control growth to maintain the existing rural character and preserve Rochester's identity and low
density residential housing.
Protect the groundwater resources.
Accommodate appropriate sites for commercial development to expand the tax base.

The general tenor of responses indicates a strong preference to implement a more traditional zoning
approach to separate district land uses. There was also a strong preference to maintain the low density
character of the area However, there were differing assessments on how to manage the residential densities
associated with maintaining the existing atmosphere of the area. Some respondents favored maintaining the
existing 1- du/acre residential density throughout the Study Area. On the other hand, there was strong
sentiment against a "build-out'' scenario based on this approach. Resolving these apparently conflicting
viewpoints was a major challenge in the planning process. Indeed, the general goal of keeping Rochester a
"small town" may conflict with growth projections.
At the same time, protecting the rural atmosphere by down-zoning portions of the Study Area will emerge
as an important issue when local property owners with developable land participate in the project.
The following six questions/answers from the public surveys indicate the overall options expressed by the
respondents regarding the major themes of development within the Study Area.
There were a total of 55 surveys returned from the second workshop. The following bar graphs indicate the
percentage of total responses.
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Workshop No. 3: Alternative Land Use Scenarios
Workshop participants broke into 12 small groups and evaluated the four land use alternatives with respect
to the goals expressed during the Visioning Workshop No. 2. The group participants utilized worksheets to
reate their preferences among the four land use alternatives presented.
GROUP PREFERENCE FOR ALTERNATIVES
No. of Groups
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

ALTERNATIVE #1
(No Action)
ALTERNATIVE #2
(Low Density Residential)
ALTERNATIVE #3
(Rural Emphasis)
ALTERNATIVE #4
(Strict GMA Scenario)

Draft Alternative Evaluation
The Alternatives evaluation process indicated the greatest single support for Alternative 3 (Rural
Emphasis). Participants responded favorably to Alt. 3 's mix of I :5 and I: I residential densities in a way to
maintain both the rural character and low density residential components of the Study Area. Most
participants feared that I: I density throughout the Study Area would not maintain the existing atmosphere
given the current growth projections. The majority of additional comments reflected combining portions of
Alt. 2 ( e.g., additional commercial land) with Alt. 3.
Alternative I (No Action) was widely rejected as being unworkable and inconsistent with the GMA.
Alternative 4 (Strict GMA Scenario) was considered unacceptable by the majority of groups, owing to its
restrictiveness in residential densities.
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PROPOSED ROCHESTER SUBAREA PLAN GUIDELINES
Proposed Plan Concept
The major goals of the proposed Rochester Subarea Plan focus on the following:
•

Preservation of the rural character, agricultural uses, and sensitive environments as keys to quality
of life; and economic diversity as well as environmental and human health.

•

Support of the economic health of the Subarea by designating areas for adequate future residential
and commercial expansion and support continuation of agricultural pursuits to promote economic
diversity.

Major Plan Guidelines
Guidelines for the major conclusions of the Rochester Subarea Plan are summarized below:
•

Residential Land Use
 Preserve the small town and rural atmosphere of the Subarea by providing new residential
development compatible with the present housing densities and/or lot sizes.
 Housing densities should be determined by the development suitability, the limitations of sitesensitive areas, existing land use patterns, availability of public utilities and facilities, and the
impacts upon roadways.
−

Designate Rural Residential/Resource densities (1 DU/Sacres) to areas outside
sewer and water service areas. Designation of parcels in this category should be
guided by site-sensitive areas, existing agricultural use, lot sizes predominantly
larger than 5 acres, and the land's ability to handle septic sewage disposal.
Clustering of development or Planned Rural Residential developments should be
encouraged to allow property owners the greatest uses of their property, while still
preserving open space.

−

Assign Low Density Residential densities (I DU/acre) in or adjacent to water
service areas. Parcel selection within the designated areas should be guided by sitesensitive areas, the ability to efficiently extend water service, and the presence of
existing/similar lot sizes.

−

Assign Medium Density Residential densities (up to 6 DU/acre) inside water and
future urban service areas.

 Preference should be given to clustered residential development in the Rural
Residential/Resource (I DU/5 acres) designations.
 Encourage agriculture and related uses in those areas designated Rural and allow limited
agricultural activities in the Low Density Residential area.
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•

Commercial/Industrial Land Use
 Implement techniques which promote retention of open space and preserve agricultural lands
and allow for sensitive development in commercial areas.
 Any Commercial/Industrial designated land use in the Subarea should provide a buffer area
when adjacent to agricultural and residential areas.
 Commercial/industrial development within the Subarea should be subject to Site Plan. Review
to address site-sensitive areas, the need for open space, and orderly transition to surrounding
Agricultural, Rural, and Low Density Residential land uses.
 Potential commercial/industrial expansion should be allowed under the following conditions:

•

−

The need for additional commercial/industrial land can be demonstrated.

−

Development within the expansion area can be integrated into an existing Urban
Growth Area or Future Urban Service Area

−

Evidence that the Critical Areas Ordinance (Chap. 17.15 TCC) can be met.

−

Evidence that the soils will support the commercial/industrial development.

−

Evidence that commercial/light industrial development can be done without adversely
impacting existing drainage and groundwater conditions in the Subarea.

−

Subject to Site Plan Review.

Agricultural Land Preservation
 Agricultural land uses in the Subarea Plan should be preserved through either Agricultural
zoning (voluntary) or Rural Residential Resource (1 DU/5 acres) zoning and transition area
buffers on adjacent commercial and residential land uses.
 Agricultural and Rural designated lands (of 5 or more acre parcels) should be encouraged to
utilize the Open Space, Timber, or Agricultural Current Use Assessment Program to preserve
agricultural land.

•

Rural Area
 Establish and maintain Rural Residential/Resource designated land uses (1 DU/5 acres)
adjacent to Agricultural designated land to provide a transition without the need for transition
area design standards.
 Sensitive transition from Agricultural to Rural Residential to Low Density Residential land
uses should occur.
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•

Floodplain
 Development in the Scatter Creek floodplain should be allowed only when in a manner
consistent with the Subarea Comprehensive Plan, Shoreline Management Master Program and
Critical Areas Ordinance.

•

Wetland
 Potential site-sensitive areas should be preserved by limiting development to less intense levels
and/or by encouraging innovative design of new development that will be compatible with
natural site conditions subject to the Critical Area Ordinance (CAO).
 Development should locate on adjacent areas or peripheral portions of site sensitive areas in
conjunction with the,CAO.
 Development within the Subarea should integrate mature trees (individual and clusters) into
their design.

•

Stormwater Management
 The design and intensity of development should be limited by its ability to mitigate impacts
upon surface runoff and drainage patterns.
 Development should utilize natural drainage patterns and incorporate retention/detention and
biofiltration methods to entrap stormwater and remove pollutants before they enter the surface
and groundwater systems.

•

Water and Sewer Service
 The future need for community facilities should be considered as the Subarea develops.
 Discourage approval and extension of sewers beyond the Urban Growth and the Future Urban
Services Area in the Subarea Plan, except to remedy public health concerns.
 Water should be allowed to extend outside the Future Urban Service Area only under the
following conditions:
−

Water for domestic use is necessitated because of health concerns; or

−

The extension is necessitated by development within the Rochester Water Association
service area or the Low Density Residential designated areas (1 du/acre).

−

A transmission line through the Subarea is necessitated to service other areas within
urban service boundaries.
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•

Recreation and Parks
 Local opportunities for neighborhood recreational activities and facilities should be provided
to the residents of the Subarea by either the local Park District or Thurston County or some
joint effort of both agencies.
 Development projects in the Subarea shall bear a responsibility to provide mitigation measures
for recreational impacts. Among methods to be considered are dedication of land, voluntary
cash contributions in lieu of dedication of land, improvements to existing recreational facilities,
or any combination.

•

Transportation/Circulation
 Rural road conditions should be retained in areas designated Agricultural and Rural.
 Low Density Residential development should allow streets to reflect the low density (semirural) character of the area.
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CALCULATIONS OF AVAILABLE LAND FOR RESIDENTIAL USES
IN THE ROCHESTER SUBAREA
The amount of land available for residential development in the Rochester Subarea was estimated with a
Geographic Information System (GIS). The available land analysis was done by adding proposed zoning
to a parcel data layer on an Arc/Info GIS. The proposed zoning included three residential districts: 1 unit
per 5 acres; 1 unit per 1 acre; 1 to 6 units per 1 acre. The available land analysis did not include some large
parcels with schools, utilities, cemeteries and agriculture (although smaller parcels with these land uses
were included). Also excluded from the analysis were two areas proposed to be removed from the Rochester
Subarea.
A parcel-by-parcel analysis was performed with the GIS for each of the three residential categories. A
developed lands layer (created from 1990 aerial photos identifying developed land and previously entered
into the GIS) was used to calculate developed acreage per parcel. Then, each parcel was checked by the
GIS for building permits dated between 1/1/90 to 8/30/95. If permits existed for a parcel, additional
developed acreage was calculated and added to any existing developed acreage for each parcel. To calculate
the developed acreage from the building permits, the number of residential units on the permits for each
parcel was multiplied by the proposed residential zoning density. The permit developed acreage was
calculated twice with two different residential densities: (a) 0.2 for I unit per 5 acres; 1.0 for 1 unit per 1
acre; and 1.0 for 1 to 6 units per I acre; and (b) 0.2 for I unit per 5 acres; 1.0 for 1 unit per I acre; and 2.0
for I to 6 units per 1 acre.
The amount of available acres per parcel was then calculated be subtracting the developed acres for each
parcel from the total parcel acreage. Parcels with development in each zoning category equal to or less than
a minimum size were considered wholly developed. The minimum sizes used were 7.5 acres for the 1 unit
per 5 acres zones; 1.0 acres for the 1 unit per 1 acre zones; and (a) 1 acre or (b) 0.5 acres for the 1 to 6 units
per 1 acre zones.
Next, the number of units that could be accommodated on the parcel was calculated be multiplying the
available acres by the buildout density. Finally, the parcel specific data (developed acres, available acres
and available units for all parcels) was summed for each zoning category.
Commercial Land Calculation
The GIS was also used to calculate the amount of developed land in the proposed commercial zones of the
Rochester Subarea. A map produced by a windshield survey by the Barrett Consulting Group was used to
code developed portions of parcels in the GIS. Then the developed land data identified from 1990 aerial
photos and road right-of-way was flagged as developed. The amount of developed and undeveloped land
in the proposed commercial zones was then summed.
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“Rochester’s main street is
part of the route between
Interstate 5 and the coast.
Trucks, trailers and travelers in
cars ride through town every
day, rain or shine, on their way
to the white caps.
“To Rochesterians the road is
the main stream of a happy
town. They easily keep in touch
with the larger, bustling cities.
Yet they are surrounded by the
silent fields of the countryside.
They seem to have captured
the best of both worlds.”
- October 1, 1967 edition of The Olympian
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BACKGROUND
MAIN STREET ROCHESTER

project developed in response to requests from Rochester area

On its path from Aberdeen, Washington to Detroit, Michigan,

residents to address safety and mobility concerns, infrastructure

US Route 12 (US 12) runs through Rochester, Washington, an

needs, and to improve the economic vitality of the corridor, while

unincorporated community in Thurston County. As part of the

strengthening Rochester’s identity. In 2016, Thurston Regional

National Highway System, US 12 has strategic importance for the

Planning Council (TRPC) – acting on behalf of Thurston County

nation’s economy, defense, and mobility. It also serves as Rochester’s

– received a federal Surface Transportation Program grant to look

“Main Street.”

at these issues for the approximate one-mile US 12 corridor from
Bailey’s IGA to 183rd Avenue Southwest (Map 01). Both Thurston
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Pendleton St

(WSDOT) provided matching funds for the project.
Daryl Lane

serves as a regional highway and Rochester’s Main Street. The

Jordan St

County and Washington State Department of Transportation
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Main Street Rochester is an effort to address the dual role US 12

²
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The Main Street Rochester project is split into three parts, and this Multimodal Transportation Action Plan represents
the results of Part 2, which includes conceptual layout plans and cost estimates for the actions the community identified
as priorities. Part 1 lays out the current conditions in the study area and includes the results of a technical evaluation,
regulatory code audit, and public outreach efforts. Part 3 will summarize the findings of the Main Street Rochester project
and provide next steps Thurston County and WSDOT can pursue to move the project forward.

WSDOT'S PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS
WSDOT has been a partner in the Main Street Rochester

WSDOT is developing a performance framework for

project from its inception. Practical Solutions is the

Practical Solutions to ensure:

agency’s approach to achieving WSDOT’s core mission,
which is to provide safe, reliable, and cost-effective
transportation options to improve communities and
economic vitality for people and businesses. Under the
lens of Practical Solutions, WSDOT looks at how they
plan, design, build, operate, and maintain the state’s
transportation system, including highways such as US 12.
Practical Solutions – a performance-based and data-driven
decision-making framework – requires early community
involvement to guide the development and delivery of
transportation investments. Community involvement
early on helps to identify community needs and priorities,
especially when it comes to accommodating all modes of

•

Solutions are aligned with other community partners,
including cities and counties

•

Solutions are flexible, addressing both community
values and state interests

•

Risks and tradeoffs are understood before a final
solution is identified

•

The public and partner agencies are involved and
informed during the decision-making process

•

Design solutions are evaluated in a consistent manner
throughout a project’s life

•

WSDOT thinks systematically, recognizing the
impact decisions on local roads have on WSDOT’s
facilities

travel safely and efficiently.
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This Multimodal Action Plan fits into WSDOT’s Practical Solutions framework. By communicating early and seeking community input,
this Plan identifies opportunities and options for improving all modes of travel in the Rochester area. This will inform WSDOT of the
community’s priorities as WSDOT continues to work in partnership with residents, businesses, and Thurston County to meet WSDOT’s core
mission as well as fulfilling the community’s vision for Rochester.

ACTION PLAN DEVELOPMENT
Development of this Action Plan has included workshops with the public, businesses, and technical experts, right-of-way survey performed
by WSDOT, and two more surveying efforts over the course of one year.

TECHNICAL WORKSHOP, COMMUNITY FOCUS GROUP, & THURSTON COUNTY PUBLIC WORKSHOPS
A technical workshop was held in November 2017, involving planning, stormwater management, engineering, economic development, and
public health staff – primarily from Thurston County and WSDOT. The desired outcome of the workshop was to develop a list of actions
Thurston County and WSDOT can take that address the four project areas (transportation, safety, and mobility; infrastructure improvements;
economic vitality; and placemaking).
A list of draft actions was developed from earlier community feedback and technical experts. These actions were reviewed by the community
focus group in February, and then released to the public for review and comment. The project team attended open houses hosted by Thurston
County in Rochester and Grand Mound in early 2018 to share the information with the public and to gain feedback on the actions listed in the

2018 2019
NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

Technical Workgroup
Community Focus Group
Public Workshops
Multimodal Action Plan Survey
WSDOT Right-of-Way Survey
Business Meeting & Perference Survey
One-on-One Business/Property Owner Meetings
Open House
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lane through the study area, and intersection improvements at US 12 & 183rd Ave SW. Based on the
feedback received from the community, the project team refined the list of actions, and SCJ Alliance was
hired to develop conceptual layouts and cost estimates for the community’s priority actions.

Community Priorities for Main Street Rochester
Frontage Improvements

90

Rochester‐Grand Mound Trail

74

Center Turn Lane

68

US 12 & 183rd Intersection Improvements

64

Pedestrian Crossing Improvements

54

Alternate Pedestrian Route to Rochester Middle…

48

US 12 & Albany Intersection Improvements

32

Alternate Pedestrian Route to Bailey's IGA

20

Lane Narrowing

14

Other Multimodal Construction Project Not Listed

13

Business Meeting and Preference Survey
Following the priority actions survey, the project team project team and consultants developed a
preference
survey
geared
owners
the corridor
to better
understand
how the
draft.
More
than
150toward
peoplebusiness
attended
theonopen
houses.
However,
participants
provided few written
community’s priority actions should be implemented from a business’ point of view. The two‐part
survey focused
comments
to on:
the project team.
 Street Elements. The study area was split into three segments, and respondents were asked
about their preference for sidewalks, bike facilities, planting strips, on‐street parking, and a two‐
way center turn lane in three segments of the project area. They were also asked about critical
pedestrian crossings, potential places for a public parking area, and to share any other issues
that should
be considered
each segment.
To expand
opportunities
for for
comment
on the draft action plan and help identify community priorities,
 Street Sections Alternatives. The second half of the business preference survey asked
a four-question
online
andwhat
paper
was
developed.
The survey
respondents
to indicate
theysurvey
liked and
disliked
about four different
street asked
sectionsparticipants to choose

MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTATION ACTION PLAN SURVEY

three priority projects from a list provided and to identify other actions that should be included/
excluded. The survey summary is included in Appendix A.
TRPC reached out to members of the community focus group and 187 interested community members
through email to let them know about the survey. These individuals were invited to take the online
survey and asked to share the survey link with their neighbors and other members of the community.
6

The survey was posted on the project website, and paper surveys and drop boxes were placed in
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Rochester at the School District offices and Mill’s Diner. A

•

Street Elements. The study area was split into three

third survey drop box was placed at the Chehalis Tribal Center.

segments, and respondents were asked about their

Copies of the survey were also available at ROOF’s offices and

preference for sidewalks, bike facilities, planting strips,

the Timberland Regional Library kiosk in Rochester. Finally,

on-street parking, and a two-way center turn lane in three

surveys and a drop box were also present during the Swede Day

segments of the project area. They were also asked about

festivities on June 16, 2018.

critical pedestrian crossings, potential places for a public
parking area, and to share any other issues that should be

One hundred sixty-seven people completed the survey fully
or partially (103 online and 64 paper) with 58 paper surveys

considered for each segment.
•

Street Sections Alternatives. The second half of the

returned to the Swede Day drop box. Community members

business preference survey asked respondents to indicate

were most interested in seeing frontage improvements installed,

what they liked and disliked about four different street

construction of the Rochester-Grand Mound Trail, a center turn

sections.

lane through the study area, and intersection improvements at
US 12 & 183rd Ave SW. Based on the feedback received from
the community, the project team refined the list of actions, and
SCJ Alliance was hired to develop conceptual layouts and cost
estimates for the community’s priority actions.

Invitation sent to businesses along US 12 prior to the September
2018
DRAFT 5,
03.26.2019
Grand Mound-Rochester Chamber meeting.

BUSINESS MEETING AND PREFERENCE SURVEY
Following the priority actions survey, the project team and
consultants developed a preference survey geared toward
business owners on the corridor to better understand how the
community’s priority actions should be implemented from a
business’ point of view. The two-part survey focused on:

Invitation sent to businesses along US 12 prior to the September 5, 2018 Grand Mound‐Rochester
Chamber meeting.
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At the September 2018 Grand Mound‐Rochester Chamber of Commerce meeting, the project team
gave
a brief presentation about the elements of a multimodal corridor and reviewed the two‐part survey.

Invitation2018
sentGrand
to businesses
along USChamber
12 prioroftoCommerce
the September
5, the
2018
Grand Mound‐Rochester
At the September
Mound-Rochester
meeting,
project
Chamber
meeting. about the elements of a multimodal corridor and reviewed the
team gave
a brief presentation

two-part survey. Businesses were given the next week to review the survey and provide their

At the September 2018 Grand Mound‐Rochester Chamber of Commerce meeting, the project team gave
a brief presentation about the elements of a multimodal corridor and reviewed the two‐part survey.
summary
is includedwere
in Appendix
B. next week to review the survey and provide their feedback. Twenty‐four
Businesses
given the
people completed the preference survey fully or partially. The survey summary is included in Appendix
B.
feedback. Twenty-four people completed the preference survey fully or partially. The survey

Elements of
a multimodal
corridor include
sidewalks, planting
strips, travel lanes,
center turn lanes,
refuge islands,
bike lanes, onstreet parking,
transit stops, and
shared paths for
pedestrians and
bicyclists.

Elements of a multimodal corridor include sidewalks, planting strips, travel lanes, center turn lanes,
refuge islands, bike lanes, on‐street parking, transit stops, and shared paths for pedestrians and
bicyclists.
WSDOT
RIGHT-OF-WAY SURVEY
The project team was informed early in this project that many buildings along US 12 –

WSDOT Right‐of‐Way Survey
The project team was informed early in this project that many buildings along US 12 – especially
highway’s right-of-way. However, no comprehensive survey had been conducted to identify
between Albany Street SW and Rochester Middle School – encroach into the highway’s right‐of‐way.
especially between Albany Street SW and Rochester Middle School – encroach into the

the location of these encroachments. This information was a key component in developing
the conceptual layouts. As a partner in this project, WSDOT stepped up and surveyed the

project corridor between July and September 2018. From these efforts, it was discovered that
some buildings encroach into the highway right-of-way anywhere between two and 11 feet.

pg. 6
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Armed with this and the information from the community and businesses, SCJ was able to develop
preliminary conceptual layouts for corridor improvements.

ONE-ON-ONE BUSINESS/PROPERTY OWNER MEETINGS
Once SCJ completed a preliminary concept layout for corridor improvements, the project team met
with individual business and property owners located on US 12 between Albany Street SW and
Rochester Middle School. Based on their feedback, the conceptual layouts were revised to ensure
the concepts worked for businesses to the maximum extent possible.

OPEN HOUSE
The project team and consultants presented the revised conceptual layouts at the Open House
hosted by Thurston County in November 2018. Although only 24 people provided written
comment at the open house, it was overwhelmingly positive.

All open houses
were well attended
by the public.
Source: TRPC

MAIN STREET ROCHESTER Multimodal Transportation Action Plan
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“Rochester is a
wonderful COMMUNITY.
It is not a city, and I
really hope it stays that
way. While a few more
businesses might be
nice, the addition of
simple sidewalks would
be beneficial in the main
street area.”
- Rochester area resident
Rochester Community Survey

pg. 8
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Priority Actions

PRIORITY ACTIONS

The results of the multimodal transportation action plan survey identified the Rochester community’s
priority actions for future construction: frontage improvements, a center turn lane, the Rochester‐
Grand Mound Trail, and US 12 and 183rd intersection improvements. The project team worked with SCJ
Alliance to develop conceptual layout plans and preliminary cost estimates for the projects. See
includes sidewalks on both sides of US 12 and a center
The results of the multimodal
action
plan
survey layoutsThe
Appendix Ctransportation
for SCJ Alliance’s
full
conceptual
andconcept
cost estimates.
turn lane the entire length of the corridor. Thurston County received
identified the Rochester community’s priority actions for future
The
concept
includes
sidewalks
on
both
sides
of
US
and to
a center
turn
lane theof
entire
length of the Mound Trail,
a12grant
study the
feasibility
the Rochester-Grand
construction: frontage improvements, a center turn lane, the
corridor. Thurston County received a grant to study the feasibility of the Rochester‐Grand Mound Trail,
which will occur sometime between 2020 and 2022. Based on
Rochester-Grand Mound Trail, and US 12 and 183rd intersection
which will occur sometime between 2020 and 2022. Based on community feedback and the project
community
feedback
andprimary
the project
team’s
experience walking the
improvements. Theteam’s
projectexperience
team worked
with SCJ
walking
the Alliance
corridor, to
this future trail
would serve
as the
bikeway
through
concept therefore
concentrates
oncorridor,
providing
to this serve
potential
future
trail.bikeway through
thisconnections
future trail would
as the
primary
develop conceptualRochester.
layout plansSCJ’s
and preliminary
cost estimates
for
the projects. See Appendix C for SCJ Alliance’s full conceptual
The project is split into four phases:
layouts and cost estimates.

The project is split into four phases.
Note the phasing indicates location on
the corridor and not the order in which
the phases should be constructed.

Rochester. SCJ’s concept therefore concentrates on providing
connections to this potential future trail.

Phase
Cost Estimate
Phase 1: US 12 from Bailey’s IGA to Foster Street SW
$2,454,000
Phase 2: US 12 from Foster Street SW to Melrose Street SW
$1,364,500
rd
PHASE
1
PHASE
2
PHASE
3
PHASE 4
$999,000
Phase 3: US 12 from Melrose Street W to 183 Avenue SW
rd SW
US 12 from
IGA
US
Street
US SW
12 from Melrose Street W
Intersection at US 12
Phase
4: Bailey’s
Intersection
at 12
USfrom
12Foster
& 183
Avenue
$2,668,750
to Foster Street SW
to Melrose Street SW
to 183rd Avenue SW
and 183rd Avenue SW
TOTAL COST
$7,486,250
$2,668,750
$2,454,000
$1,364,500
$999,000

Note the phasing indicates location on the corridor and not the order in which the phases should be
TOTAL COST: $7,486,250
constructed.
Main Street
Rochester study
area highlighting
the four proposed
phases.

Main Street Rochester study area highlighting the four proposed phases.
MAIN STREET ROCHESTER Multimodal Transportation Action Plan

Phase 1: US 12 from Bailey’s IGA to Foster Street SW
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DRAFT 03.26.2019

Improving bus stops near Bend Street, thereby increasing awareness of existing transit service
Providing an opportunity for gateway enhancements in a traffic‐calming island near Bailey’s IGA
Providing pedestrian‐oriented street lighting that enhances pedestrian safety.





Left: Closeup of conceptual
layouts on US 12 between
Bend and Corvallis Streets.
Portions of buildings hatched
in orange indicate where
structures encroach into the
highway right-of-way.
Right: Concept of US 12
DRAFT 03.26.2019
at Foster Street showing
crossing improvements.

Concept of US 12 at Bend Street showing frontage improvements and pedestrian‐scale lighting.

Closeup of conceptual layouts on US 12 between Bend and Corvallis Streets. Portions of buildings
hatched in orange indicate where such structures encroach into the highway right‐of‐way.

PHASE
2: US 12 FROM FOSTER
PHASE 1: US 12 FROM BAILEY'S IGA TO FOSTER
STREET
SW SW to Melrose
Phase 2: US 12
from Foster Street
Street SW
Estimated Cost: $1,364,500
STREET SW TO MELROSE STREET SW
ESTIMATED COST: $2,454,000

Phase 1 is the heart of Rochester where the most pedestrian and

Sidewalks, pedestrian‐scale lighting, and narrower travel lanes help reduce speeding through Phase 2
ESTIMATED
and reinforce a sense of place. Much of Phase 2 is adjacent
to the poleCOST:
yard, and $1,364,500
a sidewalk on the
north
side
of
US
12
may
only
be
necessary
if
or
when
redevelopment
of
the site occurs.
bicycle activity occurs and where

most businesses are located. The concept is intended to improve access and safety for pedestrians and
bicycles. Given the heavy truck traffic that travels US 12, the location of Rochester Middle School, and
the potential for the future Rochester-Grand Mound Trail, the concept includes a bicycle-friendly, wide
10

sidewalk on the south side of US 12. Key elements of this phase include:
•

Maintaining on-street parking and business access to the maximum extent possible

•

Providing new opportunities for street trees, landscaping, or other community amenities

•

Enhancing the existing marked crossings at Bend Street and Dallas Street with rapid

Sidewalks, pedestrian-scale lighting, and narrower travel lanes

Concept of US 12 at Bend Street showing frontage improvements and pedestrian‐scale lighting.

help reduce speeding through Phase 2 and reinforce a sense

of place.
of Foster
PhaseStreet
2 is adjacent
to theStreet
poleSW
yard, and a
Phase
2: USMuch
12 from
SW to Melrose
Estimated Cost: $1,364,500

sidewalk on the north side of US 12 may only be necessary if or

Sidewalks,
pedestrian‐scale lighting,
travel lanes help reduce speeding through Phase 2
when redevelopment
of theand
sitenarrower
occurs.
and reinforce a sense of place. Much of Phase 2 is adjacent to the pole yard, and a sidewalk on the
north side of US 12 may only be necessary if or when redevelopment of the site occurs.

rectangular flashing beacons (RRFBs)
•

Improving bus stops near Bend Street, thereby increasing awareness of existing transit service

•

Providing an opportunity for gateway enhancements in a traffic-calming island near Bailey’s IGA

•

Providing pedestrian-oriented street lighting that enhances pedestrian
safety.
Concept of US
12 at Foster Street showing crossing improvements with a pedestrian refuge island.
11

Concept of US 12 at Foster Street showing crossing

Concept of US 12 at Foster Street showing
crossing improvements
a pedestrian
refugeisland.
island.
improvements
with a with
pedestrian
refuge
11
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PHASE 3: US 12 FROM MELROSE STREET W TO 183RD AVENUE SW
ESTIMATED COST: $999,000

DRAFT 03.26.2019

The only existing commercial properties that front US 12 in Phase 3 are the Rochester Fruit Stand on the north

PHASE 4: US 12 & 183RD
INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS
ESTIMATED COST: $2,668,750

Phase 3: US 12 from Melrose Street W to 183rd Avenue SW
Estimated
Cost:12
$999,000
side of US
and a

furniture/antiques store on the south side. With ample vacant land, there is potential for

The
only existing commercial
properties
that front US 12 infor
Phase
3 are the improvements
Rochester Fruit Standinonathe
commercial
development.
Opportunities
gateway
raised median island enhance
north side of US 12 and a furniture/antiques store on the south side. With ample vacant land, there is
potential
for commercial
Opportunities
gateway signal
improvements
in a raised
median
community’s
sensedevelopment.
of place and
act as for
a visual
to drivers
that
they are entering Rochester.
island enhance the community’s sense of place and act as a visual signal to drivers that they are entering
Rochester.

Concept of a gateway
improvement near the
fruit stand located at 9402
Highway 12 in Rochester.
The raised median island
and “Rochester” sign
enhance the community’s
sense of place and act as
a visual signal to drivers
that they are entering the
community.
Concept of a gateway improvement near the fruit stand located at 9402 Highway 12 in Rochester. The
raised median island and “Rochester” sign enhance the community’s sense of place and acts as a visual
signal to drivers that they are entering the community.

the

(PSAP) to US 12, the intersection of US 12 and 183rd Ave SW
is complicated. With vehicles traveling at high speeds on US
12, turning movements from 183rd Ave SW can be difficult to
maneuver, especially for semi-trucks.
Before improvements can be made to this intersection,
an Intersection Control Evaluation must be performed to
determine the most appropriate type of intersection control.
Due to their safety and operational performance record,
WSDOT prefers single-lane roundabouts. However, if a

DRAFT 03.26.2019 single-lane

roundabout were employed at this location, traffic

turning onto 183rd would back up during a rail crossing
event - blocking all movement through the intersection. One

Phase 4: US 12 & 183rd Intersection Improvements
Estimated Cost: $2,668,750

possibility that balances safety and operation is a roundabout

Due to the proximity of the Puget Sound & Pacific Railroad (PSAP) to US 12, the intersection of US 12
and 183rd Ave SW is complicated. With vehicles traveling at high speeds on US 12, turning movements
from 183rd Ave SW can be difficult to maneuver, especially for semi‐trucks.
Before improvements can be made to this intersection, an Intersection Control Evaluation must be
performed to determine the most appropriate type of intersection control. Due to their safety and
operational performance record, WSDOT prefers single‐lane roundabouts. However, if such a solution
were employed at this location, traffic at the roundabout and block all movements during a rail crossing
event.

Concept of a signalized

with bypass lanes for US 12 traffic. This ensures that thrutraffic can continue to move during a train crossing event. The
design may need to consider other measures to alert drivers
to crossing events such as variable message signs. The
Commented [KVE2]: Scott has alternate language here.

One possibility
that balances
safety and operation is a roundabout with bypass lanes for US 12 traffic.
double-lane
roundabout.
This ensures that thru‐traffic can continue to move during a train crossing event. The design may need
The
lanes
highlighted
to consider other measures to alert drivers to crossing events such as variable message signs. The
intersectionin
may
also need
be shifted further south to allow school buses and trucks the ability to
orange
areto signalized
cross the tracks before approaching the roundabout.

storage lanes for
vehicles making turning
movements onto 183rd
Avenue SW. This helps
keep traffic on US 12
moving even during a
train crossing event.

Due to the proximity of the Puget Sound & Pacific Railroad

intersection may also need to be shifted further south to allow
school buses and trucks the ability to cross the tracks before
approaching the roundabout.

12

Concept of a signalized double‐lane roundabout. The lanes highlighted in orange are signalized storage
lanes for vehicles making turning movements onto 183rd Avenue SW. This helps keep traffic on US 12
moving even during a train crossing event.
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“Highway 12 should
be spruced up with
sidewalks, nicer store
fronts, and landscaping.
The portable trailers – or
whatever they are – west
of 183rd on south side
of the highway are a real
eye sore”
- Rochester area resident
Rochester Community Survey
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ACTIONS
This plan includes a total of 26 actions that can have a positive impact on safety and
mobility, infrastructure investments, economic vitality, and placemaking. These are
organized into four categories:
•

MAINTENANCE

MULTIMODAL
CONSTRUCTION

OTHER
CONSTRUCTION

PLANNING

4 Maintenance Actions. These actions include ways to maintain existing
transportation facilities and infrastructure investments.

•

10 Multimodal Construction Projects. These actions result in actual construction,
redesign, or repurposing of transportation facilities.

•

4 Other Construction Projects. These actions result in actual construction or
installation of items that are not transportation facilities.

•

8 Planning Projects. These actions result in a plan or study that may be necessary
before actual construction or other action can occur.

Each action identified in this plan includes the following elements:
•

Objectives Addressed. Each action has an impact on one or
more of the Main Street Rochester objectives:
○○ Improving safety and mobility
○○ Increasing infrastructure investments
○○ Strengthening economic vitality
○○ Enhancing sense of place

•

•

Partners. Other agencies and organizations that the lead can
partner with are identified.

•

Cost. The cost of each action has been broadly identified.
○○ Low = less than $10,000
○○ Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
○○ High = $50,000 - $200,000
○○ Very High = more than $200,000

Lead. Each action has at least one lead who has primary
responsibility for the action.

MAIN STREET ROCHESTER Multimodal Transportation Action Plan
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MAINTENANCE ACTIONS
Maintenance actions include ways to maintain existing transportation facilities and structures
such as touching up or repainting road markings, improving sign reflectivity/visibility, etc.
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CONSTRUCTION

PLANNING

M1 RESTRIPE LANES AND ADD LANE EDGE BUFFERS ALONG US 12
DESCRIPTION: This action involves restriping existing travel lanes and adding a lane
edge buffer along US 12. Restriping lanes make them more visible,
especially in low-light and foggy conditions. Lane edge buffers increase
safety and provide greater visual separation for pedestrians and others
who use the road’s shoulder for travel.
This is a cost-effective interim action to improve safety for all users until
sidewalks are installed in the corridor. WSDOT anticipates restriping in
June 2019 but does not have a set schedule for such maintenance.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 



Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: WSDOT
PARTNERS: No partners at this time
COST: ::
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Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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M2 CLEAN OUT AND REPAIR STORMWATER FACILITIES
DESCRIPTION: This action involves routine and regular maintenance of existing
stormwater facilities to maintain and/or improve their function and
reduce ponding on shoulders and the highway. WSDOT has limited
information on stormwater facilities in the area and will need to locate/
map such facilities before comprehensive maintenance work program
can begin.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: ::
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: WSDOT
PARTNERS: No partners at this time
COST: ::




Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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M3 REGULARLY SWEEP THE HIGHWAY TO REDUCE DEBRIS IN TRAVEL
LANES AND PAVED SHOULDERS
DESCRIPTION: Street sweepers are used to remove gravel and other debris from the
roadway and shoulders, which ensures safer conditions for drivers,
bicyclists, and other users. It also prevents debris from building up in
stormwater facilities.
WSDOT does not have a specific schedule for highway sweeping;
sweeping generally occurs twice a year.
County sweepers are in the Rochester area more frequently than WSDOT
personnel. WSDOT could consider partnering with Thurston County to
improve the level of service for all users.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 

::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: WSDOT
PARTNERS: County
COST: ::




Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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M4 IMPROVE THE VISIBILITY OF HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS
DESCRIPTION: This action involves replacing deteriorating traffic control signage
and using retroreflective backplate tape on existing signals. Highly
retroreflective signs are brighter at night as a vehicle’s lights shine on
the sign and bounce the light back toward the driver. Retroreflective
backplate tape on signal backs make signalized intersections more
visible, especially at night and during times of power outages.
The Federal Highway Administration estimates reflective strips on traffic
signal backplates can lead to a 15% reduction in collisions.
WSDOT’s maintenance schedule indicates that existing traffic signs are
not due for inspection/replacement until 2026.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 



Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: WSDOT
PARTNERS: No partners at this time
COST: ::
::



Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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A low-cost
improvement,
installing backplate
tape around a
signal’s perimeter
makes it more
visible in low
light conditions
and during power
outages.
Above, clockwise from upper left: Thurston County crews restripe
the road’s edge. Example of a lane edge buffer offering additional
visual separation between motor vehicle traffic and bicyclists. Street
sweepers keep roads clear of debris. Public Works crew cleans out
an existing storm drain. Source: Thurston County
Visual comparison
of six grades of
retroreflective
sheeting. Types
VII, VIII, and IX
provide the greatest
visibility at night.
Source: FHWA
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MULTIMODAL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Multimodal construction projects improve transportation facilities such as roads, sidewalks, and trails. The Rochester community has
identified four construction projects as priorities: installing frontage improvements; constructing the Rochester-Grand Mound Trail;
establishing a center turn lane through the study area; and improving the intersection at US 12 & 183rd Ave SW.
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C1 INSTALL FRONTAGE IMPROVEMENTS ALONG US 12
DESCRIPTION: COMMUNITY PRIORITY ACTION

MAINTENANCE
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C2 ESTABLISH A SHARED USE TRAIL BETWEEN ROCHESTER AND GRAND
MOUND
DESCRIPTION: COMMUNITY PRIORITY ACTION

Sidewalks provide a safe space for pedestrians and other users to
travel that is typically separated from motor vehicle traffic. This action
includes developing a phasing plan for construction; planning for
parking along the street, on private property, and preserving business
access; and installing sidewalks, landscaping, street lighting, curbs,
and gutters.

This action reiterates the longstanding desire to connect the Chehalis
Reservation, Rochester, and Grand Mound, as outlined in the 2007
Thurston Regional Trails Plan. Much of the trail route could utilize the
Puget Sound & Pacific (PSAP) Railroad right-of-way. Consideration
should be given to establishing a trail hub at the community park and
connecting to the planned Gate-Belmore Trail.

Preliminary engineering and staging plans must be developed before
construction of such improvements can begin.

A feasibility study must be performed before design and construction
can begin. Thurston County received grant funding to perform a
feasibility study for the trail with a start date in 2020/2021. The
feasibility study will examine potential trail connections in the US
12 corridor between Rochester and Grand Mound. Anticipated
benefits include increased safety for bicyclists, pedestrians, and
drivers; providing a safe route to schools; increasing opportunities for
recreation and physical activity; and encouraging tourism to the area.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: WSDOT
PARTNERS: County, Rochester School District
COST: 

::


Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000

MAIN STREET ROCHESTER Multimodal Transportation Action Plan

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: County
PARTNERS: TRPC, WSDOT, PSAP operators
COST: 

::


Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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C3 WHERE APPROPRIATE, ESTABLISH A CENTER TURN LANE ON US 12
DESCRIPTION: COMMUNITY PRIORITY ACTION
This action includes considering where landscaped medians with (or
without) trees could allow for more stormwater retention and shade
but may also be costlier to maintain.
Preliminary engineering and staging plans must be developed before
construction of such improvements can begin.
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C4 IMPROVE THE INTERSECTION AT US 12 AND 183RD AVE SW
DESCRIPTION: COMMUNITY PRIORITY ACTION
This action includes planning for sight-distance, traffic control, lighting,
and circulation – especially for semi-trucks. Right-of-way acquisition
may be necessary, and the improvements must plan for trucks to be
able to maneuver at the railroad crossing location. Consideration
should also be given to realigning Roseburg St SW to meet up with
183rd Ave SW.
An Intersection Control Evaluation must be performed to determine
the type of improvements that are necessary. Due to their safety and
operational performance record, a roundabout is the first option
to consider per WSDOT policy. Given the rail crossing on 183rd, a
roundabout with bypass lanes for US 12 traffic may be preferable. See
Phase 4 of the Priority Actions for more information.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: WSDOT
PARTNERS: County, Rochester School District
COST: 

::
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Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: WSDOT
PARTNERS: County
COST: 


::

Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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C5 INSTALL PEDESTRIAN CROSSING IMPROVEMENTS ALONG US 12
DESCRIPTION: Pedestrian-activated crossing beacons, refuge islands, crossing
markings, and other improvements offer additional safety for
pedestrians and other users crossing US 12. This action includes
considering a phasing plan, signage, lighting, crossing beacons, refuge
islands and bulb-outs, and ADA accessible landings at crossings.
Preliminary engineering and staging plans must be developed before
construction of such improvements can begin.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: WSDOT
PARTNERS: County, Rochester School District
COST: 

::


Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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C6 IMPROVE THE INTERSECTION AT US 12 AND ALBANY ST SW
DESCRIPTION: This action includes evaluating the intersection for safety and mobility
improvements for all users, including large vehicles.
An Intersection Control Evaluation must be performed to determine
the type of improvements that are necessary. Due to their safety and
operational performance record, a roundabout is the first option to
consider per WSDOT policy.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: WSDOT
PARTNERS: County
COST: 


::

Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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C7 ESTABLISH A SHARED USE ACCESS TO BAILEY’S IGA
DESCRIPTION: Pedestrians and other nonmotorized users utilize the highway’s narrow
shoulder to access Bailey’s IGA. This action creates an alternate route,
the most likely of which is to take Albany St SW to 183rd Way SW.
Easement or right-of-way acquisition is required.
This action can be used as an interim or short-term solution until such
time as sidewalks along US 12 are constructed. However, it may be
difficult to use federal funds as easements/rights-of-way must be
granted in perpetuity.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: County
PARTNERS: WSDOT
COST: 

::
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Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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C8 ESTABLISH A SHARED USE ACCESS TO ROCHESTER MIDDLE SCHOOL
DESCRIPTION: This action creates an alternate route connecting pedestrians,
bicyclists, wheel chair users, etc. to Rochester Middle School from
neighborhoods on the south side of US 12. Consideration should be
given to phasing development of the route to reduce costs to build/
establish the route initially and provide ADA accessibility. However, it
may be difficult to use federal funds as easements/rights-of-way must
be granted in perpetuity.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 

::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: County
PARTNERS: WSDOT, Rochester School District
COST: 

::


Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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C9 INSTALL FRONTAGE IMPROVEMENTS ALONG ALBANY ST SW
BETWEEN LITTLEROCK RD AND ALBANY PARK LN SW/185TH AVE SW
DESCRIPTION: This action overlaps somewhat with C7 and includes considering a
phasing plan; planning for parking along the street, on private property,
and preserving business access; and installing sidewalks, landscaping,
street lighting, curbs, and gutters.
Preliminary engineering and staging plans must be developed before
construction of such improvements can begin.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: County
PARTNERS: No partners at this time
COST: 


::

Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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C10 INSTALL FRONTAGE IMPROVEMENTS ALONG LITTLEROCK RD SW
BETWEEN ALBANY ST SW AND 180TH WAY SW
DESCRIPTION: This action includes considering a phasing plan; planning for parking
along the street; and installing sidewalks, landscaping, street lighting,
curbs, and gutters. Consideration should be given to providing
connections to the Rochester-Grand Mound Trail.
Preliminary engineering and staging plans must be developed before
construction of such improvements can begin.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: County
PARTNERS: No partners at this time
COST: 


::

Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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Improvements
such as
pedestrianactivated crossing
beacons and
refuge islands
offer additional
safety for
pedestrians
and other users
crossing the road.
Source: Thurston
County

In 2018, Thurston
County was awarded
a $150,000 Surface
Transportation
Program & Highway
Improvement Program
(STP) Grant to
conduct a RochesterGrand Mound Trail
Feasibility Study.
Source: TRPC
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OTHER CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Other construction projects include non-transportation projects that work to address other aspects of this project and complement the listed
multimodal transportation projects.
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O1 INSTALL WAYFINDING SIGNAGE FOR IMPORTANT COMMUNITY
LANDMARKS
DESCRIPTION: This action involves strategically placing wayfinding signage for
community landmarks such as Swede Hall and Independence Park.

OBJECTIVES 
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: County
PARTNERS: WSDOT, Community organizations
COST: ::
::



Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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O2 INSTALL GATEWAY SIGNAGE ALONG US 12 NEAR ALBANY ST SW AND
183RD AVE SW
DESCRIPTION: This action involves strategically placing “Welcome to Rochester”
signage, which signals to drivers that they have entered a community.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: County
PARTNERS: Community organizations
COST: 
::



Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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O3 ESTABLISH A PARK AND POOL OR PARK AND RIDE LOT IN ROCHESTER
DESCRIPTION: This action creates opportunities for reducing the number of
vehicles travelling on US 12 and other regional roads. Depending
on the location, the lot could also serve as parking for Rochester’s
commercial area. Consideration should be given for ways to reduce
costs, such as using existing large parking lots, if feasible.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: County, WSDOT
PARTNERS: ruralTransit (rT), TRPC, Community organizations
COST: 
::
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Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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O4 IMPROVE EXISTING TRANSIT STOPS ON US 12 IN ROCHESTER
DESCRIPTION: This action includes installing bus shelters, benches, signage, and
lighting. Consideration should also be given for opportunities to install
public art as an added amenity.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: rT, TRPC
PARTNERS: County, WSDOT
COST: ::
::



Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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PLANNING PROJECTS
Planning projects may lead to construction projects or other ways to understand or improve multimodal transportation.
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P1 DEVELOP A POLE YARD ACCESS PLAN
DESCRIPTION: McFarland Cascade operates the 30+ acre pole yard in Rochester.
Trucks leave the site at three or more access points. There may be
opportunities to consolidate access and reduce truck trips down
Dallas St or 181st Ave. This may require Thurston County to purchase
access rights from pole yard.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: McFarland Cascade
PARTNERS: County, WSDOT
COST: 
::



Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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P2 UPDATE THE REGIONAL TRAILS PLAN
DESCRIPTION: This action is anticipated to begin in 2019. The proposed route for
the Gate-Rochester-Grand Mound trail will need to be revisited to
determine if the Puget Sound and Pacific railroad right-of-way is
appropriate for a trail location.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: TRPC
PARTNERS: County, WSDOT
COST: 
::



Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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P3 CREATE A ROCHESTER MIDDLE SCHOOL WALKING MAP
DESCRIPTION: This action identifies the safest and most used routes for walkers and
bikers for getting to school. The map can be distributed to families
annually in preparation for the coming school year.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: Rochester School District
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P4 ESTABLISH A STREET GRID CONNECTION PLAN
DESCRIPTION: Topography and the railroad act as barriers to creating alternate routes
for getting around the Rochester area without utilizing US 12. This
action involves identifying ways to create a redundant street network.
This can be addressed with development and discussed as part of the
Rochester Subarea Plan update process.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: County
PARTNERS: TRPC

PARTNERS: TRPC
COST: ::




MAINTENANCE

Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000

COST: 
::
::


Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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P5 UPDATE STREET STANDARDS FOR THE ROCHESTER AREA
DESCRIPTION: Most rural roads – including US 12 – do not require sidewalks or bike
lanes as part of development. Although Rochester is rural, it does
have characteristics similar to an urbanized area. This action involves
establishing standards for the Rochester area. Such standards can be
addressed with development and discussed as part of the Rochester
Subarea Plan update process.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: County
PARTNERS: No partners at this time
COST: 
::



Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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P6 INVENTORY STORMWATER FACILITIES ASSOCIATED WITH US 12
DESCRIPTION: If possible, the inventory should be incorporated into the drainage
study Thurston County plans on performing (see Action P7).

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: WSDOT
PARTNERS: No partners at this time
COST: 

::


Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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P7 PERFORM A STUDY OF DRAINAGE PATTERNS IN THE ROCHESTER
AREA
DESCRIPTION: This action is under development by Thurston County. Consideration
should be given to understanding how both WSDOT and County
stormwater facilities impact drainage in the area (see Action P6).

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: County
PARTNERS: WSDOT
COST: 

::
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Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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P8 ADOPT A COMPLETE STREETS ORDINANCE FOR THURSTON COUNTY
DESCRIPTION: Thurston County already develops and designs complete streets –
facilities that take into consideration the needs of all users. Adopting
an ordinance makes the County eligible for additional grant funding
through the Transportation Improvement Board. Such funding can be
used to build sidewalks, bike lanes, and other multimodal facilities
that can benefit Rochester and other areas of the County. As of 2018,
awards range between $100,000 and $1,000,000.

OBJECTIVES ::
ADDRESSED: 
::
::

Improving safety and mobility
Increasing infrastructure investments
Strengthening economic vitality
Enhancing sense of place

LEAD: County
PARTNERS: No partners at this time
COST: ::




Low = less than $10,000
Medium = $10,000 - $50,000
High = $50,000 - $200,000
Very High = more than $200,000
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McFarland Cascade’s
Rochester Pole Yard.
Source: TRPC
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"PARKING LOT" ISSUES
“Parking lot” issues are related to Main Street Rochester but are not the focus of the Multimodal
Transportation Action Plan. Many of these issues were raised more than once during public outreach
efforts. Although important issues to investigate, they are outside the scope of this project. These issues
may require greater public input, review from various county departments, and an analysis of how potential
changes to policies and development regulations affect Thurston County as a whole.

BUILDING AND HEALTH DEPARTMENT CODES
The community has expressed concerns about the impact both building and health department codes have
on a property owner’s ability to develop a property or rehabilitate dilapidated buildings. Thurston County
and affected stakeholders should work together to identify alternative methods to balance building safety,
public health, and building rehabilitation so that realistic and affordable improvements can be made.

INDEPENDENCE PARK
Although it is little more than three acres in size,
Independence Park (owned by the Rochester School
District) is one of the few parks in South Thurston
County that is free and open to the public yearround. The Rochester School District, Thurston
County, and other community organizations can
work together to improve the park, an important
resource for recreation in the area.

MAIN STREET ROCHESTER Multimodal Transportation Action Plan
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Efforts by Experience Olympia & Beyond – Thurston County’s
Visitors & Convention Bureau – have highlighted tourism
opportunities in the Rochester area. With the establishment of
the Bountiful Byway and Rochester’s rich agricultural heritage,
capitalizing on these and other economic development opportunities
can improve the area’s economy and sense of place.

HOUSING
Community members have expressed the need to have options
in Rochester that allow people to age in place. Opportunities for
apartments and other housing types should be explored to determine
whether they can be developed in a context-sensitive way that does
not take away from Rochester’s rural identity and is consistent with
zoning and development regulations.

PUBLIC SAFETY

ROCHESTER URBAN GROWTH AREA/
INCORPORATION
Many residents in the Rochester area want to have a greater
voice when it comes to regulations and moving the community
forward. Designating an urban growth area for Rochester (similar
to Grand Mound) or incorporation are two options that could offer
the community greater self-determination. The advantages and
disadvantages of such actions need to be clearly identified and spelled
out before moving forward. According to the Municipal Research
Services Corporation, only 16 cities in Washington State have
successfully incorporated since 1990.
Another option may be to establish a Rochester liaison to the
Thurston County Board of County Commissioners that can report
directly to the Board on issues of import to the community. Again,
the advantages and disadvantages of such an action need to be clearly
identified and spelled out before moving forward.

The Rochester community continues to have concerns about theft,
drug use, and other crime that has a detrimental impact on the quality
of life in Rochester and the surrounding rural areas.
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TRANSIT FEASIBILITY STUDY
Some community members are interested in having better transit service from Rochester to surrounding communities such as
Centralia and Tumwater. The area is already served by ruralTransit (rT) and Grays Harbor Transit. A transit feasibility study
can help identify what would be required for Intercity Transit to expand operations to include Rochester as well as identify
existing and innovative models for delivering more robust transit service in this rural community.

US 12 CORRIDOR STUDY (OAKVILLEGRAND MOUND)
Main Street Rochester only addresses the approximate 1-mile
corridor of US 12 between Bailey’s IGA and the intersection
with 183rd Ave SW. However, the community has concerns about

Learn more about the planned Anderson Road and Moon Road roundabouts,
visit www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/US12/andersontomoonrdsafety/default.htm.
For more information on the planned Sargent Road roundabout, visit
www.co.thurston.wa.us/publicworks/Projects_SR12.html.

the US 12’s safety and functionality – from Grand Mound to the
Thurston/Grays Harbor County line. With Oakville (Grays Harbor
County) only 3 miles away, a more detailed review of the US 12
corridor from Oakville to I-5 in Grand Mound may be appropriate.
Two roundabouts are already planned for US 12 at the following
locations:
•

Anderson Road (completion anticipated Fall 2019).

•

Sargent Road (completion anticipated 2021)

Once the impacts of these intersection improvements are better

Planned Anderson Road roundabout. Source: WSDOT

understood, a study of the entire corridor may be appropriate.
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This summary was prepared as part of the Main Street Rochester project.

To Support this Mission:
A. Support regional transportation planning consistent with state and federal funding
requirements.
B. Address growth management, environmental quality, economic opportunity, and other topics
determined by the Council.
C. Assemble and analyze data that support local and regional decision making
D. Act as a “convener” and build regional consensus on issues through information and citizen
involvement.
E. Build intergovernmental consensus on regional plans, policies, and issues, and advocate local
implementation.

TRPC's mission is to “Provide Visionary Leadership on Regional Plans, Policies, and Issues.”

THURSTON REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL (TRPC) is a 22-member
intergovernmental board made up of local governmental jurisdictions
within Thurston County, plus the Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis
Reservation and the Nisqually Indian Tribe. The Council was
established in 1967 under RCW 36.70.060, which authorized creation
of regional planning councils.
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One hundred sixty-seven people completed the 4-question survey fully or partially (103 online and 64
paper) with 58 paper surveys returned to the Swede Day drop box. A copy of the online and paper
surveys is included at the end of this summary.

The following summary provides valuable context about what members of the Rochester community
view as priority multimodal transportation actions. TRPC reached out to members of the community
focus group and 187 members of the community through email to let them know about the survey.
These individuals were invited to take the online survey and asked to share the survey link with their
neighbors and other members of the community. The survey was posted on the project website, and
paper surveys and drop boxes were placed at the School District offices, Mill’s Diner, and the Chehalis
Tribal Center. Copies of the survey were also placed at ROOF’s offices and the library kiosk. Finally,
surveys and a drop box were also available during the Swede Day festivities on June 16, 2018.

Survey Distribution and Response

As part of the Main Street Rochester project, TRPC is developing a multimodal transportation action
plan that outlines various construction, planning, and maintenance activities that could occur in the
Rochester area to better balance US 12’s dual roles.

1

Main Street Rochester is an effort to address the dual role US 12 serves as a regional highway and
Rochester’s Main Street. The project developed in response to requests from Rochester area residents
to address safety and mobility concerns, infrastructure needs, and to improve the economic vitality of
the corridor, while strengthening Rochester’s identity. In 2016, Thurston Regional Planning Council
(TRPC) – acting on behalf of Thurston County – received a federal Surface Transportation Program grant
to look at these issues for the approximate one-mile US 12 corridor from Bailey’s IGA to 183rd Avenue
Southwest. Both Thurston County and Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT)
provided matching funds for the project.

Project Overview
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C1: Lane Narrowing
C2: Pedestrian Crossing Improvements
C3: Frontage Improvements
C4: Center Turn Lane
C5: US 12 & 183rd Intersection Improvements
C6: US 12 & Albany Intersection Improvements
C7: Alternate Pedestrian Route to Bailey’s IGA
C8: Alternate Pedestrian Route to Rochester Middle School
C9: Rochester-Grand Mound Trail
Other Multimodal Construction Project Not Listed

Response

Q1. Choose up to three priority projects. (all respondents)
Total Responses:
164
No Response:
3
Count
14
54
90
68
64
32
20
48
74
13

% of Total
Responses
8.5%
32.9%
54.9%
41.5%
39.0%
19.5%
12.2%
29.3%
45.1%
7.9%

2

Question 1 asked respondents to choose up to three priority construction projects. Thirteen
respondents chose more than three priorities and three did not choose any priority projects. The four
projects of the most interest to respondents were frontage improvements (54.9%), the Rochester-Grand
Mound Trail (45.1%), a center turn lane (41.5%), and intersection improvements at US 12 and 183rd
(39.0%). The ranking of the projects did not change when factoring out the 13 respondents who chose
more than three priority projects.

Priority Projects
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Q2. If you chose “Other Multimodal Construction Project Not Listed” above, please explain the
project:
Total Responses:
22
No Response:
145
Response
1. Turn lane on 12 by Denmark + make Scatter ck bridge wider
2. Turn lane all the way through town
3. Tribe donate to cozz
A median from Grand Mound continues to Rochester. Trees and plants in the median with turn lanes
where needed.
C1 - Possibility of more fatal head-on crashes
C2 - Possibility of pedestrians getting hit
C5 - NO ROUNDABOUTS - Too many big trucks travel this rout
C6 - NO ROUNDABOUTS
Create a town square/commons are using the “park” behind the old primary school. This should
include the post office and other local businesses.
Grand Mound Hwy 99 and Hwy 12 needs a roundabout and crosswalk at 198th.
Install blind spot mirrors and lighter color sidewalks where pedestrians can be seen better in low light
or put overpasses
Less regulations related to pocket gopher
Look at the highway between Wenatchee & Blewett Pass cut off. Putting in traffic lights with warning
lights to be prepared to stop as the light is changing or is red has worked wonders & would
significantly improve the safety of highway 12.
Put in a merging lane at 183rd & Hwy 12 going west to keep traffic from blocking the RR crossing.
Road from grand mound to HS that avoids the hwy. Students have died trying to turn onto hwy to get
to HS. This is an ongoing concern with parents in the area.
Rochester needs sidewalks
Rt 12 at Pecan street could use a traffic light but a roundabout would work there. Rt12 west at
Denmark St needs a dedicated turn lane to Denmark St.
Sidewalks all the way down Albany
Sidewalks down Littlerock Rd to Sargent from downtown Rochester
some way to safely allow children to cross hwy 12 at the middle school, possible another route for
traffic to pick children up and drop off from middle school. At minimum a stop light during school
hours. Have seen kids have near miss hits from cars
Stop light at 183rd and hwy 12 after rail road crossing. Safety for everyone and school buses.
take into consideration the many pedestrians walking to and from the casino and to and from grand
mound, their has been deaths on HWY12 in the past. Pedestrian Safety should be first!!
There needs to be a turn lande or something @ Hwy 12 + Denmark St. Too many terrible accidents
have happened there.
Turn lanes where ever necessary.

Question 2 asked respondents who chose “Other Multimodal Construction Project Not Listed” in
Question 1 to explain their proposed project. The comments below are in their raw form and may
contain typographical and/or transcription errors.

Other Construction Projects

3
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Q3. Are there any other actions (planning and/or maintenance activities or other construction
projects) that we should include in the Multimodal Transportation Action Plan?
Total Responses:
17
No Response:
150
Response
191st from joslyn to sargent has become a drag race street. Something has to be done to alleviate
this perceived hwy as families use it for recreation.
Add a roundabout @ Hwy 12 & Joselyn St. Turn lane from outback to Denmark St. East/west turns
Adding a light during high traffic hours at the middle school.
Better transportation options, more buses, bus routes
Denmark - roundabout/stop light etc. - save lives!
Denmark + Hwy 12 round-a-bout and/or turn lane, + wider bridge
Enlarge water + sewer access.
Have tribe contrubte pay toward projects
Instead of cross walks on both sides of the Rochester Middle School, please consider a roundabout for
one and cross walk for the other to allow traffic to keep flowing in and out of the Middle School and
this would allow through traffic to keep going instead of bogging down at the middle school during
school hours. Speed Limits would not need to change.
Lighting along highway 12 from Rochester to ground mound.
Put a light at 183rd and Hwy 12 instead of a roundabout. It can be pretty dangerous at times to make
the turn onto Hwy 12. Use more traffic lights instead of roundabouts
Realign Denmark St - Hwy 12 for better vision to the west
roundabout @ Rochester Middle School
Roundabout Hwy 12 + Joselyn, turn lanes @ Denmark + Hwy 12, + Hunington + Hwy 12. Widen the
bridge by Hwy 12 + Denmark.
The convenience store at corner of Albany and 12 has a dangerous parking setup at the side with
parkers backing directly onto Albany, it's a hazard.
The main traffic belongs to the casino. They need to pay for these upgrades. We need more lights,
lower speeds, to allow Ingres/egress to Hwy 12.

4

Question 3 asked respondents if there were any additional planning, maintenance, or construction
projects that should be included in the multimodal transportation action plan. The comments below are
in their raw form and may contain typographical and/or transcription errors.

Other Actions

Q2. If you chose “Other Multimodal Construction Project Not Listed” above, please explain the
project:
Total Responses:
22
No Response:
145
Response
upgrade water and septic for town businesses. These systems are antiquated and have not been
upgraded in more than 20 years.
Using a light at 183 and Hwy 12 instead of a round about.
Widen bridge at Denmark and put in turn lane in at denmark
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Q4. What else would you like us to know about transportation in the Rochester area?
Total Responses:
30
No Response:
137
Response
Between Bailey's IGA and the Chevron (both located on US 12) would be very nice to have sidewalks
installed. I think that's what C7 & C8 refer to but if not please consider my reccomandation.
Buses with more times, but especially to more locations. At one time R.T. came to homes - it was
wonderful!
C2, C5, and C9 were tied for third in my opinion. I selected C9 because; pedestrian safety is very
important, but I’m not much of one for walking in Rochester, and; improvements to the US 12 &
183rd intersection would mean I might stop using the slightly longer routes I often use to avoid it, but
I don’t find it particularly onerous. I love the idea of a Rochester-Grand Mound trail.
Comment - as a transportation person/business roundabouts are absolutely THE WORSE thought install traffic lights!! Hwy 12 is a major route for the industry and it's a poor thought at best, let alone
the 1st option.
Dangerous intersections on Hwy 12 + Denmark and Old 99 by Key bank
Do not include bulb-outs in the pedestrian crossing improvements.
Have Indians donate to cost
I think roundabouts are not a good option. I would rather see more stop lights. Also a left hand turn
lane into the post office.
I think that C7 & C8 would be nice improvements, as well.
I would like to see bus service to Olympia and Lacey. The park and ride is not safe at Grand Mound.
It would be nice to have a consistent transit system in place at frequent commuting times to allow
more transportation options for those struggling to find transportation to employment. This would
also help with providing alternative options for those drinking to keep them from driving.
Left turns onto Denmark from Hwy 12 make it dangerous for those behind the car turning. If several
cars get behind, you can rearend if foggy. Need a turn lane.
Moon Road and U S 12
Need to keep the kids safe walking on Hwy 12 to Rochester Middle School. This should be the
priority.
No roundabout at 12 and 183rd! We desperately need a left turn lane at Denmark and 12. There have
been so many fatality accidents there.

Question 4 asked respondents what else the project team should know about transportation in
Rochester. The comments below are in their raw form and may contain typographical and/or
transcription errors.

Other Information

Q3. Are there any other actions (planning and/or maintenance activities or other construction
projects) that we should include in the Multimodal Transportation Action Plan?
Total Responses:
17
No Response:
150
Response
With all the semi trucks on Rt 12, C5 and C6 need to be traffic lights. Yes, I know it costs more than a
roundabout, but it will work better with all of the truck traffic.

5
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Q4. What else would you like us to know about transportation in the Rochester area?
Total Responses:
30
No Response:
137
Response
no roundabouts, too confusing... just slow traffic if needed
None
Rochester does not have a transportation problem, very few accidents happen inside the city limits.
Fix the school issue and put your money into Denmark, pecan, forstrom turn lanes
Rochester Is Fine The Way It Is11 STOP trying to bleed the citizens of Rochester to make a few people
and companies richer "Thurston County is already doing that. Don't forget someday you will be on a
fixed income and will see how much you squeal.
Rochester Is Fine The Way It Is11 STOP trying to bleed the citizens of Rochester to make a few people
and companies richer "Thurston County is already doing that. Don't forget someday you will be on a
fixed income and will see how much you squeal.
NOTE: This comment was received on two different surveys and is not an unintentional duplication.
RT is the only public transportation available and is very limited.
Safety 1st - then aesthetics
Same as 3. Turn lanes need to extend from I-5 to Anderson Rd. Your area above is too narrow. Extend
it to Anderson Rd and out to I-5.
Sidewalks - especially near the schools so kids can safely walk to school!
There are no means of slowing traffic or causing breaks in the traffic to go from one side to the other
or to turn onto Hwy 12. Traffic lights could do that, roundabouts would just create more congestion,
especially for those who don't know how to use a roundabout. Too many big trucks travel Hwy 12 and
a roundabout would be hard for them to navigate. NO ROUNDABOUTS
there are still too many accidents on highway 12 even at the turns where the speed drops to 40-45.. I
hope there are other options to control the turns on such a busy highway.
Traffic moves through Rochester too fast. It is hard to merge or to cross traffic while making left turns
onto Hwy 12. Too many blind spots do not allow a driver to comfortably pull into traffic. Some stop
sign are obstructed by vegetation. Too many trees are right up to the road, not allowing 200 feet of
visible incoming traffic. I.E. is Hwy 12 and Denmark.
US 12 + 183rd: nearly impossible to get onto Hwy 12 during heavy traffic. US 12 + Albany: cars
running red lights + no good pedestrian signals (what's there doesn't work.)
What is the construction on the North side of Hwy 12 just off of Elderberry St? Please post this on the
Nextdoor Rochester web site. It is going to impact transportation in that area.
When is the transit buses coming back?

6
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Online Survey
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April 26, 2019

APPENDIX B: BUSINESS PREFERENCE SURVEY
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This summary was prepared as part of the Main Street Rochester project.

To Support this Mission:
A. Support regional transportation planning consistent with state and federal funding
requirements.
B. Address growth management, environmental quality, economic opportunity, and other topics
determined by the Council.
C. Assemble and analyze data that support local and regional decision making
D. Act as a “convener” and build regional consensus on issues through information and citizen
involvement.
E. Build intergovernmental consensus on regional plans, policies, and issues, and advocate local
implementation.

TRPC's mission is to “Provide Visionary Leadership on Regional Plans, Policies, and Issues.”

THURSTON REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL (TRPC) is a 22-member
intergovernmental board made up of local governmental jurisdictions
within Thurston County, plus the Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis
Reservation and the Nisqually Indian Tribe. The Council was
established in 1967 under RCW 36.70.060, which authorized creation
of regional planning councils.
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1

The intent was to have businesses fill out the preference survey during the business meeting, which was
hosted by the Grand Mound Rochester Chamber of Commerce on September 5, 2018. Due to time
limitations, it was determined that giving the businesses a week to fill out the survey was needed. The
Chamber office acted as a drop location for the completed surveys, and twenty-four people completed
the preference survey fully or partially.

SCJ Alliance was hired to develop conceptual layout plans and cost estimates for the community’s
priority construction projects. As part of the groundwork for developing the concepts, a Business
meeting was held to understand how the community’s priorities for US 12 (frontage improvements,
center turn lane, Rochester-Grand Mound trail, and intersection improvements at US 12 and 183rd
Avenue SW) fit into what works for the businesses along the corridor. To support that understanding,
SCJ Alliance developed a two-page survey to elicit feedback on the preferred street elements (sidewalks,
bike facility, planting strip, on-street parking, and a center turn lane) and the pros and cons of various
street sections.

Survey Development, Distribution, and Response

As part of the Main Street Rochester project, TRPC is developing a multimodal transportation action
plan that outlines various construction, planning, and maintenance activities that could occur in the
Rochester area to better balance US 12’s dual roles.

Main Street Rochester is an effort to address the dual role US 12 serves as a regional highway and
Rochester’s Main Street. The project developed in response to requests from Rochester area residents
to address safety and mobility concerns, infrastructure needs, and to improve the economic vitality of
the corridor, while strengthening Rochester’s identity. In 2016, Thurston Regional Planning Council
(TRPC) – acting on behalf of Thurston County – received a federal Surface Transportation Program grant
to look at these issues for the approximate one-mile US 12 corridor from Bailey’s IGA to 183rd Avenue
Southwest. Both Thurston County and Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT)
provided matching funds for the project.

Project Overview
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Do you see value in gateway treatments
and/or welcome signs as you enter and exit
town?
Total Responses:
23
No Response:
1
% of Total
Response
Count
Responses
Yes
21
91.3%
No
2
8.7%

Do you agree with the end points of the
segments as shown above?
Total Responses:
19
No Response:
5
% of Total
Response
Count
Responses
Yes
16
84.2%
No
3
15.8%

2

Respondents were asked whether they agreed with the end points of the three segments (shown below)
and whether they saw value in gateway treatments upon entering/exiting the project area.
Respondents indicated where they felt gateway signage should be located and also provided general
comments.

General Questions

Respondents were asked about their preference for sidewalks, bike facilities, planting strips, on-street
parking, and a two-way center turn lane in three segments of the project area. They were also asked
about critical pedestrian crossings, potential places for a public parking area, and to share any other
issues that should be considered for each segment.

Street Elements
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Count
1
1
1
1
1
3
6

% of Total
Responses
10.0%
10.0%
10.0%
10.0%
10.0%
30.0%
60.0%

Share any other general ideas, issues, or comments here:
Total Responses:
18
No Response:
6
Response
A signage plan has bee in the planning stages thru the local chamber of commerce. East of town at
Hilt Street & Denmark Street are dangerous turns off Hwy 12 at high traffic speeds.
A. Reduce speed limit to 25 mph starting before Denmark or put a traffic light at Denmark. Too many
accidents @ Denmark and other side roads entering. B. Forstrom Rd – too many accidents, no view to
safely enter Hwy 12 from Forstrom Rd. 25 mph until at least after Forstrom Rd.
As for ped. crossing – to get driver attention, install the flashing signs that are activated by the
pedestrian wanting to cross (seen on Auto Mall Dr. in W. Oly)
Because of the highway 12 right of way width, I realize options are more limited than in many other
places – but I would choose trees/vegetation/breadth of view over signs/turn lanes. Towns that have
incorporated walkways with vegetation (south Bend, Pullman) have much more pull for people
pedestrian gatherings than vehicle gatherings: enhances heath & interaction over drive-bys.
Gateway Pro – traffic calming, but people already slow down pretty good. Con – cost up front,
maintenance
How about an overhead pedestrian walkway for our middle school students?
How to clean up the corridor? Of 183rd and Hwy 12
Incorporate decorative fixtures/fluted poles to light sidewalks – NOT 20-30’ poles with long arms.
Lighting
Lighting throughout must be a priority. Bike path should be set back off Hwy 12.
Need street lights! Bike trail off Hwy 12 but with access to hwy. Is there room (w/ right of way) to
even have street parking and or sidewalks. Hard to choice when road survey for space is just being
done. It would have been better for the survey to state what could be done with space we have!
Put up more lighting in downtown area along all 3 segments
Sidewalks to extend to new mini storage/mocha stand. Please no bike paths. They take up too much
room, are rarely used, & bikes that do use still use roads at their convenience.
Speed needs to be lowered. Parking is difficult for incoming and outgoing onto hwy. Sidewalks
needed for children and safety. Pole yard entrance/exit is unsafe
Street lighting
The American Legion would like a sign as you enter town
The approach signs that encourage volunteer “speed decreasing”

Mini-Storage
Country Corner Market
Albany Street
Gresham Street
Paulson Street
Fruit Stand
183rd Ave SW

Response

Indicated Gateway Signage Locations
Total Responses:
10
No Response:
14

3
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Share any other general ideas, issues, or comments here:
Total Responses:
18
No Response:
6
Response
This is an important project and the local group would like to be on the planning committee. For
contact information, please contact the chamber president Gene xxx-xxx-xxxx. Thank you.

4
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Albany Street
Dallas Street
Foster Street
Corvallis Street
Bend Street
Middle School
Bailey’s IGA
Midblock crossing between Corvallis and Dallas
Midblock crossing between Bend and Corvallis

Response

Count

Indicated Critical Pedestrian Crossing Locations in Segment A
Total Responses:
18
No Response:
6
8
7
6
5
5
4
2
2
1

% of Total
Responses
44.4%
38.9%
33.3%
27.8%
27.8%
22.2%
11.1%
11.1%
5.6%

What street elements do you think should be included in Segment A?
Total Responses:
23
No Response:
1
% of Total
Response
Count
Responses
Sidewalk
19
82.6%
Bike Facility
6
26.1%
Planting Strip
7
30.4%
On-Street Parking
9
39.1%
Two-way Center Turn Lane
18
78.3%

5

Segment A consists of US 12 between Bailey’s IGA and Foster Street SW and includes the majority of
businesses along the project corridor as well as Rochester Middle School. Due to these factors and their
proximity to adjacent residential neighborhoods, this section sees the most pedestrian activity.

Segment A: Commercial & Pedestrian Core
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Share any other issues in Segment A that should be considered:
Total Responses:
15
No Response:
9
Response
1. Additional traffic lights to allow people to enter/exit side roads. Esp. the bank… 2. reduce speed
limit to 25 mph. 3. there is no room for bicycles - use back roads and alleys for this purpose.
A citizens committee has met to identify off street parking. Please contact Gene Weaver to discuss
(xxx-xxx-xxxx) on behalf of Rochester GM Chamber
Beautification of main driving area; round about on Albany instead of stop light.
Crosswalks need to be very visible for school children crossing the streets here!!
It would be benificial to have a better parking idea for this area. Maybe angle nose in parking on one
side and add a truck route around downtown?
Lighting
Lighting!
Off street parking; need bike lane the whole way
P = not sure of land available; Need lights
Please include Country Corner Market in your planning. Their service and prices make them an
enjoyable place to shop. They benefit our community.
Sidewalks (or walkway/bikeway) should be priority over turn lanes or parking. Walking should be
promoted; Rochester is a particularly inhospitable walking area
Speed limit 25 mph
Street lighting; off street parking lots

Areas indicated appropriate for public parking in Segment A (direction
specifies which side of US 12)
Total Responses:
7
No Response:
17
% of Total
Response
Count
Responses
1. Next to Auto Sales Unlimited (south)
3
42.9%
2. Next to Rochester Mercantile (south)
2
28.6%
3. Bend Street (north)
1
14.3%
4. Corvallis Street (south)
2
28.6%
5. Dallas Street (south)
2
28.6%
6. Foster Street (south)
1
14.3%

Would Segment A be a good place for a
public parking area?
Total Responses:
15
No Response:
9
% of Total
Response
Count
Responses
Yes
9
60.0%
No
6
40.0%

6
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Share any other issues in Segment A that should be considered:
Total Responses:
15
No Response:
9
Response
Street lights are a must thru this area! Bicycle path could be off street-developed along alley thru
downtown
Visually attractive way finding signs

7
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Are there any critical pedestrian crossing
locations in Segment B?
Total Responses:
15
No Response:
9
% of Total
Response
Count
Responses
Yes
12
80.0%
No
3
20.0%

What street elements do you think should be included in
Segment B?
Total Responses:
21
No Response:
3
% of Total
Response
Count
Responses
Sidewalk
17
81.0%
Bike Facility
5
23.8%
Planting Strip
4
19.0%
On-Street Parking
7
33.3%
Two-way Center Turn Lane
12
57.1%

8

Segment B consists of US 12 from Foster St SW to Melrose Street SW and includes most of the pole yard
frontage on the north side of the highway. Except for a few commercial storefronts on the west side of
this segment, most businesses are located on the south side of the highway. Even so, there are large
sections of the segment that have no businesses at all.

Segment B: Pole Yard
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Count
1
8
1
2
2

% of Total
Responses
10.0%
80.0%
10.0%
20.0%
20.0%

Share any other issues in Segment B that should be considered:
Total Responses:
9
No Response:
15
Response
1. Additional traffic lights to allow people to enter/exit side roads, especially the post office. 2.
Reduce speed limit to 25 mph. 3. There is no room for bicycles, use back roads and alleys for this
purpose
A better turn lane in front of P.O. is needed
It’s not clear to me that more public parking is beneficial. It is clear that walking and biking are
currently neighter safe nor very functional along highway 12.
Lighting
Need bike lane the whole way
Opening up regulations and restrictions to encourage growth on those downtown vacant parcels &
enrich the Rochester area. It is in need of more services & wants to grow!
Speed limit 25 mph

Areas indicated appropriate for public parking in Segment B (direction
specifies which side of US 12)
Total Responses:
4
No Response:
20
% of Total
Response
Count
Responses
1. Gresham (south)
3
75.0%
2. Paulson (south)
3
75.0%
3. Post Office (south)
1
25.0%

Would Segment B be a good place for a
public parking area?
Total Responses:
12
No Response:
12
% of Total
Response
Count
Responses
Yes
7
58.3%
No
5
41.7%

Midblock (between Foster and Gresham)
Gresham
Post Office
Paulson
Melrose

Response

Indicated Critical Pedestrian Crossing Locations in Segment B
Total Responses:
10
No Response:
14

9
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Share any other issues in Segment B that should be considered:
Total Responses:
9
No Response:
15
Response
Street lighting
Street lights here too – at least as far as post office maybe Paulson St.

10
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Would Segment C be a good place for a
public parking area?
Total Responses:
16
No Response:
8
% of Total
Response
Count
Responses
Yes
3
18.7%
No
13
81.3%

Are there any critical pedestrian crossing
locations in Segment C?
Total Responses:
14
No Response:
10
% of Total
Response
Count
Responses
Yes
2
14.3%
No
12
85.7%

Sidewalk
Bike Facility
Planting Strip
On-Street Parking
Two-way Center Turn Lane

Response

Count

What street elements do you think should be included in Segment C?
Total Responses:
21
No Response:
3
13
7
3
4
9

% of Total
Responses
56.5%
30.4%
13.0%
17.4%
39.1%

Segment C consists of US 12 from Melrose Street SW to 183rd Avenue SW. There are very few
businesses through this segment, although development may change this in the future.

Segment C: East End

11
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Share any other issues in Segment C that should be considered:
Total Responses:
9
No Response:
15
Response
1. additional traffic light @ RRX & 183rd & Hwy 12. 2. Reduce speed limit to 25 mph. 3. There is no
room for bicycles – use back roads and alleys for this purpose.
I don’t see people walking from the 183rd turn off to the IGA to buy groceries…
Kind of an eye-sore coming into town
Lighting
Need bike lanes the whole way. Bikes are NOT just for leisure. More commuters too, and school kids
Sidewalks, sidewalks, sidewalks!
Speed limit 35 mph
Street lighting
The main concern is slowing down the traffic

Areas indicated appropriate for public parking in Segment C (direction
specifies which side of US 12)
Total Responses:
1
No Response:
23
% of Total
Response
Count
Responses
1. Next to Fruit Stand
1
100.0%
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What do you like?
Total Responses:
15
No Response:
9
Response
Best utilization of space
I like this one. Who would maintain the planting strips? And who wants to fight the traffic to walk
across 12 to get to the planting strip in order to maintain
It allows for parking & sidewalks. We don’t have room for bicycles – use back roads and alleys. We
don’t need plant strips – a waste of time and money so glad it is not in Alt. 1. Middle turn lane.
It has street lights
No planting strips
Parallel parking
Parallel parking is safer than angled [for highway 12]
Parallel parking on both sides of the street.
Parallel parking, street lights, standard sidewalks, turn lane.
Parallel parking. And, at least there is a sidewalk.
Parking on both sides of the street/hwy, sidewalks
Practical & efficient
Sidewalk, bike lanes, sidewalks on both sides
Street lighting, sidewalks, parallel parking, turn lane
This is the optional scenario, probably too expensive

Alternative 1 includes on-street parallel parking, standard sidewalks and bike lanes, and a center turn
lane. Planting strips were sacrificed so that the other street elements could be accommodated.

Alternative 1: Standard Widths

The second half of the business preference survey asked respondents to indicate what they liked and
disliked about four different street sections.

Street Section Alternatives
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What do you dislike?
Total Responses:
15
No Response:
11
Response
All
Bike lanes
Bike lanes, no planting strips
Bikes sharing single lanes with logging trucks is not smart. It is too narrow thru downtown for this.
This is too alienating for people not in vehicles.
NA
No planting strips, standard bike lanes – suggest moving to alley on the north
No plants/trees
Parallel isn’t as good as angled parking
Parallel Parking
Parallel parking stops traffic to much
Parking, bike lanes
Planting strip – to hard to care for, not enough room for bike lanes
There doesn’t seem to be enough room to accommodate all of the features.
Unsafe – bikes sandwiched between traffic and parking YIKES!
We don’t have room for bicycles – use back roads & alleys. Planting strips are a waste of money &
space

14
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What do you dislike?
Total Responses:
16
No Response:
8
Response
Angled parking takes up too much room
Angled parking tough on highway to back out
Don’t like road space used for bikes

What do you like?
Total Responses:
18
No Response:
6
Response
All sounds good
Angled
Customers will be able to park closer to the place of business
Doesn’t require parallel parking, parking on both sides of Hwy 12 - safety
Easy for cars
It allows for parking & sidewalks. No bike facility. No planting strip. Middle turn lane.
It has street lights, allows more car parking, include small islands of trees, landscaping, etc.
Maximum parking w/ sidewalks
NA
No bike facility
No bike lanes, turn lane
No planting strip
Nothing
Nothing
Street lights, no bike facility – suggest moving to alley on north. Turn lane
This sounds good. The concern should be for cars and pedestrians first.
Turn Lane
Turn lane is good

Alternative 2 includes on-street angled parking, minimum-width sidewalks, and a center turn lane.
Planting strips and a bike facility were sacrificed.

Alternative 2: Maximize Parking
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What do you dislike?
Total Responses:
16
No Response:
8
Response
Need better sidewalks
No bike lane
No planting strips, angled parking – backing into traffic, minimum sidewalks
No planting strips, minimum sidewalk, angle parking
No plants/trees. Cars are backing into traffic from both sides. Sidewalks are tiny. Unsafe to walk or
drive. An no place for bikes.
No room for bikes. We need alternatives to cars – make ped & bike easier
No room for both sides
Nothing
Parked cars will have to back out onto Hwy 12 to reenter traffic
Parking would be dangerous unless you reduce the speed limit. Risky backing out.
Parking, minimum sidewalk
There doesn’t seem to be enough room to accommodate all of the features.
Worst choice, this will decrease pedestrian use, decrease both pedestrian & motorist safety (backing
out of angled parking onto highway 12?

16
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What do you like?
Total Responses:
19
No Response:
5
Response
NA
Bike paths take up too much valuable real estate.
Does wide mean 4’ sidewalks?
Everything except bike lane and no standard parking on left
I like the trees… perhaps planting squares, but not entire strips. Perhaps interspersed with angled
parking spaces.
If have a public parking space & good sidewalks do you need on street parking
In order to utilize the state hwy right of way without disrupting existing buildings, the bike lane should
be dropped and make suitable sidewalks to accommodate occasional bike traffic.
It has street lights
Least favorite
Like the planting strips, wide sidewalks
Nice wide sidewalks, planting area, bike lanes
Nice, but no parking
Nothing
Nothing – poor design that does not meet our needs.
Planting strips both sides, turn lanes
Safer*, good use of space, off-street parking
Street lights, planting strips, turn lane
Vegetation and people-not-in-cars being accommodated – makes a much more appealing downtown.
If you want people/customers/inhabitants to hang out, it has to be an appealing safe place to
be/walk/stand.
Wide Sidewalks

Alternative 3 includes wide sidewalks, standard bike lanes, a center turn lane, and planting strips for
trees and other vegetation. On-street parking was sacrificed.

Alternative 3: Pedestrian & Bike
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What do you dislike?
Total Responses:
16
No Response:
8
Response
All of it
Although there is a turn lane at Highway 12/Albany St traffic light, I question utility *& space) of turn
lane extension in all four alternatives.
Bike lane should be off of Main Street
Bike lane, planting strip
Everything – does not meet Rochester’s needs. We need parking, standard sidewalks, no bicycles –
they can use back roads and alleys. Planting strips are a waste of money & space.
No on street parking
No on street parking, bike lanes, wide sidewalks
No on street parking, no parking
No on-street parking, wide sidewalks, standard bike lanes – move to alley
No parking
No parking
No parking
No parking, prefer bikes routed off Hwy 12
Only one side – need both sides
Planting strips
There doesn’t seem to be enough room to accommodate all of the features.

18
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What do you dislike?
Total Responses:
16
No Response:
8
Response
Angled parking
Angled parking
Angled parking, again – backing onto Hwy 12
Bikes & peds on one path are not safe.
Bikes on walkway

What do you like?
Total Responses:
13
No Response:
11
Response
Angled parking – but only if reduce speed limit. sidewalks
Angled parking – one side okay, street lights, planting strip – one side *good. Alternating down diff
blocks would be interesting, standard sidewalk, turn lane.
Angled Parking, Turn Lane
Don’t think there is room for anything else
Good 2nd option
I like shared path and planting strips.
It has street lights
Nothing
Planting strips, turn lanes
Some vegetation, bikes on sidewalk
Standard sidewalk
The expanded angled parking, but really not very feasible as it sticks out into traffic too much.
Wide sidewalks, plants & trees, at least one side, although both is better, does shared path include
bike lane? Then yes – like that.

19

Alternative 4 includes angled parking and a planting strip on one side of the street with neither on the
other side of the street. A standard sidewalk is also found on one side of the street while a shared path
that can be used by bicyclists on the other. As with the other alternatives, a center turn lane is included.

Alternative 4: Shared Path
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What do you dislike?
Total Responses:
16
No Response:
8
Response
Ditto above [bike lane should be off of Main Street)
Everything
Looks like it is a little jumbled
Needs multiple crosswalks, not practical to use
No need for sidewalk and a shared path. We live here because we want small town not Tumwater or
Lacey
No shared path – bicycles can use back roads & alleys. No planting strip. Waste of money & space.
Only one side – need both sides
Requires parking & crossing street
Shared path – move bikes to alley
There doesn’t seem to be enough room to accommodate all of the features.
This will also require controlled crosswalks (which is currently pretty much ignored in Rochester),
Backing out of angled parking on Highway 12 will not work. Sometimes I have to wait 5 minutes-plus
juts to pull on to highway 12 in “rush hour”.

Preference Survey
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14 Lane narrowing
13 Other multimodal construction project not listed

20 Alternate pedestrian route to Bailey’s IGA

32 US 12 & Albany St SW intersection improvements

48 Alternate pedestrian route to Rochester Middle School

54 US 12 & 183rd Ave SW intersection improvements

68 Center turn lane

74 Rochester-Grand Mound Trail

90 Frontage improvements

» Priority Actions Identified by Community Survey, Spring 2018
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The following project plan provides conceptual designs and a phasing strategy to address the
Rochester community’s priority actions as identified by a community survey in spring 2018 (see
figure below). However, the projects proposed in this plan do not represent the entire Main Street
Rochester project.

Encourage economic vitality

Enhance sense-of-place and walkability

Increase infrastructure investments

Improve safety and multimodal mobility

Thurston County is working with Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) and
Thurston Regional Planning Council (TRPC) to address community concerns related to US 12’s dual
role as a regional highway and Rochester’s Main Street. Recommendations that come out of this
planning process aim to:

PROJECT PURPOSE

Main Street Rochester
Project Overview
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M ain Stre e t Ro ches ter

Phase 4 – US 12 and 183rd Avenue SW intersection
from MP 42.80 to MP 42.90

Phase 3 – Corridor Improvements, US 12
from Melrose Street SW (MP 42.53) to 183rd Avenue SW (MP 42.85)

Phase 2 – Corridor Improvements, US 12
from Foster Street SW (MP 42.19) to Melrose Street SW (MP 42.53)

Phase 1 – Corridor Improvements, US 12
from IGA Supermarket (MP 41.74) to Foster Street SW (MP 42.19)

The Main Street Rochester project is broken up into the following phases:

PROJECT PHASING

The Main Street Rochester project is located on US 12 in Rochester. The corridor is classified as
a National Highway of Statewide Significance (NHSS) and WSDOT’s functional classification is an
urban-principal arterial. This area is served by Grays Harbor Transit (Route 45) and TRPC’s Rural
Transit (Route 3) but there are no marked bus stop locations. There is level terrain throughout the
project area. The IGA supermarket is the project’s western terminus, and the intersection at 183rd
Avenue SW is the eastern terminus. The map on page 3 illustrates the project area.

PROJECT LOCATION

PROJECT OVERVIEW

» Project Area
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US 12 from IGA Supermarket (MP 41.74) to Foster Street SW (MP 42.19):

1

PHASE LIMITS

US 12 Corridor
Improvements – Phase 1

ROSEBURG ST SW
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ADA accessible crossings with high-visibility crosswalk markings, sidewalk bulb-outs, and
pedestrian activated flashing beacons

Street lighting improvements, including pedestrian-scale lighting

Street trees, maintained by property owners if amenable, where appropriate

Standard sidewalk (6-ft minimum) on north side of street

Bicycle-friendly, wide sidewalk (minimum 10-feet) on south side of street

Parallel parking where space allows

11-ft travel lanes, one in each direction

Two-way center turn lane

PHASE ELEMENTS

The proposed design will improve access and safety for pedestrians and bicycles by providing
a wide, continuous sidewalk through the project area. Uncontrolled, marked crossings will be
enhanced with Rapid Rectangular Flashing Beacons (RRFBs) and sidewalks will be extended
at crossing locations to reduce crossing distances and improve pedestrian visibility. Bus stop
improvements at Bend Street SW will increase transit rider security and elevate awareness of the
existing transit service. The center turn lane throughout the project area will improve traffic flow
and safety by reducing conflicts between vehicles. The design will preserve existing buildings,
include parallel parking, and maintain access to existing businesses. At the IGA, the traffic-calming
island and potential for a gateway treatment will help to enforce the speed limit reduction through
town and convey to drivers the change in character from a regional highway to the main street of
Rochester. Streetscaping elements and pedestrian-level lighting will also help to create a clearer
sense-of-place and enhance the pedestrian experience.

Currently, there are two vehicle lanes, one in each direction, and sporadic sidewalk connecting the
offices and businesses that front the highway. There is one signalized intersection in this segment,
at Albany Street SW, with marked crosswalks at three of the intersection’s four legs. Additionally,
three crosswalks are marked across US 12 at the unsignalized intersections of Bend Street SW,
Dallas Street SW, and Foster Street SW (Rochester Middle School). A number of buildings and
commercial parking areas currently encroach on the public right-of-way.

In Rochester, US 12 acts as both a regional highway and the main street of town. In 2017, this
segment of US 12 had an average daily traffic of 14,900 vehicles with truck traffic making up 10
percent of the total. The posted speed limit in this segment is 30 mph.

PHASE DESCRIPTION
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PHASE 1 GRAND TOTAL

Construction Total
Design Engineering (15%)
Construction Management (10%)
Contingency/Misc. (30%)

$2,454,000

$1,583,000
$237,500
$158,500
$475,000

CO N C E P T UA L P R O J E C T P L A N F O R P R I O R I T Y AC T I O N S

» Phase 1 – Preliminary Cost Estimate

Detailed cost estimates are provided as Appendix A.

The estimated construction cost serves as the basis for estimated costs related to design
engineering (15%), construction management (10%), and contingency (30%).

The contingency includes, but is not limited to, such items as traffic control, removal of
specific items, earthwork quantities, utility adjustments, traffic marking, etc.

Existing utility poles will be relocated, not undergrounded.

|
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Decorative street light fixtures with pedestrian-scale arm are used for the existing
commercial district. The remaining locations are lit using WSDOT standard LED cobra heads.

Paving costs are based on widening the new pavement to the proposed curb, gutter, and
sidewalk. Existing pavement is in good condition per the WSDOT Pavement Condition GIS
database. SCJ’s conceptual design and the cost estimate maintain the existing pavement as
much as possible to minimize project cost.

The quantities in the cost estimate were developed using SCJ’s conceptual design and the survey
provided by WSDOT via email in September 2018. The estimated construction cost assumes the
following:

PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE

Bus stop improvements with shelters and signage

Traffic calming median island at IGA with potential for gateway treatment

Pedestrian refuge island at Foster Street SW crosswalk

PHASE 1
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» Phase 1 – US 12 Cross-section

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

Power utilities will need to be relocated, and potentially undergrounded, as a part of this
project.

The median island located at IGA presents an opportunity to design and install a vertical
gateway feature. An alternative would be to plant trees in the median island and install the
gateway feature on the south side of US 12, potentially requiring additional right-of-way or
an easement.

WSDOT will not maintain any street trees or landscaped areas. The County or another entity
will be required to maintain any plantings.

The cost estimate assumes a bioretention stormwater facility that would combine treatment
and flow control functionality. A bioretention pond can be planted with grasses which
would require mowing and other minimal maintenance. The estimate does not include
the right-of-way that would be required to site the pond. As an alternative to a pond,
bioretention could be accommodated within the right-of-way along the roadway in sidewalk
landscaping areas as long as minimum sidewalk widths are maintained.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

PHASE 1

» Phase 1 – Plan View
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West Gateway Concept | Alternative 1

» West Gateway Perspective, Alternative 1
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» West Gateway Perspective, Alternative 2
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Streetscape Improvement Concept | Looking East at Bend Street

» US 12 at Bend Street Perspective
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Street lighting improvements

ADA accessible crossings with high-visibility crosswalk markings on cross-streets

Sidewalks (minimum 8-ft) on both sides

11-ft travel lanes, one in each direction

Two-way center turn lane

PHASE ELEMENTS

The proposed design will provide a continuous sidewalk, ADA accessible crossings, and improved
street lighting which will allow pedestrians to safely access businesses and residences in this
segment of US 12. The center turn lane throughout the project area will improve traffic flow,
support commercial access, and reduce conflicts between vehicles. The design will maintain the
eastbound right-turn lane at Melrose Street SW. The raised sidewalk and narrower travel lanes will
help to reduce speeding and reinforce the 30 mph speed limit.

Many of the existing uses located to the east of Rochester Middle School, with the exception of
Subway, generate limited pedestrian and bicycle activity. This is especially true for the pole yard
located on the north side of US 12 throughout this segment. However, the area is zoned as Rural
Commercial and has the potential for further development and/or redevelopment which may
increase non-motorized activity.

There is currently one travel lane in each direction with a paved shoulder of varying width on
either side of US 12. A westbound left-turn lane and eastbound right-turn lane are provided at
Melrose Street SW.

In 2017, this segment of US 12 had an average daily traffic of 15,000 vehicles with truck traffic
making up 10 percent of the total. The posted speed limit is 30 mph between Foster Street SW and
Paulson Street SW and 45 mph between Paulson Street SW and Melrose Street SW.

PHASE DESCRIPTION
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PHASE 2 GRAND TOTAL

Construction Total
Design Engineering (15%)
Construction Management (10%)
Contingency/Misc. (30%)
Right-of-Way Acquisition

$1,364,500

$861,000
$129,000
$86,000
$258,500
$30,000

CO N C E P T UA L P R O J E C T P L A N F O R P R I O R I T Y AC T I O N S

» Phase 2 – Preliminary Cost Estimate

Detailed cost estimates are provided as Appendix A.
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The estimated construction cost serves as the basis for estimated costs related to design
engineering (15%), construction management (10%), and contingency (30%).

The contingency includes, but is not limited to, such items as traffic control, removal of
specific items, earthwork quantities, utility adjustments, traffic marking, etc.
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The property value of required right-of-way is estimated to be $3 per square foot based on
recent Administrative Offer Summary (AOS) conducted by the County in the Rochester area.
The property value estimate is inflated by 40 percent to account for services and fees related
to acquisition.

Existing utility poles will be relocated, not undergrounded.

Illumination is WSDOT standard LED cobra heads.

Paving costs are based on widening the new pavement to the proposed curb, gutter, and
sidewalk. Existing pavement is in good condition per the WSDOT Pavement Condition GIS
database. SCJ’s conceptual design and the cost estimate maintain the existing pavement as
much as possible to minimize project cost.

The quantities in the cost estimate were developed using SCJ’s conceptual design and the survey
provided by WSDOT via email in September 2018. The estimated construction cost assumes the
following:

PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE

PHASE 2

pg. 94
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» Phase 2 – US 12 Cross-section

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

The proposed design would require approximately 981 square feet of right-of-way acquisition.

As development occurs, the need for additional crosswalks with pedestrian activated
flashing beacons may be required at specific locations depending on the type of businesses.

With the exception of Subway, the adjacent land use in this project phase does not currently
generate a large volume of non-motorized trips, especially the pole yard on the north side of
US 12. Therefore, sidewalk on the north side of the project area may only be necessary if or
when redevelopment occurs.

The cost estimate assumes a bioretention stormwater facility that would combine treatment
and flow control functionality. A bioretention pond can be planted with grasses which would
require mowing and other minimal maintenance. The estimate does not include the right-ofway that would be required to site the pond. As an alternative to a pond, bioretention could
be accommodated within the right-of-way along the highway in a landscaping strip or ditch.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

PHASE 2

» Phase 2 – Plan View
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Streetscape Improvement Concept | Looking West at Foster Street

» US 12 at Foster Street Perspective
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US 12 from Melrose Street SW (MP 42.53) to 183rd Avenue SW (MP 42.85):
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Street lighting improvements

Traffic calming median island at the Rochester Fruit Stand with potential for gateway
treatment

ADA accessible crossing with high-visibility crosswalk markings on cross-streets

Sidewalks (minimum 8-ft) on both sides of US 12

11-ft travel lanes, one in each direction

Two-way center turn lane

PHASE ELEMENTS

The proposed design will provide a continuous sidewalk, ADA accessible crossings, and improved
street lighting which will allow pedestrians to safely access businesses and residences in this
segment of US 12. The center turn lane throughout the project area will improve traffic flow,
support commercial access, and reduce conflicts between vehicles. The raised sidewalk, narrower
travel lanes and center median near the Rochester Fruit Stand will help to reduce speeding and
calm traffic entering the community.

The only existing commercial properties in this segment are the Rochester Fruit Stand on the north
side of US 12 and a furniture/antiques store on the south side of US 12. However, the area is zoned
as Rural Commercial and has the potential for further development and/or redevelopment. There
is currently one travel lane in each direction with a paved shoulder of varying width on either
side of US 12. An eastbound left-turn lane and westbound right-turn lane are provided at 183rd
Avenue SW.

In 2017, this segment of US 12 had an average daily traffic of 15,000 vehicles with truck traffic
making up 10 percent of the total. The posted speed limit is 45 mph.

PHASE DESCRIPTION
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$193,500
$999,000

Contingency/Misc. (30%)
PHASE 3 GRAND TOTAL

CO N C E P T UA L P R O J E C T P L A N F O R P R I O R I T Y AC T I O N S

$644,500
$96,500
$64,500

Construction Total
Design Engineering (15%)
Construction Management (10%)

» Phase 3 – Preliminary Cost Estimate

Detailed cost estimates are provided as Appendix A.
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The estimated construction cost serves as the basis for estimated costs related to design
engineering (15%), construction management (10%), and contingency (30%).

The contingency includes, but is not limited to, such items as traffic control, removal of
specific items, earthwork quantities, utility adjustments, traffic marking, etc.

Existing utility poles will be relocated, not undergrounded.

Illumination is WSDOT standard LED cobra heads.
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Paving costs are based on widening the new pavement to the proposed curb, gutter, and
sidewalk. Existing pavement is in good condition per the WSDOT Pavement Condition GIS
database. SCJ’s conceptual design and the cost estimate maintain the existing pavement as
much as possible to minimize project cost.

The quantities in the cost estimate were developed using SCJ’s conceptual design and the survey
provided by WSDOT via email in September 2018. The estimated construction cost assumes the
following:

PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE

PHASE 3

pg. 100
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» Phase 3 – US 12 Cross-section

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

WSDOT will not maintain any street trees or landscaped areas. The County or another entity
will be required to maintain any plantings.

The median island located at the Rochester Fruit Stand presents an opportunity to design
and install a vertical gateway feature. An alternative would be to plant trees in the median
island and install the gateway feature on the north side of US 12, potentially requiring
additional right-of-way or an easement.

The cost estimate assumes a bioretention stormwater facility that would combine treatment
and flow control functionality. A bioretention pond can be planted with grasses which would
require mowing and other minimal maintenance. The estimate does not include the right-ofway that would be required to site the pond. As an alternative to a pond, bioretention could
be accommodated within the right-of-way along the highway in a landscaping strip or ditch.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

PHASE 3

» Phase 3 – Plan View
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East Gateway Concept | Alternative 1

» East Gateway Perspective, Alternative 1
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PHASE 3

East Gateway Concept | Alternative 2

» East Gateway Perspective, Alternative 2
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US 12 and 183rd Avenue SW (MP 42.80 to MP 42.90):
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ADA accessible crossings with high-visibility crosswalk markings and pedestrian activated
flashing beacons

Standard sidewalks (6-ft)

Variable message boards on US 12 storage lanes

Railroad crossing gates on 183rd Avenue SW approaching roundabout

Single-lane roundabout with a bypass lane for US 12 traffic

PHASE ELEMENTS

Therefore, the proposed solution is a roundabout that would include a bypass lane for US 12
traffic, which would keep thru traffic moving during a rail crossing event. Variable message boards
would be used to alert westbound right-turning vehicles and eastbound left-turning vehicles
to stop and wait in the storage lanes, keeping them from crossing the tracks until the train has
cleared the intersection. Vehicles traveling straight on US 12 would not be held during a train
crossing event. Each approach would have ADA accessible crossings with high-visibility crosswalks
and Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs) on all three approaches.

If existing volumes warrant further control at this intersection, WSDOT’s Intersection Control
Evaluation (ICE) would determine the most appropriate type of intersection control. In most
cases, WSDOT prefers single-lane roundabouts which have fewer conflict points than signalized
intersections and are proven to reduce the frequency of serious injuries and fatalities. However,
due to the proximity of the at-grade railroad crossing, traffic would back-up into the single lane
roundabout and block all movements for the duration of the train crossing event.

The intersection of US 12 and 183rd Avenue SW is currently a three-leg intersection with minor-leg
stop controlled intersection. An at-grade rail crossing is located on the minor leg (183rd Avenue
SW) approximately 40-ft from the intersection. Traffic on US 12 makes left-turns from 183rd Avenue
SW difficult during peak periods and the proximity of the rail crossing adds another element of
complexity to the intersection.

PHASE DESCRIPTION
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PHASE 4 GRAND TOTAL

Construction Total
Design Engineering (15%)
Construction Management (10%)
Contingency/Misc. (30%)
Right-of-Way Acquisition

$2,668,750

$1,625,000
$243,750
$162,500
$487,500
$150,000

CO N C E P T UA L P R O J E C T P L A N F O R P R I O R I T Y AC T I O N S

» Phase 4 – Preliminary Cost Estimate

Detailed cost estimates are provided as Appendix A.

|

The estimated construction cost serves as the basis for estimated costs related to design
engineering (15%), construction management (10%), and contingency (30%).

The contingency includes, but is not limited to, such items as traffic control, removal of
specific items, earthwork quantities, utility adjustments, traffic marking, etc.

The cost of two railroad gates and two variable messaging signs are based on recent SCJ
project information.
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The property value of required right-of-way is estimated to be $3 per square foot based on
recent Administrative Offer Summary (AOS) conducted by the County in the Rochester area.
The property value estimate is inflated by 40 percent to account for services and fees related
to acquisition.

Additional pavement required for storage lanes on US 12 approaches to match existing
storage lane lengths.

Estimated cost of a three-leg roundabout is based on similar size roundabouts that SCJ has
estimated.

The quantities in the cost estimate were developed using SCJ’s conceptual design and the survey
provided by WSDOT via email in September 2018. The estimated construction cost assumes the
following:

PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE

PHASE 4
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The design of the storage lane and variable message signage would require special
attention.

Acquisition of approximately 35,161 square feet of right-of-way would be required to
construct a roundabout at this location.

WSDOT will not maintain any street trees or landscaped areas. The County or another entity
will be required to maintain any plantings.

The ICE may also consider the realignment of Roseburg Street SW as a part of this
intersection improvement.

The Intersection Control Evaluation (ICE) may reveal a different intersection control design is
preferred over the solution proposed in this plan.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
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TRAFFIC SIGNAL

» Alternative Solutions

CO N C E P T UA L P R O J E C T P L A N F O R P R I O R I T Y AC T I O N S

SINGLE-LANE ROUNDABOUT

ROUNDABOUT WITH BYPASS LANE AND SIGNALIZED STORAGE LANES

» Proposed Solution

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
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The purpose of the SRTS program is to improve safety and mobility for children by enabling
and encouraging them to walk or bike to school. Projects must be located within two-miles of
primary, middle, and high schools to be eligible to apply. While all of the projects identified in
this plan are close enough to Rochester Middle School to qualify for SRTS funding, the US 12
Corridor Improvements – Phase 1 represents the best fit for this funding source. The SRTS program
is administered by WSDOT through a competitive application process. There is no local match

Safe Routes to School (SRTS) Program

The following is a summary of federal funding programs that WSDOT administers and allocates
directly to local agencies.

WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION (WSDOT)

The Public Works Board is authorized to loan money to counties, cities, and special purpose
districts to repair, replace, or create infrastructure, including roads and streets. The Pre-Construction
Loan Program can be applied to design engineering, bid-document preparation, environmental
studies, right-of-way acquisition, value planning, permits, cultural and historic resources, and
public notification. The Construction Loan Program focuses on the activities that repair, replace,
or create a facility and can be used for any combination of pre-construction and construction
elements. Thurston County is eligible for either of these programs.

Pre-Construction and Construction Loan Programs

The state legislature created the Public Works Board, under the Department of Commerce, to assist
local governments in addressing local infrastructure needs.

WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

The following is a list of potential grant funding sources that are available for the projects
identified in this plan, categorized by the administering agency.

Potential
Funding Sources
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The Complete Streets Award is flexible money given to any city or county in Washington state
that has an adopted complete streets ordinance and shows an ethic of planning and building
streets that use context sensitive solutions to accommodate all users, including pedestrians, transit

Complete Streets Award

TIB administers a number of grant funding programs that serve large and small cities. However,
counties and unincorporated communities, such as Rochester, are not eligible for a majority of
these funding opportunities. The Complete Streets Award described below is a relatively new
program that is available to Thurston County.

TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT BOARD (TIB)

The County Safety program provides funding for design, right-of-way acquisition, and construction
phases of eligible projects. Eligible projects include corridor or intersection improvements that use
engineering countermeasures to reduce fatal and serious injury crashes, such as the construction
of roundabouts, that have been identified in the local road safety plan. The call for projects period
is open from January to May of odd numbered years.

The HSIP is a federal program administered by WSDOT that allows states and local governments
to target safety. It provides funding for projects that aim to reduce serious traffic injuries and
deaths, consistent with Washington’s Strategic Highway Safety Plan (Target Zero) and local road
safety plans. HSIP funds are split between local agency and state programs based on the priority
one areas as identified in Target Zero which are currently lane departure crashes and intersection
crashes. Under the HSIP, WSDOT administers the following three programs: County Safety, City
Safety, and Railway-Highway Crossing.

Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)

The Pedestrian and Bicycle Program objective is to make improvements to the transportation
system that enhance safety and mobility for people who choose to walk or bike. The program
funds two types of projects: construction projects that may include preliminary engineering
and design-only projects. Projects proposed in this plan would fall into the construction project
category. The Pedestrian and Bicycle Program is administered by WSDOT through a competitive
application process. There is no local match requirement. Projects have already been selected for
the 2019–2021 biennium. The next call for projects is expected in early 2020.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Program

requirement. Projects have already been selected for the 2019–2021 biennium. The next call for
projects is expected in early 2020.
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TRPC administers the allocation of this funding program which is a set-aside of Surface
Transportation Block Grant (STBG) program funding for transportation alternatives (TA). STBG-TA
funds can be used for a variety of smaller-scale transportation projects such as pedestrian and
bicycle facilities, recreational trails, safe routes to school projects, community improvements
such as historic preservation and vegetation management, and environmental mitigation related
to stormwater and habitat connectivity. Historically, TRPC has made STBG-TA awards for bicycle
and pedestrian projects and programs. Project applicants are limited to one application for the
SGTB-TA program but there is no limitation on how much a single grant application may request.

Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside (STBG-TA)

The Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBG) is the most flexible of the highway
programs, providing funds to local agencies for almost any transportation related planning,
design, or construction project. Based on a population-driven formula, WSDOT allocates funds
to Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) and County Lead Agencies for prioritizing and
selecting projects that align with their regional priorities. The current regional funding priorities
for TRPC are safety, preservation, and efficiency of the multi-modal transportation system. The
current effort, Main Street Rochester Study, which produced this project plan was funded using
STBG funds.

Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBG)

Thurston Regional Planning Council (TRPC) administers the allocation of the following Federal
Highways Administration (FHWA) formula grant programs which are authorized under the Funding
America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act). The following are two programs that are available
for Main Street Rochester projects. For both of these grants, a minimum non-federal match of
13.5% is required. Funding has been awarded for the 2020–2022 biennium and there is no call for
projects scheduled at this time.

THURSTON REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL (TRPC)

users, cyclists, and motorists. Eligible agencies may be nominated by a number of approved state
agency partners and non-profit organizations. Thurston County is not listed with TIB as an eligible
agency. To become eligible, the county has to adopt a complete streets ordinance or contact the
TIB engineer for Thurston County, Jason Phelps, to determine eligibility. Award amounts range
between $100,000 and $1,000,000. The US 12 Corridor Improvements – Phase 3 project cost is
estimated to be below the $1 million threshold but all other projects would require a match or
additional funding source. The next call for nominations is expected to open in the summer of
2020.

POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
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0670.02 THURSTON REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL - MAIN STREET ROCHESTER
ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COST
PHASE 1

ITEM #

STD ITEM

DESCRIPTION

UNIT

1

0001

MOBILIZATION

2

0120

REMOVING ASPHALT CONC. PAVEMENT

3

SPEC

STORMWATER MITIGATION

4

5120

CRUSHED SURFACING TOP COURSE

5

5767

6

6488

7
8
9
10
11

6700
6890
SPEC
SPEC
6904

12
13
14

7055
SPEC
SPEC

HMA CL. 1/2 IN. PG 64-22
TON
EROSION CONTROL AND ROADSIDE PLANTING
EROSION CONTROL AND WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION
L.S.
TRAFFIC
CEMENT CONC. CURB AND GUTTER
L.F.
PERMANENT SIGNING
L.S.
RRFB PED ACTIVATED CROSSWALK SIGN
EACH
SIGNAL SYSTEM UPGRADE
EACH
ILLUMINATION SYSTEM
EACH
OTHER ITEMS
CEMENT CONC. SIDEWALK
S.Y.
TREE
EACH
UTILITY POLE RELOCATION:
EACH

PREPARATION
PREPARATION
DRAINAGE
SURFACING
HOT MIX ASPHALT

UNIT PRICE TOTAL QTY.

SUBTOTAL

L.S.

$130,000

1

$130,000

S.Y.

$15

3,329

$49,930

L.S.

$57,000

1

$57,000

TON

$30

2,933

$88,002

$150

924

$138,668

$10,000

1

$10,000

$25
$5,000
$30,000
$20,000
$10,000

5,990
1
3
1
36

$149,750
$5,000
$90,000
$20,000
$360,000

$60
$500
$4,000

7,348
8
10

$440,879
$4,000
$40,000

Base course depth of 8 inches
2 inches per hour infiltration rate based on Web Soil Survey

CONSTRUCTION TOTAL
DESIGN ENGINEERING (15%)
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (10%)
CONTINGENCY/MISC. (30%)

$1,583,229
$237,490
$158,330
$474,969

Stormwater applies to new surface only (HMA and Sidewalk)

PHASE 1 GRAND TOTAL

$2,454,018

ASSUMPTIONS
HMA depth of 4 inches

Sidewalk base depth of 2 inch is used
30% contingency used for all phases, includes temporary traffic control
Storm pond and Bioretention costs were determined but ultimately all phases went with a Bioretention cost
Utility poles based on WSDOT survey information.
Mobilization estimated at 8% of total construction cost and rounded up to nearest $5,000
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ITEM #

STD ITEM

1

0001

2

0120

3

SPEC

4

5120

5

5767

6

6488

7
8
9

6700
6890
6904

10
11
12

7055
SPEC
SPEC

0670.02 THURSTON REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL - MAIN STREET ROCHESTER
ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COST
PHASE 2
DESCRIPTION
MOBILIZATION

PREPARATION

UNIT

L.S.
PREPARATION
REMOVING ASPHALT CONC. PAVEMENT
S.Y.
DRAINAGE
STORMWATER MITIGATION
L.S.
SURFACING
CRUSHED SURFACING TOP COURSE
TON
HOT MIX ASPHALT
HMA CL. 1/2 IN. PG 64-22
TON
EROSION CONTROL AND ROADSIDE PLANTING
EROSION CONTROL AND WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION
L.S.
TRAFFIC
CEMENT CONC. CURB AND GUTTER
L.F.
PERMANENT SIGNING
L.S.
ILLUMINATION SYSTEM
EACH
OTHER ITEMS
CEMENT CONC. SIDEWALK
S.Y.
TREE
EACH
UTILITY POLE RELOCATION
EACH

UNIT PRICE TOTAL QTY.

SUBTOTAL

$70,000

1

$70,000

$15

2,733

$40,995

$44,000

1

$44,000

$30

1,779

$53,361

$150

600

$89,948

$10,000

1

$10,000

$25
$5,000
$10,000

3,669
1
19

$91,725
$5,000
$190,000

$60
$500
$4,000

3,698
0
11

$221,896
$0
$44,000

2 inches per hour infiltration rate based on Web Soil Survey
Stormwater applies to new surface only (HMA and Sidewalk)

CONSTRUCTION TOTAL
DESIGN ENGINEERING (15%)
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (10%)
CONTINGENCY/MISC. (30%)
RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION

$860,925
$129,140
$86,100
$258,278
$30,000

Sidewalk base depth of 2 inch is used

PHASE 2 GRAND TOTAL

$1,364,443

ASSUMPTIONS:
HMA depth of 4 inches
Base course depth of 8 inches

30% contingency used for all phases, includes temporary traffic control
Storm pond and Bioretention costs were determined but ultimately all phases went with a Bioretention cost
Utility poles based on Google Earth.
Mobilization estimated at 8% of total construction cost and rounded up to nearest $5,000
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ITEM #

STD ITEM

1

0001

2

0120

3

SPEC

4

5120

5

5767

6

6488

7
8
9

6700
6890
6904

10
11
12

7055
SPEC
SPEC

0670.02 THURSTON REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL - MAIN STREET ROCHESTER
ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COST
PHASE 3
DESCRIPTION
MOBILIZATION

PREPARATION

UNIT

L.S.
PREPARATION
REMOVING ASPHALT CONC. PAVEMENT
S.Y.
DRAINAGE
STORMWATER MITIGATION
L.S.
SURFACING
CRUSHED SURFACING TOP COURSE
TON
HOT MIX ASPHALT
HMA CL. 1/2 IN. PG 64-22
TON
EROSION CONTROL AND ROADSIDE PLANTING
EROSION CONTROL AND WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION
L.S.
TRAFFIC
CEMENT CONC. CURB AND GUTTER
L.F.
PERMANENT SIGNING
L.S.
ILLUMINATION SYSTEM
EACH
OTHER ITEMS
CEMENT CONC. SIDEWALK
S.Y.
TREE
EACH
UTILITY POLE RELOCATION
EACH

UNIT PRICE TOTAL QTY.

SUBTOTAL

$55,000

1

$55,000

$15

1,691

$25,367

$43,000

1

$43,000

$30

1,365

$40,939

$150

396

$59,364

$10,000

1

$10,000

$25
$5,000
$10,000

4,629
1
0

$115,725
$5,000
$0

$60
$500
$4,000

4,083
2
11

$244,958
$1,000
$44,000

Base course depth of 8 inches
2 inches per hour infiltration rate based on Web Soil Survey

CONSTRUCTION TOTAL
DESIGN ENGINEERING (15%)
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (10%)
CONTINGENCY/MISC. (30%)

$644,353
$96,660
$64,440
$193,306

Stormwater applies to new surface only (HMA and Sidewalk)

PHASE 3 GRAND TOTAL

$998,759

ASSUMPTIONS:
HMA depth of 4 inches

Sidewalk base depth of 2 inch is used
30% contingency used for all phases, includes temporary traffic control
Storm pond and Bioretention costs were determined but ultimately all phases went with a Bioretention cost
Utility poles based on Google Earth.
Mobilization estimated at 8% of total construction cost and rounded up to nearest $5,000
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ITEM #

STD ITEM

1
2
3
4

SPEC
SPEC
SPEC
SPEC

0670.02 THURSTON REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL - MAIN STREET ROCHESTER
ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COST
PHASE 4
DESCRIPTION
3-LEG ROUNDABOUT (Single-Lane)
VMS SIGNS
RAILROAD GATES
ADDITIONAL QUEUE LANES

PREPARATION

UNIT
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.

UNIT PRICE TOTAL QTY.
$900,000
$375,000
$250,000
$100,000

1
1
1
1

SUBTOTAL
$900,000
$375,000
$250,000
$100,000

RAB figure is provided by Brad Shea

CONSTRUCTION TOTAL
DESIGN ENGINEERING (15%)
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (10%)
CONTINGENCY/MISC. (30%)
RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION

$1,625,000
$243,750
$162,500
$487,500
$150,000

Stormwater applies to new surface only (HMA and Sidewalk)

PHASE 4 GRAND TOTAL

$2,668,750

ASSUMPTIONS:
HMA depth of 4 inches
Base course depth of 8 inches
2 inches per hour infiltration rate based on Web Soil Survey

Sidewalk base depth of 2 inch is used
30% contingency used for all phases, includes temporary traffic control
Storm pond and Bioretention costs were determined but ultimately all phases went with a Bioretention cost
Mobilization estimated at 8% of total construction cost and rounded up to nearest $5,000
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Paving Estimate Details
PHASE 1
HMA
BASE
SIDEWALK
ASPHALT REM.
CURB & GUTTER
PHASE 2
HMA
BASE
SIDEWALK
ASPHALT REM.
CURB & GUTTER
PHASE 3
HMA
BASE
SIDEWALK
ASPHALT REM.
CURB & GUTTER
PHASE 4
HMA
BASE
SIDEWALK
ASPHALT REM.
CURB & GUTTER

LF
-------

W
-------

SF
35,552
35,552
57,506
29,958
---

SY
3950.22
3950.22
6389.56
3328.67
---

DEPTH
0.33
0.67
0.17
-----

CF
11,732
23,820
9,776
-----

CY
434.52
882.22
362.07
-----

TONS
803.87
1808.54
742.25
-----

15%
924.45
2079.82
853.59
-----

5,990

---

LF
-------

W
-------

SF
23,061
23,061
28,943
24,597
---

SY
2562.33
2562.33
3215.89
2733.00
---

DEPTH
0.33
0.67
0.17
-----

CF
7,610
15,451
4,920
-----

CY
281.86
572.25
182.23
-----

TONS
521.43
1173.12
373.58
-----

15%
599.65
1349.09
429.62
-----

3,669

---

LF
-------

W
---------

SF
15,220
15,220
31,951
15,220
---

SY
1691.11
1691.11
3550.11
1691.11
---

DEPTH
0.33
0.67
0.17
-----

CF
5,023
10,197
5,432
-----

CY
186.02
377.68
201.17
-----

TONS
344.14
774.25
412.40
-----

15%
395.76
890.38
474.27
-----

4,629
LF
-----

W
-----

SF
13,000
13,000

SY
1444.44
1444.44

DEPTH
0.33
0.67

CF
4,290
8,710

CY
158.89
322.59

TONS
293.94
661.31

15%
338.04
760.51
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SW 15%
7347.989

SW 15%
3698.272

SW 15%
4082.628

SW 15%
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Bioretention Estimate Details
Phase 1
DESCRIPTION
SOIL AMENDED
EXCAVATION
STORM WATER CONVEYANCE

Phase 2
DESCRIPTION
SOIL AMENDED
EXCAVATION
STORM WATER CONVEYANCE

Phase 3
DESCRIPTION
SOIL AMENDED
EXCAVATION
STORM WATER CONVEYANCE

UNIT
ACRE
C.Y.
L.S.

UNIT
ACRE
C.Y.
L.S.

UNIT
ACRE
C.Y.
L.S.

UNIT PRICE TOTAL QTY. SUBTOTAL
$10,000
$15
$30,000

0.28
1,569
1
TOTAL

$2,778
$23,528
$30,000
$56,306

UNIT PRICE TOTAL QTY. SUBTOTAL
$10,000
$15
$30,000

0.15
830
1
TOTAL

$1,469
$12,444
$30,000
$43,914

UNIT PRICE TOTAL QTY. SUBTOTAL
$10,000
$15
$30,000

0.13
729
1
TOTAL

$1,291
$10,938
$30,000
$42,229

PHASE 1
Length (Top)
Width (Top)
Total Depth
Side Slopes
Liquid Depth (ft)
Freeboard (ft)

110.00
110.00
4.00
0
3.50
0.50

Pond Dims. @ Liquid Level
Pond Dims. @ Bottom

Length
110.00
110.00

Pond Liquid Volume
PHASE 2
Length (Top)
Width (Top)
Total Depth
Side Slopes
Liquid Depth (ft)
Freeboard (ft)
Pond Dims. @ Liquid Level
Pond Dims. @ Bottom

Pond Liquid Volume
PHASE 3
Length (Top)
Width (Top)
Total Depth
Side Slopes
Liquid Depth (ft)
Freeboard (ft)
Pond Dims. @ Liquid Level
Pond Dims. @ Bottom

Pond Liquid Volume
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Width
110.00
110.00

Bottom of pon

Cubic Yards Gallons
1,568.52
11,733

80.00
80.00
4.00
0
3.50
0.50
Length
80.00
80.00

Width
80.00
80.00

Bottom of pon

Cubic Yards Gallons
829.63
6,206

75.00
75.00
4.00
0
3.50
0.50
Length
75.00
75.00

Width
75.00
75.00

Cubic Yards Gallons
729.17
5,454
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Bottom of pon

Phase 2 Right-of-Way Acquistion Estimate

#

1
2
3

Tax ID #

51600100300
70100401700
56001500100

Address

9917 HWY 12 SW
9925 HWY 12 SW
18210 DALLAS ST SW

2018
Assessed
Parcel Value
with
multiplier1,2
$120,000
$110,000
$470,000

296
392
293

ROW
Cost

$2,471
$3,300
$879

Acquisition
Costs

Negotiati Title and
on
Escrow Appraisal

Statutory Evaluation
Allowance

Commerical, Rental,
Apartment Relocation

Relocation Services
Commercial, Rental,
Apartment (each unit)

Single
Family
Unit

Relocation
Services Single
Family Unit

ROW Acquisition

ROW
Cost

Acquisition
Costs

Negotiati Title and
on
Escrow Appraisal

Statutory Evaluation
Allowance

Commerical, Rental,
Apartment Relocation

Relocation Services
Commercial, Rental,
Apartment (each unit)

Single
Family
Unit

Relocation
Services Single
Family Unit

Parcel Area
SF

Parcel Value
per SF
ROW Acquisition SF
$8
$8
$3

Parcel Area

Parcel Value
per SF

14,375
13,068
922,601

$7,450
$7,450
$7,450

$5,300
$5,300
$5,300

$1,300
$1,300
$1,300

$0
$0
$0

$850
$850
$850

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
Total3

Cost

$9,921
$10,750
$8,329
$30,000

Phase 4 Right-of-Way Acquistion Estimate
#

Tax ID #

2

13505110500

nd dimensions to match1WWHM
model
13505110700

Notes:
1
2
3

Address

18306 Nicody Ln SW
18320 Nicody Ln SW

2018
Assessed
Parcel Value
$62,800
$148,600

112,385
217,800

$3
$3

9,833
25,328

$29,499
$75,984

$17,850
$17,850

$7,500
$7,500

$1,900
$1,900

$7,600
$7,600

$850
$850

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
Total3

Cost

$47,349
$93,834
$150,000

Strip acquistions multiplier of 2.0 is used
Only land value is used for the assessed value
Rounded Up ROW Cost to nearest $5k
Set at $3 per square foot property value used based on County AOS study in Rochester

nd dimensions to match WWHM model

nd dimensions to match WWHM model
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